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Far away across the plain.

Only two blue wings uplifted
‘Where the gray clouds slowly drifted—
But they bore a song on high.

She is Jost in misty darkness
;—
she pierce beyond the gray?
reach the blue behind it?
pause when she shall find it?
she know.it? Who can say?
Read Goodale in Seribner
for Nov,

RICKER.

What earnest and stirring appeals have
been made of late through the Star to all
generous hearts! How could we read
them unmoved? Who has not felt mighty
impulses waking within him to do more
than ever, to give more and more largely,
for all the noble causes which are in a
languishing condition because we have
given so sparingly hitherto? Our attention has been called very recently to the
“measure of giving :" will it mot be profitable for us to think of the * grace of
giving?’
>
In Paul's second letter to the church in
" Corinth, he speaks of the *‘ grace of God
|
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themselves” even "** beyond their power?
to give towards *‘ the ministering of the
saints.” Then the wise apostle ¢ being
crafty caught them with guile” by saying,
‘‘ we desired Titug, that as he had begun,
so he would finish in you the same grace
also.” ‘Therefore, as ye abound in
everything, in faith, and utterance, and
knowledge, and in all diligence, and in
your
love.
‘to
us, ses
‘that
ye
abound in this grace also.” Clearly, the
grace to which he refers is the grace of
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grace

the essence of beauty, for it makes
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and

life beautifal;

char-

everything

it

touches becomes thereby beautiful.
The grace of giving partakes of both of
these characteristics : ‘it is'the outflow of
a love «that is unmérited—upon those
whose only claim fs their need; it also
renders the life of the giver sweet and’
comely—beautiful.
The’ quality of this
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ENGLAND, Oct. 4.,
The season of the fading gnd falling
leaf is not

nsually,

in England,

a very

cheerful season ; rains, damp and fog often depress and sadden the spirit. The
present season has been unusually rainy,
and has afforded a fine opportunity for the
Englishman to indulge his propensity to
grumble. The harvest has been got in
under difficulties, and most of the grain is

in bad condition.
bread next

If we have good sound

winter,

we

shall

owe

it to

Dantzic and Chicago. Trade refuses to
revive ; indeed, the obstinate persistence
of hard times is remarkable. Accidents
of a most appalling kind have spread a
gloom over the land relieved only by the
noble and spontaneous liberality awakened to mitigate the suffering and distress
that have been occasioned.
Fever in
Cyprus, and the deepening ' conviction
that the

island

‘can

never

be

a healthy

station for troops, and can not be expected to contribute to the strengthening of
our
position in the
East,
together with the prospects of a serious
difficulty with Afghanistan and the certainty that ¢ Imperialism” abroad means
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Lora

was

rich,

men of popular and flashy gifts; changes

yet for your sakes he became poor, that
ye through his poverty might be rich.”

in the pastorate are frequent, and yet are

though

AN ITEM OF EXPERIENCE.
BY

REV, C.

F. PENNEY.

Star into the pulpit, .and

is indeed

OORRESPONDENCE.

he

Jesus Christ, that,

I was glad to read in the Star of last
week,—¢* Thirty-eight new subscribers
for the Morning Star were received week
before last, and sixty-eight last week.” I
only wish the number might be quadrupled ; and I hope the figures for this numgiving,
ber of the Star may be at least four times
In theology, grace is undeserved as large. And they can be; with a like
favor, that which is bestowed without
inorease for every week, till next Janmerit; in ordinary speecly, it signifies
%
ai
adornment, whatever makes things more nary.
Three
weeks
ago
I took a copy of the
comely and pleasing. In this latter sense,
it is of near kin to beauty,~it

ENGLISH

called

the

at-

tention: of imy congregationito its elaims,
urging its value in the home. I repeated
it the next Sabbath. As a result’ I have
the names

of twenty

new

subscribers,

with the prospect of more to follow.
These names vere easily secured, some
comipgto me

voluntarily

to

and others I saw in the way.

subscribe,

of pastoral

work.

3

wel

supported;

ui

vw isely

preferred

affected without method or order;

specu-

lation and controversy in the pulpit often
displace the pure and simple preachingof
the gospel; religious literature increases
in quantity, but does not advance in qual
ity ; colleges for the training of ministers
are not what they should be, undertake
too much, become seculazized

by

classi-

cal studies, are not esteemed

as

ought to be, nor maintained as

their

they
im-

portance demands; and as to the large
and erowded meetings of
afi#ual denomi-

Much wants mending in our country

and

in our churches;

our-

and still

more

in

selves. Butif we are in rather a bad
way. just now, we are not asleep in it. In
politics. the evils under which we. suffer
will before long work out their own cure.

The nation of free-born Englishmen

will

never long submit to the reign of Toryism

I give this item of experience, with the ‘and the establishment of “um ambitious
hope that others will do the same. Breth¢t Imperialistic” policy which has wreck“Ts not strained,
ren, let us not wait the coming of special ed so many States. The inherent vitality
It droppeth ag the gentle rain from heaven
agents, but call the attention of our conUpon the place beneath: il is twice blessed;
of the religious convictions of the county
It blesseth him that gives, and Lim that takes.”
gregations to the Star from the pulpit.
and the mighty grace of God may well be
In the wide range of comely, attractive | More and more I regard the Star asa trusted to tide our churches over all diffithings, is there anything more beautiful help to me, not only in my local work, culties of adjustment and adaptation to
than an act of disinterested generosity ? but as keeping the membership of my circumstances, The natfonal establishIt matters little where we find this grace church intelligently interested in the work ment must wait until the nation is fully

¢ puy

embodied, in lowly hut or lordly hall, be-

of our

neath a cloak of velvet or a vesture of

enterprises.
work will then be made with priestly pre‘I received a letter this morning from tensions and ancient privilege. Non-conone of our fathers in the ministry.
The formist churches and non-conformist minlotter 18 dated Oct. 18:
isters are well able to settle their own
“In my own quiet away-down-East affairs, and free discussion of grievances
home,” the writer says, * I have just laid and defects need never be repressed.
aside the Morning Star,which I read from
week to week with deep interest.
To Non-coiiformist colleges will learn,as the
read the Star is a very- great source of education of the country advances, to Tecomfort and satisfaction to me in my old mit the. secular part of training to secular
age. I have been a constant reader of institutions and confine themselves to their
the Star for near fifty years. Iloveit. It
is one of the best papers in our country. own proper subjects, the Biblical lanhI never loved it better, nor read it with guages, Biblical criticism, theology, church
more interest than I have for the last. few history and homiletics. Scotland does
years. The last few numbers have been this “already, and England would have
to me a rich treat. Many of the articles
on the blessed subject of Foreign Missions done it long ago had not the English Unihava been most excellent; and I and my versities for so many centuries been domfamily have read them with great satis- inated by a spirit of eeclesiastical exclufaction.
:
siveness. But Cambridge and Oxford are
« Of one thing I am sure, many of the open now to students of all depominamembers of our churches do not read and
prize the Star as they ought.
have ‘tions ; London runs them very closely in
réad the sermons and speeches’ and
do- the value of its degrees, and Scotland and
ings of the great and blessed gathering Germany are more and more accessible
that has recently heen holden in Vermont,
and attractive. As to religious reunions
as they have appeared in the two last
and
annual denominational assemblies,
numbers of the Star; and I have felt in my
they promote brotherly sympathy, kindly
heart to thank God that we have suc
church and church,
men among us who can give utterance to feeling between
such rich and grand thoughts and senti- Christian fellowship among deacons and
ments.”
pastors; and they are already finding
I hope this matterof increasing the sub- their work in efforts for extending organscription list of the Star maybe taken izations for home and foreign labor, in the
hold of as a denominational work; and consideration of better methods and plans
brethren and sisters may see its relation for the supply of churches and the settleto all our benevolent enterprises. It cer- ment or transfer of ministers, and in pro‘a suitable and honorable maintainly has a great deal to do with our viding
tenance for good and faithful men, worn
success and growth as a people.
out in the
Master's service, How
the
I wish there might be a real enthusi- Baptist Union contributes to these ends,
asm among our ministers and laity over my next letter will show.

rags, it is every where so beautiful, as to
glorify its mean surroundings, and that
no beautiful surroundings are worthy of

‘it.

The beggar boy, that denies himself

the longed-for crust of bread that he may
therewith feed his hungering little sister;
the woman,

that gives

up

the

selfish

pleasures of a life of luxurious ease that
she may go and minister, as an angel of
merey, unto suffering humanity ; the patriot, who sacrifices his home and his life
for his country, and thus makes

real

the

truth of the noble saying, ‘It is sweet
and beautiful to die for one's country ;”
the missionary, who resolutely foregoes
the inestimable privileges that his native
land offers him, and breathes out his life
on some far-away burning desert in "his
heroic efforts 10 win the heathen to Christ;
these, all, embody and exemplify the

beautiful grace of giving. - .
As is well known, this grace, when in
exercise, exerts a reflex influence. It
develops in the heart the very springs
whence flow comeliness and beauty. Generous-minded
men and women, in despite
of certain otherwise inexorable esthetical

laws, are invariably beautiful.
beautiful, albeit

the

ordinary

They are
laws

of

beauty. are contravened. There is a quality, a | subtle essence, to their beauty
that will
not brook
analysis; but
we find in their characters sweetness,
gentleness, self-forgetfulness,—the true
elements of a beautiful soul,—and these
are the fruits of the grace of giving.

="

This grace enhances the beauty of char-
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during a September night. I left the hut

CONDUCTED

BY

WORK.

REV.G.

c. WATERMAY,

| BEROHTHSGADEN, {
with hesitation, but still gave my vote for
TAKE NOTICE.
UPPER BAVARIA, Sept. 17. {
‘going on, the more readily as I had just
All notes given: for the Bible school in
While the illness of one of our number stumbled upon a well-trodden path that
neither permits us'to proceed nor re- ‘pointed in theg direction from which the India by friends in New England, New
York and Pennsylvania are now in the
quires the attendanceof more than one of sound of bells Rpt coming.
It was now half-past five, and in these ‘hands of Rev. E. N. Fernald, Lewiston,
the others,the remaining two have ample
opportunity to become acquainted with mountain forests it grows dark at six; but Me., to whom all payments on the same

the neighboring country.

Konigsee has

received three

climbs

visits;

two

we knew the sounds were nearer now, and
with renewed courage, we pushed on once
more.
At six o'clock, just as the dusk of
evening had crept through the whole forest, we came out suddenly into an open
glade, where cows were feeding,and women
were walking or seated before three log
huts.
We came right upon one of them
and asked if we could get lodgings for the:
night. “Ya,”
answered a Sennerin, in a
brusque voice. ‘Entering the hut by a gate

have

been made for the Edelweiss, a flower
that grows only on the highest mountains,
and on the most exposed points at that;
and the

Watzmann,

rising

9,000

feet

above the Adriatic sea, has been ascended tothe very top.
This last named
mountain has been a source of temptation
from the first. He stands out with such
a defiant air,seemingly quite cutting off all at' the middle of one end, we passed
progress into the world beyond him, that through a narrow passage running across
one is tempted to teach him a lesson. Ae-- ‘the whole end and connecting with similar
cordingly, at about noon of last Thursday, passages running lengthwise up and down
my friend and myself, duly supplied with the sides. Here the cows are milked every
Alpine sticks, a basket of fruit and sand- night and morning, and in case of a storm
wiches, and two shawls, set out on our at night, they are called in here for shelter.
mission of instruction.
Arrived atthe Anotlier passage at the back cut off the
little village of Illsank, an hour and a room we were now entering from the outer
walls, so that only at the roof did this hut
half around the side of the hill at whose
within a hut lose

base Berchtesgaden is situated,we erossed

the

character of an in-

dependent structure.
In one corner of this
inmer room, a low ire was
burning, a
square hole in the roof just above allowing

denomination,

in

our

benevolent

thig work for the next three months,

Let

ture indicates the number of peasants who
use it in common.

An easy ascent of an hour led us to one
of the lowest alps and to a group of peasants from whom we inquired our way to
the next, where we hoped to find other
peasants who could, in their

turn,

direct

us still higher.
Thus far, our way
been plain and broad,
winding
through the green fields at the base
then through a forest of fir trees; but

had
first
and
now

it became less and less distinct, until, on the

grassy plot at the Stubenalp, it‘

disappear:

ed entirely or became ¢onfuseg”with the
national assemblies, they usually end in | numberless cow-paths that€foss and retalk, Such are some of the grounds: of cross each other ther®. No peasant ‘or
Howcomplaint which have formed the theme other human being was in sight.
ever,
a
line
of
posts,
nambered
in
regular
of a good deal of newspaper writing of late.
All this grumbling and dissatisfaction order and: stretching along in the same
is surely a token.for good rather than ill. direction we had ‘been going, seemed - to

grace, like that of mercy,

edical

CHICAGO,

should be made.

:

TO THF, CHURCHES OF VERMONT Y. M.
The Ex-com., of the Foreign Mission Society bas granted the request made through your
delegates at East Farnham P. Q.~Miss Lovina

Crawford, Jellasore, Orissa, India,.is yours
by adoption so far as concerns salary.
Brothers and Sisters of the Vt, Y.

M., shall

she not be much more than this to us?
there are many who are

ready

I trust

to. adopt

that

‘ amended amendment,” and no longer say
“ The Foreign Mission,” but “ my Mission in
India.” That you aud I shall see in the per
son of Sister Crawford,
my sister who is at work

in my

stead.

That Sister C. will continue to

sacl
, and work and pray none the less because we thus take her to our hearts,I am sure.
If you feel just like telling her how you pray

for her and want to hold up

her

bands and

cheer her heart. while she toils on in that mission school write it on thin paper, and address thus: Miss Lovina Crawford, Jellasore,
Orissa,India, via. Brindisi, and put on it a ten-

cent stamp and in
our

letter

to

forty days

she

strengthen

will have

heart

‘in

her

ndian home. If you want a little inspiration
for this letter hg
read
the letter from one
of her pupils in the

ary Helper;

July No.

of the

AMission~

Tam sure you will not fail of the

a narrow valley and began to turn our
quickening you desire.
Many of you heard:
4 Phillips ‘at Starksboro’, beseech us to do
faces upward.
\
three things for our mission in India: = Pray,
It should be mentioned at the outset;
Write, Give.
As he pleads with us to write,
a
part
of
the
smoke
to
escape.
Half
way
and set before us the disappointments of empty
that our purpose was ‘to spend the night
mails, and the joy of letters received by the
at one of the numerous alps or pastures across the further end ran a narrow bench, missionaries from Christians in their native
worhy of more serious stiadw, of more
well scoured, as was everything else in the land, T queried, Will not every mail henceforth
increased and burdensome taxation
at}
that dot this whole range of mountains,
profound meditation, of more
earnest,
carry messages of love and cheer to those who
room that admits of such a process. Where
home, very much detract from the glory
soul-searching
self-examination.
Ah, of the ¢ peace with honor” it was boasted and, early the next morning, to complete this seat came-to an end, a low doorway are working for Jesus and for us on the other
side of the globe?
the ascent of the Watzmann.
These alps
opened into a region which we did not exwere the hearts of God's people all made the Berlin Treaty had secured.
Have all you who thought to write, written?
are
simply
cleared
places
upon
the
sides
If so,write again. If not, write:now.
I do nat
plore.
The
initiated
affirm that
it is
luminous by the inshining of this beautiNor is the religious world just now free
see
how you can write without praying. I do
of
the
mountains,
in
and
near
which
the
nothing
more
nor
less
than
the
.pantry,
ful grace, how would his treasuries over- from the general epidemic of grumbling.
not believe you can. [ am confident if you write
tare
od
Gigi
:
ou will pray.
Praying and writing will then
flow with the generous offerings that The National church, judging from the cattle graze, and where the fennerinnen’| containing milk, cheese, butter, meal, and
e done.
But how about the praying? If takwould pour in from the many thousands spirit shown at the recent Congress at or peasant girls that tend the herds live all the paraphernalia of Sennerin house- en up in the order given, I am equally eonfiwifery.
Above this pantry a space whose
dent there will be ne lack here.
Having the
and millions that constitute His great Sheffield, continues to be united only in during the summer months in huts made
love for souls for whom Christ died, havin
church !
: its nationality and divided in almost every- of hewn logs. Three sets of these. alps, use was likewise unaccounted for extend- love for Jesus our Redeemer,
‘the heart wi
Thank God,many a heart in our own be- thing else. The Evangelicals are dis- well enough distinguished by the terms, ‘ed. back to the end of the inner hut. This find alabaster boxes for our Mission, whose
perfume
shall
go
down
through
the centuries
proved to be*a sleeping place for such
loved Zion has become illuminated by this posed to absent themselves from Con- low, middle and high, stretch along the
et to come as Mary's has come down to us.
peasant travelers as should choose to ochill-sides.
In
early
summer,
the
wealthy
Where the heart is enlisted farm products*
heavenly grace; and already many a gresses,and Ritualists and Broad Churchcupy the beds of straw there provided. For will be laid aside,a stated sum from the weekly
fountain is sending forth its musical rill, men are not disinclined to separate and or well-to-do peasant sends his ten, twen- the rest, a small white table attached to earnings consecrated to the Lord's cause.
to join farther on the swelling river,which divergent action. . Nonconformists,too,ae- ty or thirty cows, under the charge ofa the entrance wall and’ a bunk in the corner Ways and means will not be wanting when the
heart is in it.
Sennerin, to one of the low alps.
When
shall at length cause all our treasuries to cording to the newspapers are full of disopposite the fire completed the list of
Let us strengthen ourselves for this new
this is thoroughly grazed, the middle
work with the assurance of our Lord,
‘Inasoverflow.
May he, who
‘‘loveth
a satisfaction with themselves and their
furniture. The bunk was offered te us,but
much as ye have done it unto one of the feast
pastures have their turn, then the high
cheerful giver,” in his good providence, work.
inasmuch as two old peasant women were
Good men apd true do not easily
of these my brethren ye havedone it unto me.”
alps, and then back again in the reverse waiting to be installed into piaces above,
S. §. NICKERSON. |
hasten the day !
obtain pastorates in the churches, are not
order. The number of huts in each pas- {there
Pin
1
x4}
£
¥
3
was nothing for my friend to-do but
I trow not.
There is something for us to learn yet
upon this fruitful topic of giving. It is

THE GRACE OF GIVING.

ta-N2
LEON,
TES

is

| gréat blessing unto suffering mankind?

Ey

bestowed. upon the churches

What

God-like nature? Is it not the willingness
to give one’s own self for the sake ofthose
who are in need? The love of God—a
measureless ocean—all flows from a heart
that loves to give—that gave till atlength
it was broken for us? Is it then to be
wondered at, that Paul urged upon his
Corinshian brethren the cultivation of this
excellent grace ?
See that ye abound
in this grace also.”
Alas! So many of us give under the
pressure of stirring appeals and repent of
our extravagant liberality afterward! Is
God pleased with such giving, and will
he honor it by making it the means of

“It was but a dash of color,
Shown against a stormy sky ;

8,

its possession

the distinguishing characteristic of the

AWAY.

GEORGE

-

| there any question as to that?

See how suddenly she’s darting

REV.

graciously

in the heart makes man likest to God ? Is

On the bare, brown boughs before me,
In the softly falling rain,
Rests a bluebird ; now, upstarting,

BY

0-0-0
+49

the

May it not of a truth be said that this is
the crowning grace, since

* WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 80, 1878.

—Dora

Sabbath.
Augusta, Oct. 24.

the beaming face, and shines
in every kindling feature.

The Morning Star,

Will
Will she
Will she
Will

other graces, yet if it lack this it is without comeliness, because it is' unshapely.

brow with a halo of light, it radiates from

»

Terms 1—$2.50 Pe year} if paid strictly
IN ADVANCE, $2.20. See the 8th page of
this paper.
bo

FLOWN

us ‘ push” this canvass. Brethren, make
the Star a textfor a few remarks next

character out into shapeliness; but it
gives a certain bloom to it, it crowns the

To whom all letters on business, remittances o
be addressed, at Dover, N. TL.
money, &o.,
All communicgations designed for publication

AND

acter,because it helps to make it symmetrical. Though one's life may possess all
This grace not only helps to round

Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,

STAR, BOSTON

alive to its duty concerning

«|

it;

short

THoMAS GOADBY,
}

indicate the way.

They were good, hon-

est-looking pests, at all events, and when
we read along 13, 14, 15, and so on, we
felt sure we were nearing. the Grubenalp, our proposed stopping-place for the
night.;
What was our dismay, then;
when, after leading us enticingly past 28,
29 and 30, number 31. suddenly. ordered
us to halt at the edge of a cliff that only
comforted us with the assurance that we
could go no further in that direction. Any
assurance was welcome where all else
was uncertainty.
~The afternoon had so
far waned that it was doubtful if we could

get back to the nearest place of- shelter
on the way we had come, before the path

should be obscured by darkness.

The

other alternative, which we chose, was to
strike straight up the mountain side to
our left in the not very promising hope

of finding the Grubenalp before nightfall.
Pursuing our chosen way

over

slippery

earth and fallen trees, we
gained, at
length, the top of a long ridge that seem-

ed to lead to the summit of the Watzmann ; but neither from the point, we had
reached,

nor

froma

higher

outlook

to

which I climbed,could any sign of human
habitation be seen.
We should, I think,

even

at that

five

o'clock hour, have’ turned back in search
of the place of shelter I have alluded to,
but that a sound of cow-bells, coming up
from the side of the ridge opposite that

we had climbed, seemed to invite us to a
human dwelling and to rest and security.
We followed, as affording us our last
hope, the sound that now seemed to approach and now retreat as if it, too, were
determined to deceive us. At length, we
saw, through the darkening trees off at
the right, a gray hut such as the Sennerins occupy. I left my friend, and started
The outer door stood
| off to reconnoiter.
{ open, but that one which shut off the
dwelling and sleeping-room of the Sennerin was firmly locked and bolted. Evidently, the broad strip of green which I
could row see brightening the mountain
side above the hut was one of the high
pastures, and the Sennerin.
who had occupied this cabin would now be "found
lower down, doubtléss at the Grubenalp,
if some good spirit’ would only tell us
where it was. Incase of the worst, we

to find quarters in a neighboring hut.
For tea, we ate a portion of lunch and
drank fresh milk upon a bench out in the

center of the glade.

occupation,

the full

moon rose and shone in upon us from that
one side of the regular and nearly circular
space where we sat which was not enclosed by hills,

and

threw

an

uncertain

light through the trees npon a scene

that

was already picturesque enough.
Behind

us,at some

distance,sat a middle.

aged woman, a Sennerin, and a young
girl, eating from a common dish their supper of soup. We went over and talked with
them as best we could, considering ‘their
marked dialect, and listened to their exclamations of surprise when they learned
that we ‘were from America. While we
sat with them,a shrill cry, prolonged and
in varied tones, rose upon the air and cut

its way to us from the further side of the
glade.
It was one of those cries by means
of which mountaineers make themselves
heard over incredible distances in this
clear air. Our neighbor
replied,
at our
request, but our'own
efforts at imitation

met with little success.
Going back to my hut at eight o’clock, I

found the door bolted, though the creaking
gate let me into the: dark

entry.

Hearing

me, the Sennerin

called from within:

bist endlich da!”

(Here you

“Du

are, at last!)

using a form of words that,in ordinary German society,presupposes either great superiority in age or position or long-continued
familiarity. So untaught are these peasants that they are unable, from ignorance,
to employ the politer forms of address.

I need not tellhow the Sennerin mistook
the light of the moon for that of morning
and got us up at half-past two; I need

not

5ay how the two old women insisted that
I should call my friend to partake of their
coffee and that we should all make the remainder of the ascent together; nor is it
necessary for me to describe the glorious
view from the

summit;

all

views

of 'this

kind are glorious and similar ones have
been described many times already.
The
remainder of this writing shall occupy
itself, chiefly, with saying more about the
two peasant women already twice mentioned.
The wonder was what could induce a
peasant woman of

fifty-three

and

another

reiterating the Macedonian cry, it may be well

to glance at our great need of help.

tothe

Babus

about

sending

express a desire for instruction,

view, for her to

exclaim:

when

as was

‘I

was

there

usually the

case:

last year!” or, ‘I was there five years
ago!” A suspicion of the truth came out
she added,

¢ Qur dear Lady has a beautiful shrine
there.” Yes,our companions were making
a sort of pilgrimage to the shrine of Our
Lady at the summit of the Watzmann.
Whatever may be said of pilgrims in general, these two made us wish that the

Germdns more universally would

the pilgrim’s staff, for

they did

services without expeqgting a

take to

us slight

reward,

and

they delighted us w
an. exhibition of
simple, unaffected sincerity.
I am ‘inclined to think the Watzmann
looks quite as deflant as ever since the
lesson we tried to. teach him. But’ some
mountains won't take a hint.

'

}

-
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Three

Ea-

with others, found his way to the mission bua-

galow, and purchased a number of books and
also took a few tracts to: distribute among his

neighbors in his- distant village. He promised
to call again.
:
:

In addition to supplying Jellasore and Santipoor churches with preaching, we now have
Christian families in three
different localities
within reach of us, living entirely among the
heathen, and needing constant help, both for
their own sakes and to render each village, so
occupied, a radiating point of gospel
light.
In still other localities are numerous inquirers, more or less hopeful, who need further
instruction
and encouragement
and ad to
overcome the opposition sure to be thrown in

their way;

for, however

well seed

‘sown, it must be watered.
Then look at the Hindu villages
rection, for 25 or 30 miles around,

field

for

colporters and

may

be

in every di
and what a

itinerant preachers

of the gospel.
Surely, the harvest, is plentious
but the laborers are few. As for myself, my
days for ranging over the country are about
numbered,
much as I have enjoyed and
should still enjoy this work of love.
But, if
supplied with a good staff’ of native helpers,
und the means for their support, I may yet

do something

in the way

of superintending

and encouraging them in their noble
~ work.
But where, alas, are the helpers and means for
their support? For my entire field, I “have just
one native minister to help me, Bro. Silas
Curtis, who is in feeble health and fast becom
ing decripit with age, and half a dozen lay
brethren in the church at Santipoor, more or
less qualified for evangelistic labors.
The
most intelligent and efficient of these is Bro.
Hiram W. Curtis, who preaches to the chureh
there, and superintends the Sabbath-schoel,
while he supports himself as a teacher im the

school. . These-

lay brethren together

for help? And this,

lives at Ramsan at the foot of the mountain, and the other at Reichenall only
four hours away. Yet the younger woman
declared that she ascended the Untersberg
every year, adding the name of many
another lofty peak her foot had heneler
It came to be the regular thing, whenever
our assent brought a new mountain top

girls te

glish speaking Babus have been in repeatedly
for Bible reading and discussion; and our
message meets with but small opposition in the
bazar, or at the markets. °
Dantoon is the center of a large and popnlous district.
Strangers from distant villages
are often met with here.
Last week, 1 became interested in a stranger in the bazar, and
gave him a leaflet.
During the evening he,

common

word, for one of them

their

school,” “AM are in favor of girls school,” &e.
&c.
A number of Hindu women, able to
read, have called to converse with Mrs, P. and

number of others, now in

sense of the

Indeed,

surrounded as we are, on all sides, by a dense
heathen population, where more than a generation of human beings, unblessed by the'gos‘el, has passed away since the commencement
of our Mission, and the ery for help ‘continues
to become deeper and louder and move imperatiye every year, it were a sin fo remain &ilent.
Here in Dantoon (and much the same is to
be said of our other stations)
I am continually meeting with calls for help, both far and
near. "At home and also in the bazar,Me questions come: ‘ When are you going to open
your school?” ** ‘When are you going to begin Zenana work?” ¢ I wish my house to be #he
first one for. the -Zenana teacher to enter.”
“We want a school in our village, I will speak

of sixty-two years to attempt the severe
task of climbing the Watzmann.
They
were certainly not travelers in the now

could force an entrance here, and, at least,
|

While we were en-

gaged in this pleasant

tii OMB-OVER-AND-HELP US
While no apology is deemed necessary for

may

become

school

with a

at Santipoor,

efficient laborers,

if they eam

have a good drill in our Bible schoolsyet to be..

{s there not here a wide field and

a

loud call

be it borne in mind iz but

one portion ofthe broad field of heathendom
that bas been assigned to our mission.
.
True,‘a small béginning has been made,
churches have been planted; schools estublished, tracts and large
portions of the Sacred
Scriptures
put into circulation, and ** the glo-

rious gospel of. the blessed God,” extensively
living voice.
Still, these
few beacon Hghts, hing out amidst the gross
proclaimedby the

darkness, that enshrouds the inhabitants of
this land, serve to make the awful gloom ali
the

more

visible, and

intensify

the call,

so

often repeated, for more help!
‘What are these
among so many ! Could we have had the means

for following up the work and entering the
thrown invitingly open bedoors
many
fore us, our’
present
position
and
prospects might, and
doubtless would, have -been

very different from what they now are,
'To
those beloved friends, who have lately aiding

in making up

the endowment

for the much-

needed Bible school, our warmest

and

most

cordial thanks are due. May the Lord reward
them a thousand fold! Not only have-eur own
hearts-been. cheered by. this grand move, bug...

our native friends have also rejoiced with us.

And .now
(pardon the Hllouziy) «est haply.
Wer (ua, we say not ye) should: be ashamed
of this same confident boasting—perform the

deingof it—as there has been a readiness to
will, so there may be also a performance, out
of that which ye have.
“ePRILLIPS, |
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Justified rather than the other.”

proved and

blest

of God.

The

Jews!

of friendship between

Communications.

more than

pastor

and

people

the continual interchange of

)

aie

pe
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selves with the kind that rates them with by the pastor, ah an appropriate hymn
a too frequent cause of complaint in a sung, an Ak
‘was given_for each
class. If the dressy sort upon church ‘ue to express his own thanksgiving.

prayers, for one another.
But the duty
|
of
the
church
to
its
pastor
does
not end in attendance would set an example worthy An aged brother, whose wife had been
the Pharisce was approved,
their
prayers
but
in
other
directions to be followed, there might be a very sick for three years, and who was having
10.
Nov.
Lesson.-Sabbath - School
gives comfort to us all by his assertion to
BY REV.J. S. NEAL,
equally
as
helpful
may
they
stay
up his different result in the showing.
: as hard a time to get along as any one in
Here- we see that man
the contrary.
QUESTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE.
hands,
and
in
this
way
increase
his
love
There
are
those
who
go
.to
extremes,
the community, immediately rose up,and
must be saved by mercy and-not by the
The work of the pastor, as we under(For Questions see Lesson Papers.)
for them and their interests.
: ‘who, though meaning well, suppose that thanked the Lord for his goodness to him.
payment of a debt.
stand its Seriptural import, is to watch
A hearty response from a church,when
they are sacrificing for religion's sake, Immediately following him was a poor
“ Shall be abased.” The law of accept- over and feed the flock of God.
WHOM THE LORD RECEIVES.
called
on
by
the
pastor
to
aid
in
any
and at personal neglect fall far below the blind man, whose heart seemed overance with God asks humility of every one.
The importance of fidelity to this work
good work, encourages his heart in a wonappearance
they might present. There flowing with thanksgiving to God. Next
you,
unto
say
I
Verily
*
TEXT:
GOLDEN
“ That he would touch them."
Lay his is only measured by the value of the
whosoever, shall not receive the kingdom
derfal
manner.
Hearty
co-operation
onthe
is no need of looking ridiculous. One in quick succession was a cripple, who
hands on their heads and ask God to bless souls entrusted to his care, for his sucof God asa little child, shall in mo wise
part
of
the
church
in
any
extra
effort
for
can appear unto men to fast, but it is roge to his feet, or rather foot, as we
,”—Luke
18:17.
enter therein.
them.
cess in. promoting the cause of God and
the
revival
of
God’s
work
is
a
marvelous
commendable to do all to improve one’s might say, and with great fervor said,
Of such is the kingdom.”
Children saving souls depends very largely upon
Enke 1819-17.
cordial to a disheartened pastor, and if no general appearance, and this can be done “I am glad the sick, and the blind, and
belong to the kingdom of God. God bids this element in his qualifications.
Adthe lame can thank God.” All hearts
them come to it.
*‘ Receive .
. as a mitting this to be true, the first inquiry other apparent eftect is produced from without being a walking fancy doll, or
Notes and Hints.
such
united
effort,
it
will
bind
the
church
were touched, and the Thanksgiving seran
English
snob.
Arrange
the
hair,
be
'« This parable.” Animaginary story in little child,” With the simplicity, trust, to be made by a pastor destitute to any and pastor more firmly together.
vice we had then and there was worth
tidy,
pay
attention
to
cleanliness
and
to
humility,
love
and
docility
of
childhood,
apdegree of this attainment—for an attainwhich certain principles to be taught
more to that church than all the ThanksOne
other
way
among
the
many
I
wish
little
things,
and
it
will
be
astonishing
It was a fa- the heart must enter heaven.
ment it is—is, How shall I obtain it, or
pear in the acts described.
to
mention
by
which
the
church
can
giving sermons ever preached in that
what
a’
difference
it
will
make
in
some.
O--0
4-0
what are the conditions that ensure its wouderfully increase and strengthen a
49+
yorite mode of instruction with our Lord,
house.
Instead
of
driving
or
keeping
many
away
possession?
and in this, as in other cases, it was emWe still continue our Thanksgiving
OHRIST'S MINISTRY IN PEREA.
pastor’s fidelity—for we said he has feel- they can be attracted to come. Many
We would answer such an inquiry by
ployed with happy effect.
*¢ Trusted in
ing like other men—and that is by a would be seen at church if it were not services, and we would not dare go back
It
is
probable,
says
the
Lxaminer
&
saying first, that a thorough consecration
themselves.” Had confidence in their own
manifest
appreciation of his labors if that calico stood a less chance for recog- to the sermon plan,
It would be robbing
goodness,and thought they were entitled, Chronicle,that the last four lessons of last to the_service of God is of the greatest
they are worthy of this appreciation—and nition. If calico should become fashion- the people of God.
j
rr
quarter,
and
the
first
six
of
this,
fall
withimportance, and indispensable.
One there are but few we think but what are.
on account of it, to the love of God.
Dear friends, is not the day set apart
able
what
sights
we
should
see.
The
in the last five months of our Lord’s life,
«« Despised others.” Had a contempt for
writer has well said, that fidelity to God When I say manifest appreciation, I wish
for the giving of thanks? and will not’
the righteousness of others. The Phari- and that at least the lessons from Oct. 6, is the life and soul of pastoral fidelity. to lay particular stress upon. the qualify: best should be presented at the best
place, but the house of God should not be God be better pleased with thanks given
to
Nov.
10,
belong
to
the
middle
or
latter
sees were men of this character.
Christ
Too much stress can not be put upon ing word manifest. This may be done in
the place for display. All can not and from each heart than he will with an adpart of the winter preceding the crucifixhere rebukes the sin of his hearers. “Up
this condition if the pastor wishes to be various ways. A church may truly apjon, and mainlyto the country east of
should not be uniformed alike, there is dress to the people?
into the temple.” ' The temple stood on
successful.
History informs us of the preciate the labors cf its pastor and still
¢¢ Let the people praise Him.”
beauty in variety, neither is it necessary
Mount Moriah, and was only reached by the Jordan—called Persea in ancient ge- strange fact that, in the days of Edwards fail to let him know it. Sometimes seemEE fie d—
that
every
piece
of
goods’
should
bg
of
ography.
an ascent. *‘ To pray.” The Jews were
and Whitefield, it was not deemed es- ingly striving to conceal it, for fear it
Per=a, in the time of our Lord, was
REV.
GEORGE
W. WHITNEY.
foreign
production.
The
question”
is,
wontto go up to the temple at three
sential that a man should be converted,
will increase. his pride rather than his what are the means to induce such to atwell populated. This was his first considBY
REV,
EZEKIEL
TRUE.
o'clock in the afternoon for prayer. They
erable ministry to it. There are indica- even, to become a minister of the gospel fidelity. While I admire the spirit of tend upon the services of the church? To
of Christ.
did not go to hear prayers, but to pray,
Rev. George W. Whitney, died in
tions, in this section of Luke (9:51;
caution possessed by such a church I make a sacrifice is one of the virtues of
- Against this heresy those sainted men
each for himself.
The place of prayer 18:14), of the multitudes who came to
Rochester, N. H., Sept. 1878, aged 86
very much question the wisdom that al- the religion of the Lord Jesus Christ.
of God bodily contended,bringing a gloriwas in one of the courts.
hear him, and of their hearty, energetic,
lows it to be exercised to such an extent
While it is right and proper for those | years. He was born in Gorham, Me.,
*¢ A Pharisee.” The Jews were dividous
revolution, causing a separation—
partly earnest,partly wayward character.
as itis in some cases. Inst2ad of church- who are able to purchase costly articles, June 14, 1792. His father (Ass Whitney)
ed into three sects, the Pharisees, SadNames of places are not sufficiently given for all time we hope—of those two strik- es in general being too lavish with their knowing that the money for the same is died when he was about fourteen years
ducees und Essenes. The Pharisees were
to enable his journey to be certainly trac- ingly dissimilar powers, the Church and words of cheer and encouragement for an indirect assistance to the producers, of age. In 1810 he, with his mother, moved
the most numerous, influential and bigoted.
i State, a union of which,from various caus- their pastor, I believe the danger is that yet are they willing to sacrifice the to Bridgton, then comparatively a new
wd. They prided themselves on their
Owing to the scarcity of New Testa- es, had created and fostered the loose they may altogether neglect to utter pleasure of a display in church, and for town containing but few inhabitants, subconformity to the Mosaic law; to its letjecting them to many inconveniencies
ment references to places in this region, conceptions that then existed in regard them in his hearing.
the sake of example, and for the sake of
ter, rather than to its spirit, however.
A word now and then of encourage- the poorer class, come a little more to incident to a new country, and affording
its isolated situation, and the trouble and to the necessary spiritual qualifications of
None of the external observances requira minister of the gospel.
ment from a good brother or sister, or a level with our brethren and sisters in but few privileges.
ed by the law, or by tradition would they peril of exploring it which have marked
Another condition essential to ensure
In March, 1817, he married Miss Mary
even a word of commendation, for any humanity? Leave the extras for other
recent
times,
almost
no
part
of
the
Sacred
omit. They washed their hands before
fidelity to pastoral work is athorough conWhitney, of Buxton. They continued to
worthy
effort
of
the
pastor,
would
oftener
Lands
isso
unfamiliar
to
modern
rethan church nd devotional occasions.
meat ; they devoted a tenth part of their
viction of a special divine call to the
until 1842, In an exBut enough of While the Quakers and old style Meta- live in Bridgton
mint and anise to the Lord; they prayed search. Happily, it is not to be neglect- work, feeling that ‘“Woeis me if I preach bless than injure him.
tensive
revival
in
the
winter and spring
this.
There
are
many
things
in
reach
of
odists have dressed as a peculiar people,
long at the street corners, and were very ed in the present systematic ‘* Palestine
not the gospel.” Yet while I deem this
of 1827—8, under the labors of the late
the
pastor,
not
yet
mentioned,
which
if
Exploration.”
and scripturally intended it, the style also
liberal when others could see their gifts.
in my own case indispensable, I would
Rev. Samuel Lewis, assisted by the late
Stanley, in his *¢ Sinai and Palestine,”
In this parable their dearth of spiritual
not be so bigoted as to debar those from wisely appropriated, will tend to increase in some way had its objections.
tev. Clement Phinney, he became a conquotes a trustworthy traveler as describThere are two sides to the question,
lifeis well shown.
entering the ministry otherwise fitted, his interest in the welfare of his people
vert to the cause of Christ, and by the
and
in
this
way
greatly
aid
him
in
his
ing
the
view,
from
the
mountains
at
the
and, as in all things, there are times that
“ A publican.” A despised man, a hatand who feeling called of God in some
latier was baptized in June following,and
work.
:
call for special acts for special purposes.
ed mun, classed with the mean, and vile east of Perma, of the West-Jordan coun- other way,still fail to have the experience
in
August following, united with the first
Time will permit me to mention but a Who will set an example worthy to be
and wicked by the Pharisees.
Publicans try and of the Mediterranean, as “ the mentioned.
F. B. church in Bridgton, at the time of
few,
and
to
give
those
but
a
passing
nofollowed? Consider what a sacrificing
offen were men of abandoned character. finest” he ¢ ever saw in any part of the
We can but feel that he who enters the
its organization,
Christian spirit in the act will accomplish,
Their office was to collect taxes.”
They world; and notes the impressiveness of work without a special ‘ thus saith the tice.
He, being a leading man in the town,
A familiar acquaintance «with his peo- that sacrifice accomplishes more than
bought the right to tax a district, paid the this fact, inasmuch as from these mount- Lord,” is, at best, shorn of much of his
now
became an active leader in the
ple, individually, gained by visiting selfishness, and that sacrifice is a powerRoman government its price, then levied ains Abraham as he journeyed from the strength.
church: and as at that time ministers
East, Jacob as he returned from Laban,
them
at
their
homes
and
in
various
other
ful principle in the workings and success
the amount, and as much more as they
No thought buoys up the drooping
were few and their labors divided among
chose, on the district. Their cupidity had and the Israelites as they approached by spirits of a pastor and nerves bim to ways is another most valuable aid to the of Christianity. Thisis the door at first |seyerat-ehareliey, he felt that he was callfew legal restraints and so they became their circuitous route from Egypt, must more earnest zeal in his Master's service, pastor. People must become intimately alluded to.
ed to take a more public stand, and soon
before they |
—extortioners
amd oppressors. Besides; have received their first.impressions.of the | —even
when he seems to Tail of success— | -aequainted-with-their-pastor
commenced
appointing
and holding
Promised.
Land—a
view
which
would
will
place
implicit
confidence
in
him
as
a
CAUSE AND EFFECT.
like the thought that it is the Master's
the Jew who engaged in this business
meetings
in
school-houses
in- different
throw itinto a grand and ideal light. work, and that he is the Master’s choice religious leader and adviser. - Not only
was brought into close relations with the
Allow me to call the attention of your parts of the towa, to good acceptance.
«It waz,” he says, ‘ the forest-land, the
heathen, and was thus defiled.
Again
to do that work, and,if he fails after prop- is this true of the church, but more em- readers to a couple of paragraphs that
At a session of the Gorham Q. M. (now
This
the taxes of the Jews went to support a pasture-land” of Palestine. ' The smooth er effort,it is the Master whois responsi- phatically se with non-professors.
appear in this week's Coos Republican in Cumberland) he received a license to
pagan government, and that was reason | downs received a special name (Mishor— ble; and not the poor, feeble pastor. condition can not be reached at once even the news items from Haverhill. These preach the gospe!, and at a session of the
enough to keep a Jew from becoming a applied to a country without rock or He arises after an apparent defeat with with the most earnest effort on the part parapraghs stand - in relation to each Otisfield Q. M. held at Bridgton, in Feb.
tax-gatherer, as it was enough to make if stone), expressive of their contrast with renewed courage at the Master's call with of the pastor, but, considering its impor- other as cause and effect.
1835, he was set apart to the work of the
of questionable morality for a Jew to pay the rough and rocky soil of the West. his interest and love for the work inten- tance, it should be carefully attended to.
Cause.
*
has reconstructed the ministry, his being the first ordination
The
¢
oaks’
of
Bashan,
which
still
fill
the
The pastor needs to cultivate —or at bar-room of his hotel. He has the nicest
faxes.
sified.
after the organization of that Q. M.
admiration, were to the
“The Marisec stood.” The usual post traveler with
re
With him who is destitute of this in- least most do—a habit of sociability, thus hotel in this vicinity."
He continued to labor with the churches
ure in prayer at the temple. - All the prophets and psalmists of Israel the chief valuable assurance, the case is very dif- engendering a proper familiarity between
Effect. ‘The work of repairing the in Bridgton and adjacant towns, preaching
Jews stood when praying in the court of glory of the vegetation of their common ferent, for a failure leaves him without himself and people, so that the .most dif- jail and jail-house is about completed. mostly with those destitute on the Sabfident of his flock will feel perfectly free The jail has been enlarged to twice its
_the temple; in less public places they country.”
a redoubt behind which he may rest and
bath, also devoting much of his time
to express to him their trials and tempta- for
Prayed thus with himself
Concerning our Lord's ministry in Pe- become renewed for an other contest.
often knelt.
ity.”
¥
during
the week in traveling and visiting
tions, seeking for advice.
.
Prayed in silence. In a public place of rea, Dr. Hana says in his ¢ Life of
The compliment paid the hotel is quite the churches, attending funerals, Quarterly
This condition brings discontent in the
In this way a Christian love and fellow- flattering, and has about as much fitness
prayer, where all prayed at the same Christ :”
>
work, and loss of interest for the cause,
and protracted meetings.
At home he
ship will spring up and abide in the as though it was applied to a kennel
time, silent prayer was necessary.
“I
Much of this country must have been lessening his fidelity not only for the flock
was
obliged
to
labor
on
the
farm
to meet
thunk thee.” He acknowledged the hand new to Jesus. He came among this new over which he has acted as under shep- hearts of both pastor and charge, exceed- where mad dogs were reared for the bane the actual necessities of his family, as he
of God in helping him to be so goed. population with all the prestige of his herd, but also for the chief shepherd ing that which united the hearts of David of the public, or to a pest-house from received no salary and but small compenand Jonathan.
This was orthodox.
He prided himself great Galilean name. He came as he had himself.
which consumption, palsy, fever,plagues,
come at first to the Galileans, at the open‘When this condition is reached, you insanity, madness, redness of eyes, sorrow sation for his time and labors.
that he was beloved of God above other ing of his ministry, among whom many of
In the winter of 1839—40 an extensive
Still another condition requisite to pas- may expect to see the blessing of God atmen. An utter absence of humility, or of the notices of what occurred here strikof heart, death and damnation are freight- revival of religion, knownas the great
toral
fidelity
is
a
prayerfully-reached
estitending
the
labors
of
such
a
union.
The
any zense of sinfulness before God is the ingly remind us, for we are distinctly
reformation, occurred in which several
mate of the value of souls.
Without pastor will not only grow in grace but in ed upon our communities.
viee of this man’s prayer.
““.I am not as told when he came into the * coasts beThe construction or reconstruction of bar- towns in which he had previously labored,
yond Jordan he went
throngh. the cities this as a stimulus, feeble indeed must be knowledge, and the church be built up in
other men are.”
To thank God for his and villages,” and ¢“ great multitudes folrooms is always followed by an enlarge- shared quite largely. In this work he
the pastor's efforts.
Reasoning from the most holy faith.
grace in keeping us from crimes that lowed him, and he healed them,” and *‘the
ment of jails and penitentiaries and gal- took a deep interest, and subsequently
analogy—which is generally considered
BR
CE
ey ys‘2t¢rpry I Q}.
some men commit is one thing; to thank people resorted to him, and gathered a correct course of reasoning—we should
lows, etc. We can not close our eyes to devoted his entire time to the work of the
thick together and as he was wont, he
him that we are better than other men,
thelogic
of events that exist in our midst. ministry and pastoral -labor. He was
DRESS
IN
CHURCH.
them.” ‘“ And when there were come to the conclusion that a pastor who
as if our nature and tendencies were of a taught
These alarming facts call loudly upon pastor of the following churches in the
gathered together an innumerable muiti- valued his own ease and comfort, or any
; BY W.G.H.
superior kind, is another. * The error of tude of people, insomuch that they trod earthly object, as highly as he does the
the citizens of this and every other State order named: - Harrison, Gray, West
this proud soul was that he recognized in one upon another, he began to say unto souls under his care, that that pastor,
in the Union to use every means *ithin Bethel, Sherbern, N. H, First'church in
On the article on duties to ‘‘stayhimself no kinship with sinners. ‘‘Ez- his disciples.” Here we have all the ex- when returning to the chief Shepherd to
their power to suppress this unmitigated Rochester (Gonic)N. H., North Berwick,
dortioners.” Those who take advantage citements, and the gatherings, and the render an account of his stewardship, aways” in the Star of Oct. 16, reference curse, from the most extensive brewery Hiram, East Parsonsfield. He preached
manifold healings which attended the
of other men’s necessities to enrich them- earlier part of the ministry in Galilee. will not be burdened so much with his was made to a class who excuse them- and distillery to the meanest grogery.
at So. Parsonsfield about one year.
At
selves from attending church on account
selves. It was one of the crimes charged The two communities were similarly sitIf the rum fiend had not so success- Buxton Ceunter he closed fis pastoral
sheaves of gathered souls as he will be of inability to dress well . enough.
This
on the Pharisees, that they robbed *¢ wid- uated, each remote froin metropolitan infully harpooned public sentiment, there labors.
with the mire and, filth of this world.
His pastorates varied trom one
ows’ houses,”by extortion. Tax-gatherers fluences, more open to new ideas and in- Such a shepherd is fittingly represented is one of the most common reasons given would long ere this have been a general to five years, in all of which he was sucfluences than the residents in Jerusalem.
by that class. It is also a mistake,— the
were given to this crime.
The instrumentality brought to bear upon by the Saviour as ¢¢ an hireling’’ whose meaning only is’ they can not dress as uprising resulting in lynching, if milder cessful, and in several he was blessed
‘¢ Unjust,adulterers,or even as this pub- them in the presence of Jesus and his dis- ‘own the sheep are not,” for quickly when
means failed to arrest the evil.
Com.
with precious revivals, and the churches
well as others. Thenit brings a quesican.” + This Pharisee,
no doubt, told ciples, in the proclamation of the advent affliction or persecution comes to the
Littleton, N. H., Oct. 11.
received many additions. After closing
tion, Must others dress differently, lest
the truth in saying that he had not been of the kingdom,in the working of all man- church he seeks a new charge, regardhis pastoral work, he went to Bethel and.
ner of cures upon the diseased among
these take offense? Perhaps not, yet we
guilty of these sins, or of the conduct of them, was the same. Are we surprised at less of his
duty to the endangered may find another door out of it.
resided a short time with his daughter,
THANKSGIVING.
]
the publican: he assumed that he was it, that so many ofthe very scenes enact- flock.
Mrs.G. P. Bean, until her death, since
1 am generally disposed to accord to
BY ADONIIAM.
perfect, sinless in all ways, so full of the ed first in Galilee should be enacted ovThe want of fidelity in the pastor, how- each a freedom of choice in all acts, and
then he hasresided in Rochester with his
It will soon be time for Thanksgiving daughter, Mrs, Frances C. Hayes,
conceit
of self-righteousness he was. er again in Persea, and that, exactly simi- ever, is not always wholly chargeable to also a freedom from responsibility in genlar occasions having arisen,the same disMen often err in just this way.
They courses should be repeated.
the pastor himself, but much of the re- eral for the conduct of others, with this services again in all our churches, and, as
His educational privileges in early life
claim perfect goodness, and forget to try
But while these coincidences as to sponsibility for this deficiency is found to understanding, that each is acting on his has been the custom for many years, were very limited, which he often felt as
their motives and acts by the first and events, and repetitions as to discourses, lie with the church-over which the Lord individual responsibility.
probably many ministers are preparing an embarassment to his usefulness, but
do occur, there occur along with them,
great commandment.
himself may have placed one of his most
The class of people referred to incline the usual Thanksgiving sermon, looking he was studious and made the most of
mixed up inseparably with them, many
*¢ Fast twice in the week.”
This wus a things both in the spirit and actions of devoted servants. Ministers are at most me to place them among those who are toward such service. It has been my ob- his opportunities for obtaining knowledge,
attend the making the Bible his chief study. As a
It showed self- Christ appropriate exclusively to this par- but men, They are subject to like feel- partially if not wholly justifiedin charg- servation that few people
. good work in his eyes.
minister and pastor he was earnest and
No allusions to ings withother men. They are affected ing responsibility upon others. Now I love preaching service of Thanksgiving day. faithful. As a preacher he was
denial where the Mosaic law did not re- ticular epoch in his life.
plain,
quire it. It was an extra act of piety to the time or manner of his own death, no by surrounding circumstances and in- « style,” so termed, ‘in dress, and hold A few will attend for looks’ sake, some, logical and impressive, as a counsellor he
reference to his departure and return, no
be put to his credit. It is easy to fall in- pressing upon his disciples of the duty of fluenees similar to other men, and the that any one, while he or she is having perhaps,because others go, and there will was able, and as such his aid was often
His convictions of duty and
to this way of thinking, easy, when we waiting and watching for his second ad- ‘brethren and sisters with whom they a garment made, should pay attention to be afew devout worshipers who will be sought.
right were decided. He early enlisted in
there
with
hearts
full
of
thanksgiving,
do not see that by deeds of this kind no vent, no prophecies of the approaching labor should bear this in mind.
what becomes one, not necessarily folthe Témperance, Anti-slavery and Mission
overturn of the Jewish economy, came
man canbe justified before God.
¢* Give
If the church can justly demand of the lowing the fashions. Those who claim ready to listen to the expressions of causes, giving them his earnest support.
from the lips of Jesus during his sojourn
fidelity to his work, earnest, exemption from attending church on ac- thanksgiving coming from the pastor's He served asa soldier in 1813 and was
tithes.” The law required the payment of in Galilee. Bulnow all the reasons for pastor
a tenth partof one’s income to support reserve are nearly if not entirely gone, heartfelt sympathy in all their interests count of inability to dress suitably may- heart, with no opportunity of expressing stationed at Portland, Me. He was the
only remaining one out of a family of 12
the Jewish church and government. The Jesus has set his face to go up to Jerusa- and affliction—as we admit they may—so
charge their superiors—in dress—with such feelings themselves.
children, two
besides
himself
being
He waits and works only a also the pastor has a right to expeas, cer- some of the cause. How? While a perSeeing these things a few years ago, ministers (Samuel and John). He was a
Pharisees were scrupulous to obey this lem to die.
Jaw even to the extent of tithing the herbs little longer in this remote region beyond tainly in a corresponding measure, the son may exhibit good taste in attire, while pastor of-a Vermont church, led member of the General Conference held
Jordan till the set time has come. NothSee, then, what ing that he can say or do here can have same from his people. You say perhaps creditably, yet the house of worship .me to run the riskof a decided change in in Topsham, Me.
raisedin their fields.
When he came to Rochester to reside
sins this man did not do, what virtues he much effect in hastening or retarding the that the pastoris to be a pattern of good should not be the place to advertise dry- our Thanksgiving service.
he felt anxious that a church of his own
duy of his decease. He may give free ex- works,and you are not expected to attain goods and millinery. Many ave there as
Notice was given from the pulpit the denomination might be established in the
pression to those thoughts and sentiments
«¢ Standing afar off.” As far from the which, now that it is Dring near, must to that hight of Christian excellence that | though to be envied for what they have Sabbath before, that instead of the usual village, and gave to the enterprise his
: | on, who would not be there in certain dry Thanksgiving sermon there would earnest efforts, uniting with the church at
holy place in the, temple as he could, not be gathering often around the great event. you demand of him.
the time of its organization, of which he
If he is a pattern, he is a- pattern to be phases of weather that would necessitate be a Thanksgiving service, and all, who remained a Wh
feeling worthyto press
up near to the sa- And he may also safely draw aside, at
member until removed
hud
received
anything
to
be
thankful
for
ered spot. He was near the outer limit least, partially, the veil which hides the followed. A pattern is something to be a modified adornment of person.
to the church triumphant. He bore his
concealing at once the awful doom copied or imitated, not simply to be exof the courl.
** Smote on his breast.” future,
The unfortunate ones, pecuniarily, need during the past year, were cordially in- last sickness with great patience,and died
impending over Jerusalem, and his own
in hope of a glorious immortality. He
more
often than they get a change of vited to come.
hibited
for
the
novelty
of
the
sight.
speedy return-to judge the nation that hada widow and five children.
leaves
The
result
was,
on
Thursday
morning
Sayingto himself. ‘70 me a sinner.” rejected him. And this is what we now
The pastor needs the prayers and sym- clothing for health’s sake and should, in
funeral services were
his st,
‘By his reque
following,
at
10:30,
A.
M.,
we
had
nearly
find
him
doing.
There
was
a
shortness,
~ “To
me the sinner” is the true reading.
pathy of those with whom he labors, and order to mingle with ‘others, have suits
by the writer,assisted by Revs.
d
conducte
decisiveness, a strength of utterance, he has a right to expect it from those free from offensive odors by contaming. the entire Sabbath congregation present.
to God as a awhich
F. Reed, A. P.
P. Chesley,
He had nothing to present
E. Tuttle,
belongs to all Christ's sayings
at
(Friend) and
After
appropriate
Scripture
reading
and
Pratt
Mr.
Rev.
apd
tion
with
various
pursuits.
But
limited
Tracy,
and
sins
bat
who
pray
for
themselves.
his-favor
securing
for
reason
this period, whether addressed to filends
a part.
taking
all
Varney,
Wm,
Rev.
remarks
of,
perhaps,ten
minutes
duration
or foes.
y
:
:
Nothing serves to strengthen the band means enable them only to provide themwhom Jesus addressed

would

have said |

but Jesus |
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Boat his breast with his fist. * Saying.”
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sicknesses, sorrows, that we" may

Selections.

| rience the power of Christ as a refuge

and support, and gain a perception of
his sympathy for the miserable? We
never know another except as we are

. THE SENSE OF LOSS.
(From a monument in Kensal

Green

like him, having the

Cemetery,

It is not ut the Hour of death,
‘While mourning o’er the parting breuth ;
It is not while we look our last,
The present all—forgot the past;
It is not while we watch the eye

It is not when we gently la
The loved remains in death’s array;
It is not while with noiseless tread
We gather round the sleeping dead,
And for a few sad, mourning days
On what was precious fondly gaze—

port in death, experience

quickened him,he hoped to feel.

ence, his ambition.

With trembling awe, approach and kneel,
And on the lid a farewell seal
From lips that can not speak a prayer,

us.

feel our loss.

v

And when the last dread solemn rite
Ashes to ashes must unite,
In sable gurb we stand around,

-

EE

D.

to

sufferfinally

Ad-

SETS

sufferings,” was his ruling passion. He
wanted no preposition between him and
his Lord.
3
about him, of him,
was not enough. Thousands know of
Christ and are lost. Baul knew of him
while a student under Gamaliel, and when
he held the garments of them that stoned
Stephen.
He
might
have become a
nominal believer and still have had no
personal acquaintance with him. On his
wayto Damascus he began a real acHenceforth he knew him

manuals of dévotion, from

the

of men;

and only know Christ by entering into
the experience of Christ, through the ing

—— corporation of his experience, fedlings,
tastes, aspirations, into the exercises of

our own souls in active life. This had
been Paul's privilege. The spirit, purposes, feelings, sorrows, joys, sufferings,
and triumphs of Christ had been wrought
into his inner life by the spirit and the
intimate companionship in trials, labors,

elaborate

To Become

serious mistake of pastors, officers of
churches and Sabbath-schools, is that

Paul

until desire for new unfoldings became a
passion. The more he knew of him, the
more he expected, and the more eager he
was to know him better, He counted
everything else as dross compared with
the ‘excellency of the knowledge of
which

he had al-

ready attained ; reckoned himself among
the ** perfect,” and as having
*‘ attained”
gracious endowments.
And
yet as not
‘Calready perfect,” nor as having ‘‘already attained,”he pressed forward with
more ardor than ever, to ** know Christ.”
He did not undervalue the blessings
gained, but

was

so

intent

mpon

rize of the high calling of God in Christ

esus.”
‘What prize? Heaven? Happiness? Delightful communion like that the disciples
enjoyed in the walk to Emmaus?
Nay,
verily ; but more knowledge of Christ in
the deep mysteries of his suffering, his
- experiences with death, and the power
of his resurrection. He mentions resthe

text,

because

that

towered before him like a mountain peak,
a good to be won, but suffering and death
come before it in the order of time. Few
desire to know Christ in sufferings. We
prefer the mount of “glory, scenes of joy,
*¢ third-heaven”

revelations,

‘ green

pastures” and ¢¢ still waters.” Paul had
large experiences of a joyous nature, but
he coveted most of all, acquaintance with

Christ in his sufferings. He was so eager for this, that he thought little of what
he had enjoyed. He spent no time thinking how good he had become, how richl
the Lord had blessed him, how farin ad-

vance of other Christians he had grown,
but his supreme desire was to penetrate
to the deepest mysteriesof the Saviour’s
life, to know him in ‘the fellowship of his
, sufferings,” the center of his saving love,
the richest vein of his marvelous experience; this he could not do without entering himself into

the

valley

house and ordinanees:

of SOITOW ;

into such a spiritual state that the guilt

and shame and wretchedness of sinners
would burden his soul as they did the
soul of his divine Lord. It was in sufferings that Christ revealed his mightiest

i

in his shoes that sent a shudder through
the heart of the evil-doer.
Better the
distant, reserved and even stern manner
of the old divines.
Better expulsions,
or, if these excite no fear, other punish-

ments that imply disgrace to the offender
and unpopularity to the executor of jus-

tice, than the increasing flood-tide of irreverence whicli fears not: God nor re-

gards man.—ddvance.
TE

“THE LORD IS MY STRENGTH.
are emptier than

"

empti-

ness, and more vain than vanity.
We
may tax language and use extravagant

hyperboles, but shall never be able
fitly
to estimate our own utter insignificance.
We are weakness itself, hampered with
the conceit of power; and yet if we can
say in truth, ** The Lord is my strength,”
we can not estimate

for there

is no

how strong we

are,

measuring omnipotence.

Come, let us consider

the matter, and let

each believer speak personally. He who
made the heavens and the earth is my
strength. Ile who fixed the mountains
firm so that they start not from their
places in the day of tempest, when the
cedars are breaking, is my strength.
Although he will one day rock heaven
and

earth,

and

before

his presence

all

creation shall flee away, yet he is my
strength. - These. are but the hidings of
power, but truly, all

the

force

reserved

and lying latent in the Almighty bosom is
engaged for his saints, and is my portion.
Whatever omnipotence can do—(and that
is a wrong expression to use, for omnipo-

tence knows no frontier or confines to its
sphere of possible action) is ours, All
that God has done is but little in comparison with whathe can effect when his arm

shall be bared to complete his mighty

purposes ; yet all the possibilities that
periain to God belong to his people.
¢¢ The Lord is my strength.”—Spurgeon.
EM

WOMEN

Na

Another correspondent—a clérgyman—
asks us to state our views as to the
position which women should—seripturally—
hold in the churches. We are not in a

but

we jcan nevertheless appreciate the wagquestion. ‘Why,
enter upon an experience that would ena- friend, you might as well ask what is the
ble him to appreciate those sufferings and position of man in the church? There is
to know the love that led to them; and nothing more unjust, more unscriptural,
he understood full well that the only way or more hurtful in its influence on the
to reach sucha result, was to suffer with progress of Christianity, than this sensehis Lord, be baptized with the same bap- less, old-fogyish discrimination against a
capacity of goodness because it “happens
tism that overwhelmed his soul.
How
many of us desire such a knowledge of to be represented, in the ordainment of
Christ? We sing, ‘“ Nearer, my God, to God, by the feminine gender. Capacity
thee, e’en though it be a cross that rais- for service, and not sex, places one in the
eth me,” yet recoil from trials and sacri- realm of Christ and Christian things. A
fices that offer rich revelations of Christ. woman who has a praying mind and a
How many of us hunger to know * the praying tongue,—I will not say should be
love, his most powerful
heart of kindness, and

grace, his inmost
Paul desired to

fellowship of his sufferings”? Are we so
.anxious to appreciate Christ as a bearer
of burdens, a sacrifice for sin and shame,

‘that we court the baptism of suffering
‘attain it? Do we

welccmo

losses,

to

trials,
4

| ery which lurks in the

and

af

losses just

toil. with

lr

avy.

The most obstinate cases are healed and
cured with astonishing rapidity.
For allay-

Burns and Scalds.

were

mailed

to the

Army

Inflamed

The

Faceache.

It is a panacea, and
when used according
to directions its effect is simply wonderful.
H
Blind, Bleeding
or Itching. It
P | les, is the greatest
;
=
known
remedy; :rapidly curing when other medicines have failed,

For Broken Breast, Sore
Nipples,

our

our

hoods.— Christian Register.

are

of

whose

neighbor-

two

strength

kinds.

is to sit

One class

are

hinderers - of their brethren. They are
not content with sitting still themselves,
but would have every one else join them,
And it is astonishingly easy to be a
hinderer.

It requires

intelligence.
sit down

no

skill,

no zeal, no

All that is necessary

in

the

way

of

the

is to

workers.

Many a pastor's strength is.worn out and
his ‘spirit broken by these hinderers.
Another class is simply a dead weight
that must be carried. Whenever anything is to be done, they present the vis
inertie that must be overcome.
They
do not actively hinder; if they are just
left to sit still comfortably, they are

con-

tented. Their resistance is only passive.
But either class is a sad drawback upon
the usefulness
Chronicle.

of

One's

the

Own

church.—Zz.

&

Work.

Every church-member should learn his
sphere of:work. The éye can not do the
service of the hand, nor the hand

of the

eye. Many. good men have prevented
their usefulness by mistaking their proper
sphere.
Valuable deacons have been
converted into worthless preachers. Good
pastors have sacrificed their usefulness in
their attempts to be financial agents,
Some members are. prompt to speak in
church, who would show their wisdom

and increase their usefulness

by silence;

and others, from diffidence or false views
of duty, are silent, whose intelligence,

piety, and discretion entitle them tobe
heard. Every brother should study his
Nor should

he

should never be forbidden, either by verbal command or by the usage of the times,

of

trust to his own

ment alone in this matter.

judg-

He

seek the advice of hig judicious

should

bfethren,

and give it due weight.
Especially he
should, with penitent Saul, cry, ¢ Lord,
what wilt thou have me to do?”—Religtous Herald.
The
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show a
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schools, 9,062;
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being

months.

tions, $2,286,75,

need bo called in for the majority of female
diseases if the Extract is used. The pamphlet which

now, and discern that all

Michael

led

by,

{

a

kind

and

bottle gives

The genuine arti.
cle has the words ‘ Pond’s Extract,” blown in the glass,
and Company’s trade-mark on surrounding wrapper. It
is never sold in bulk.
None other is genuine,
Always
insist on having Pond’s Extract.
Take no other pre.
paration, however much you may be pressed.

Prices

50c., $1.00, and
PREPARED ONLY BY

$1.75.

J0ND’S EXTRACT CO.
New

York

and London.

of

dan

To the

of San Francisco, $20,000;

her

pastor, Rev. John
A. Todd, D. D.; to his
two sons, $500 each; to the Second Re- |
formed Church of Tarrytown,
$5,000;
First ditto, $2,000; General Synod
of
Reformed Churches of the United
States,
$5,000; Church Extension Fund, $5,000 ;

aid of poor churches, $2,000; with suitable bequests to relatives and others.
pastor,

at Charlotte, N. C., was lately charged
with various offenses. - On rising to lead
a prayer-meeting one of the deacons addressed him on this wise:
‘Stop! Stop
right dar. A further ’sposition of the
sacred scriptures ain't a gwine to be allowed from you!
No, sah! you'se been
too long a tellin’ of dis congregation ’bout
dem brighter worlds, an you ain’t been
leading the way.” The church promptly
expelled him, and he languishes in jail.
Great

progress

is

evident

among

the

colored Baptists of the South in the matter of self-help. They are relying much
more on their own resources and energy
than formerly, and are organizing educational and missionary societies, establishing schools, and

putting

forth

consider-

able effort. The General Association of
the Colored Baptists of Kentucky, at its
recent meeting, resolved to establish a
normal and theological school at Louisville, and appointed an agent to raise
$25,000

for

that

purpose.

This

agent is meeting’ with encouraging success ; every church which has been called
upon so far has made liberal donations.—
N. Y. Times.
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:
. We know that all things work together
for good to those who love God. And we
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This 26th
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The Memorials of the Free Baptists
give the rise and progress of this body ef
Christians in New York, till the time of their
union with the ¥reewill Baptists. $1.00.

Christian Baptism

i book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postages
cents.
:
:
i
The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century

of

our existence,

:

from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
$0.75; postage. 10 cents.
do
Memoir of George T. Day.
contains a Narrative of his

Life, Letters, Ser

mons and Lectures. Price 75 cents,
Rates’ with the Morning Star,
The

Church

See

* Club

JMember's Book

is a valuable little work, and every Christian
1ld be benefited by reading it. 25 cts; postage

0 Cis.

.

Butler's

Fheology

:

discusses briefly,
but clearly, all the questions
of doctrinal theology,
and the author’s views

are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60
The

postage, 12 cents.
Sacred JMelod,

is a

small

book

of 225

.

hymns

.

and

severa:

tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
cents; postage, 2 cents.

36

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close

of .every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen sessicns.
7%
cents; postage, 9 cents.
“
The Treatise

contains a brief statement
by the denomination,

held

of the doctrines
and our gemeral

nsages in church-building. It 18 published by authoricy of the General Conference.
25 cents; pose
tage, 1 cent.
Our Faith and Covenant
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de
sirable church covenant.
’
Minister's Manual,

Just issued, designed especially for ministers.
but useful for all church members. It contains

Scripture Selections for more than thirty differen!
Order of Exercises for ten

Formulas

or

and

a

dozeg

Suggestions,

as those

School

in the Manual,

thick

estion Books

for adults and

children.

;

author,—Prof. J.

J. Butler,

con.

names

of all Freewill

Baptist

churches,

ar-

of. our

literary institutions, obituaries of deceased ministers, &c.,” &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 96a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.
Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excellent book for all who would ‘search the Secriptures.”

-—

=.

Twenty-two

lectures

portant points of Bible
Cts.
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.
is the demominational Hymn Book, exten
sively used. Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Moroge
co, $1.10; Morocco Gilt, 1.5%; Turkey Gilt, 2.00,

the

to the Regents

Storms
will
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tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 12 cents,
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a
00
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the Hebrew Orphan Asylum of New York,
each $25,000; to Jacob Rosenberg and
Henrietta Rosenfield, of Chicago, as they
may deém fit, $200,000.
There are other
similar items, in smaller sums, amounting

town, N. Y., left by

-

dress, each, .
cents
Payment always in
advance, and 20 commission
allowed on money sent,
Sample copies sent free,

by the same

of the University of California for founding a library, tobe called Reese’s Library,
$50,000; to the Mount Sinai Hospital and

in all to $440,000.
The late Mrs, Julia

A

each,

Packages PY os

are

has

Pacific

MIRILE, il
'erms
: single copy,

LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,18, postage ,62
STORY of Jesus,
=
WI,
oe
,02
(3
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
02
Butler's Commentary
!

left by will a large part of his property to
various charitable organizations throughout the country. Among the beques's

were the following:

STARTI Tor Jn ‘01G6r oings Foie

are the same

Church

brew Orphan Asylum and Home

J

The Little Star and Myrtle
are BSabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully illustrated
Both
ers are of
the same siz
LITT

Sabbath

in

man,

82.86

paper covers, 10 cents.

114

Francisco,

SRUE0

asi

adyance
rig
Postage is a by the publisher.

Pages all the important parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents;

contribu-

eccentric

ht pageos iain

The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yel
very concise and well air ange
; stating in fifteen

during

$567.35.

er of

“en

per year

Terms

different meetings;

in

of 2,025

religious

fifty-third i
Is able » Sen
and pro- :
All
gressive.
be 2d
dressed to Dover, N. H. cations, should

occasions;

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. |

In Sunday-

Benevolent

a very

you can:

while

each

CAUTION.
EXTRACT [been imitated.

POND’S

and

and

additions

282.

a gain

gain

Reese

Hebrew and

passed

the

accompanies

full directions how it should be applied.
Any one can use it without fear of harm.

expenses $42,633.73, gain $5,804.10.

business of the present moment.
By and
by, when the trials and the anxieties
away, you may see clearer than

tin

years—aver-

churches,

the year 741, removals

linin

have

No phy-

Female Complaints.

| —average 1 year.
The annual statistics of the Congregational churches of Kansas, just published,

who cease thinking about the cloud anc
the fog, and just go siraight on with the
you to-day

and

age 36 years; 32 from 21 to 30 years—
average 29 years; 41 from 11 to 20 years
—average 16 years; 64 from 1 to 11 years

Doing our work, whatever it is, in
earnest, is also a panacea for every ordinary ache and pain of the heart. ~ Per-

which environ

The

efficacious, and mothers who have once used
it will never be without it.

Silver Lining.

haps they soonest find-<the silvery

Breast.

is cleanly

the ministry from 52 to 63 years—average
16-fromr4t to 50years—average | 2

con-

Strong to Sit Still,

The peoplé

in

xtract

ministers, including
licentiates. One
hundred and thirty-six eburches report a

tempt of shams, and our loyalty to: the
kingdom which cometh not with observation, © While we welcome every quickening of genuine zeal through large meetings, let us remember that the best ‘work
is to be done, and the solid and. enduring
trinmphs are to be wrought out, in our
homes, our parishes, and

Ague

+57 years:

membership

truth,”

Eyes.

Earache, Toothache,and

According to the Observer, the average
ministeral age of the 181 ordained Congregationalist ministers in Maine is 20
years; of 48 without pastoral charge, 33
years; of the others, (133) 15 1-2 years.

Finest Results.

in the

or Sore

It can be used without the slightest fear of
harm, quickly allaying all inflammation and
soreness without pain.

Ger-

Of the ordained ministers, 7 have been

"5.2%

heat and pain it is unrivalled, and should be
kept in every family, ready for use in caso
of accidents.

Asso-

Evening classes in French,

Sore

ing and cleansing.

tendance to its rooms aggregated 11,200 :
in the reading-room, 4,862; library, 2,480 ; gymnasium, from Sept. 9, 1,100.
There were 1,372 books issued, and 2,200

papers

and

dsng.
cienni
reds, BrUluiceserss., ii Woind un
Soan

ciation of New York city continues to doa
noble work is attested by the figures for
September, during which month the at-

a Christian.

ung, “cite

Used as a gargle and also
T h roat. applied a
asdirected, in the early stages of the discases it will
surely controkand cure them. Do not delay
ing it on appearance of first symptoms
|
of these dangerous diseases.
:
The Extract is the only speCatar r h « cific for this prevalent and
distressing complaint; nick] relieves cold
in the head, &c. Our
Nasal Syringe is of
essential service in these cases.

Tidings.

That the Young Meds Christian

or bowels,

cured by the free use of the
No other medicine will cure as

Diphtheria

judgment.

to

known

bleeding, either
is always reliable,
and is used by Physicians of all schools with
a certainty of success. For bleeding of the
lungs
it is invaluable. Our Nasal and Fe=
male Syringes and Inhalers arc material
aids in cases of internal bleeding.

complains of its losses and sacrifices, and
counts them over and over, and grieves
and frets over them, is not the kind that

pleases God.—@lad

‘head, Rr

orrhages.
Hem
Sxtepnal or internal, it

when it is past, Smiling more joyously
than ever,and putting forth new beauties.
And that is the kind of service God
wants of all his children. The piety that

The finest results are not to be gained
by conspicuous and noisy methods. Let
us leave horn-blowing and hurrahs for
windy Christians, and trust for success to
the quiet, persistent methods which best

being
allowed to pray, for that way of putting it were
Father.
implies a discrimination,—but T will say

from praying; and if the mannerisms

that all

ralgia.

are speedil
Extract.
quickly.

as the fields and gardens forget the winter

woman

own gifts, and, by practice and observation,learn how he may best employ them.

IN OHURCHES.

particularly humorous. vein to-day,

work together for good to him;

N eu

he had to do was to obey his Master; and

structed, you will alike see a resemblance
to your own.—W. H. H. Murray.

still

a—————— nar

Brethren, we

one can
persecuAnd yet
or self-

other

this
distressing
disease in its various forms.
Sufferers who
have tried eve
g else
without relief, can rely upon being entirely
cured by using Pond’s
Extract.
All neuralgie pains of the

encountered

petils by land and by sea; no
now what he endured from the
tions of the enemies of Christ.
he never speaks of sufferings

he forgot all his sorrows

color of the skin and a man’s outward
condition, until you behold the soul within, in which, whether untaught or in-

3 = "express our faith

ing, beseeching style of treatment which
inevitably increases the evil complained
of. Better the tithing man with a: creak

higher

nowledge that he had little time or _disition to dwell upon the past. Hear
im. ** This one thing I do, forgetting
those things that are behind, and reaching forth unto those things that are before, I press toward the mark of the

urrection first in

of

he

is a large

Rheumatism.
Juparation nas
ever
performed such wonderful cures of

To become a Christian, therefore, is man, Spanish, phonography, permanship,
not to be technically converted, but it is book-keeping, and vocal music have been
to be enlarged, ennobled, uplifted in the rorganized, and will continue until May 1.

they tamely submit to the disgrace thus
rsecutions,
deliverances,
sufferings,
put upon them and the religion they
Joys, conflicts, a great variety of exercis- profess.
this is owing to
es. Christ was formed within him; he | something Sometimes
worse than mere inadvertence.
was crucified with him; lived in and The ambition
for large membership, the
with him, and hence knew him richly.
supreme
desire
the fear of givStill the cry of his soul continued, “I ing offense, and,to inplease,
some cases, a want
hunger to know Christ.” An intimate of
proper
self-respect, render abortive
friend of a great and good man, said: individual
of the pastor or single
‘t He grew upon me-every year.” There officers, to efforts
assert the honor of God in his

Christ Jesus, his Lord,

ministration

Rrivation;

Freowill Baptist Publications. :

DESTROYER
AND
SPECIFIC
INFLAMMATORY
DISEASES
AND HEMORRHAGES,
No

sacrifices but with gladuess and joy. He
had faith to know that all things would

——

of

Christ grew on

The

I suppose that no man ever suffered
more to obey Christ than Paul.
He lost
all he had of name, of place, of wealth,
of friends and family, of worldly honor
and
promise. . He suffered hunger, thirst,
weariness

loves, the purposes.and the sympathies
.of your soul. To become a Christian is
_ IRREVERENCE.
to be born into that wide way of thinkSabbath evening services are too often ing, that generous style of acting, that
chosen by young people to carry on flirt- affectionate process of feeling
toward
ations between the sexes; the week- those around you which distinguished
night prayer-meeting is only saved from Jesus of Nazareth. To become a Chrisdisturbance because _it.is.a-less- popular
tian-is-to-pereeive-duties-you
had -not—apresort for the frivolous and giddy. Many prehended, and sense relationships of
of these sinners against decent manners which you had been ignorant; is to have
are younger members of the churches,
the scales of prejudice and bigotry fall
some of them recently received. Others from your eyes and to be endued with a
are children of Christian parents. The
vision which looks through and not at the

spirit of man

God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of
God.”
We only know men by being

are few such men,

of the

divine aid than to rest without it. ¢ As
thy days thy strength shall be.” Mark
that. If the Lord shall heap the load
upon your poor shoulders, he will impart courage to your mind, and vigor to
your spirit, so that you shall suffer all his
righteous will and find your soul thrice
blessed in the endurance.— Spurgeon.

reverent, and delightful family worship
in the households for which they are
responsible.—S. S. Times.

the

the women

or not, assuredly it is easier

and in praise; and in one way or another,
all should see to it that there is earnest,

as

things

bleth
there

“Home Worship” of Dr. J. P. Thompson, down to the modest ‘‘ Responsive
Services” published by the American
Sunday-school Union. In one way and
another the wants and the tastes of all
can be met—in prayer, in Bible reading,

his own Saviour, his life and hope.
Faith became experience.
We never
really know anything until we experiknoweth

And there are homes
of the family has a
every morning—even
little one who asks,

are Jurenis many
intelligent and devoted Christian parents—who shrink from
leading their households in extempore
prayers, who yet want the privileges of
family worship, and seek them through
the use of forms of prayer. For such,
there are excellent
helps
in sundry

¢ To know him, and the power of his
resurrection, and the fellowship of his

the

> J

THE GREAT
PAIN
FOR

Joy in Suffering.

credible as it may seem, there is a growing respect for the Sabbath in Paris. A
0-0-0
0-4
gentleman of culture and intelligence,
born in Paris, but for the last twenty
MINOR SELECTIONS.
years resident in Edinburgh,
and now
Power of Endurance.
-here on a visit, tells me that he has obIt does not make much difference what served on his occasional visits a decided
the struggle or what the sorrow if we change for the better. In his youth every
have strength sufficient. A little child place of business was open on Sunday ;
with a small basket may be overloaded; now, ordinarily, one-half are closed the
while his father with ten times the load whole day, and two-thirds in the afterto carry will walk briskly, and whistle as noon. Then the men scarcely went to
he carries his burden along the street, church at all ; now almost as many men
thinking lightly of his lading. The in- go as women.
Protestantism, too, has
crease of the burden is not the thing to
ained since the Revolution. Restrictions
groan about if there be a proportionate
have been removed and allowed Protestincrease of strength. Emigrants have ants to come forward; so that even in
told us that they could labor with less the President's Caljinet, consisting of
fatigue in Australia
than they could twelve members, there are three Protestloiter in England.
Whether that be so ants.”

elder son; or, where there isno father,
the mother sometimes leads, and again

‘to know
all saints.

forbid

be the standard of the world’s
— Golden Rule.

‘“ Pleathe God, bleth ‘ittle Mamy.;
uth all; for Jethuth’ thake.”
And

in

PONDS EXTRACT

|

OULLINGS.
wisely, and love purely, and act benevolently,—till intelligence and not sex,
In a Paris letter to the New. York 0bcharacter and not the accident of birth; | server, Dr. Leyburn says: ‘ And yet, in-

more good ways than one. In some
families the father alone leads. In other
households the father alternates with his
one of her children.
where each member
few words of prayer
down to the lisping

for grace,

of |

honored both by his a
and by his example; and by no sanction of his has it
ever been lessened, not to say banished
from his discipleship. I believe that the
millenium will neither come religiously
nor politically till the matter of sex be
entirely dropped from consideration, and
a capacity to think correctly, and judge

still more

fit (iD

have

modicum

was recognized at onge by the Christ, was

hear

D., in

re-

God's ordainwment,he would make swi

progress.

In the prayer,as inthe reading, there are

dtm

men, and having the experience

to

FAMILY WORSHIP.

ON KNOWING CHRIST.

which is in him? Even so, the

rejoice

in death and the resurrection, and

in glory.—Geo. H. Ball,
vance,

Ah, many a year may pass away,
And many a sunbeam round us play,
And many a cloud of heavy woe
Darken our pathway here below ;
But joy or grief can ne’er effuce
What memory’s pen alone can trace—
There is our loss.

the

‘ Look-

sacrifices,

ings, and will soon know him

But when a few more days are gone,
And we yet weep, but weep alone;
‘When all is as it was before, .
Save one we never can see more;
When others take that vacant place
So lately filled by one dear face—
We feel our loss. ©

man

that

can

it?” but some understand, and
know Christ in losses,

‘Which soon our treasure musi conceal,
Thea, then, indeed, a grief we feel—
But not our loss.

‘* What

who

not

ices of the church.
;
The whole thing
is a growth from a
misconception an peters application
of certain passages in Paul's wings and
a misconception of the relation which the
two sexes hold to each other and to humanity. The church to-day is like a man
trying to swim against a strong current
th one arm: bandaged to his side; the
best he can do is to swim in a circle and
keep afloat, when, if equipped accordin

So should it be with

saying,

and

church from taking any part in the serv-

in heaven will be meas-

*¢ This is a hard

Bathing with tears the burial ground,

it.

Our glory

they

selves up to

ured by knowledge of his suffering, according to the sacred oracle, “ If so be
that we suffer with him that we may be
glorified
together.”
Many will say,

80 deep the struggling feeling there—

things of a man, save

power

satire

churches, are the very ones who set them-

ing unto Jesus” was his passion; to be
bound to him by every possible experi-

It is mot when, love’s labor done,

ence

capacity

fellowship,

wished to conquer; the same

The coffin closed, we,one by one,

quaintance.

his

it deserves

lers in the use of what little

and appreciate his victory in the resurrection. Since Jesus had . died, he preferred to die ; where Jesus conquered, he

' We feel our loss.

The eagerness of Paul
Christ,” is an example for

trials,

know him, feel his power, enjoy his sup-

I

of (tc

tasks,

pled with the great: enemy and he preferred the same
passage, * being made
conformable to his death,” that he might

Closing with death’s last quivering sigh—
We feel our loss.

fia

same

ous, and

ised that what we do not now comprehend of his doings. we shall know hereafter.— Christian at Work.

spectful (reatment, that the greatest bung-

oys and sorrows. Are we eager to
now Christ on such conditions?
Paul asked for no ‘chariot of fire to
take him to glory, His Lord had grap-

London.)

We

praying be considered, women, certainly,
can’ not make a much worse job out of it
than many men do. And it is very curi-

expe-

817

Send your
seven pounds in three
Louis writes: “Allan's
Anti-Fat
uced me twelve pounds in three weeks,
and altogether 1 have lost twenty-five Ionas since
commencing its use.” Messrs. POWELL
& PLIMPTON,
‘Wholesale Hru
ists, of Buffalo, N.Y. write: “To
THE PROPRIETORS OF ALLAN'S ANTI-FAT: Gentle
men,—The JoHOWIDE sepore is from the lady who used
Allan's Anti-Fat, ‘It (the Anti-Iat) had the desired
efféet, reducing
the fat from two to five pounds a
week antl I had lost twenty-five pounds.
I hope
never to regain what I have lost.”
Anti-Fat is an
unexcelled
blood-purifier® It promotes digestion,
curing dyspepsia, and is also a
potent remedy
for
rheumatism. Sold
>amphlet on
Obes
Iidruggists.
ity sent on receipt ols mp.
BOTANIC
ICINE CO. PRrOP'RS, Buffalo, N.Y.

WOMAN

By
sary
sand
have
tive
To

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
The term, however, 18 but a feeble expression of
my high appreciation of its value, based upon personal observation. I have, while witnessing its posi=
tive results in the special diseases incident to the
organism of woman, singled it out as the climax or
<ro
gem of my medical career. . On its merits,
as a positive, safe, and effectual remedy for this class
of diseases, and one that will, at all times and under
all’ circumstances, act kindly, I am willing to stake
my reputation as a physician: and go confident
am
1 that 1t will not disappoint the most sanguine expectations of a single invalid lady who uses it for any
of the ailments for which [ recommend it, that I offer
and sell it under A POSITIVE GUARANTEE.
(For
conditions, see pamphlet Sapning bottle.)
‘he following are among
those
diseases in which
my Favorite

Prescription

has worked

cures, as if by

magic, and with a certainty never before attained by
any
medicine; Leucorrhcea, Excessive Flowing,

Painful Monthly Periods, Suppressiors when

from

unnatural causes, Irregularities, Weak Back, Prolapsus, or Falling of the Uterus, Anteversion and
Retroversion, Bsaring=lowy Sensations, Internal
Heat, Nervous
Depression, Debility, Despondency,
I'hreatened Miscarriage, Chronic Congestion, In-

flammation
and Ulceration of the Uterus, potency;

Barrenness, or Sterilith and Female V eakness,
do not extol this medicine as a * cure-all,” but it
admirably
fulfll]s o singlcness of purpose, helng a
most
perfect specific in all chronic diseases of
the
sexual system of woman.
1t will not disappoint, nor
will it do harm, In any state or condition.
Those who desire further information on these sub=
ects can obtain it in THE PEOPLE'S COMMON SENSE
IEDICAL ADVISER, a book of over 900 pages, sent,

ost-paid, on receipt of $1.50.

It treats minutely of

Jose diseases pecullar to Females, and
gives much
valuable advice in regard to the management of
ose
affections,

ante

Breaseription sold by Drugglsts,

“9

R. V. PIERCE,
M. D., Prop'r, World's Dispensary
and Invalids’ Hotel, Buffalo,
N. Y.
:

50
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CARDS,

son or Jet, 13c.
Conn,

$

GOLD

no 2 alike,

CLINTON

printed in Crim-

BROS., Olistopyilie,

PLATED

WATCH

ES. Cneaper!

+ cales for Sale.
Two of Fairbanks’ Seales have been
this office, one which we will sell.
Ro. 8 om Huck Wil welsh? 00 Ibe.
ry, No.
will wei,
3.

gg

used in

I'D. sTEWART.

Dover. N.

EK.

For sale also by
FAIRBANKS & CoO., 46 Ma lison 8t., Chicage, Il}
PENFIELD & Co., Hillsdale, Mich.
D. LotHROP & CoO. 32 Franklin St.,Bosfon
Mass.

:

i

MICHIGAN full of the best farming land to be

found

anywhere,

and

at

prices

and

on

terms

which will enable the very poorestto buy and secure
a home. and farm for himself.
Send to O.
M. Barnes, Lansing, for full information.

CHICAGO & NORTH - WESTERN
RailwayY.
Great

Trunk Line between
and the West.

the

East

It is the oldest, shortest, most direct, convenient,
comfortable and in every respect the best line you

can take. It is the greatest and grandest Railway
organization in the United States. It owns or con-

2100 MILES of RAILWAY
rols
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by

CARS

it through,
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are run alone

between

& COUNCIL

No other road runs
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Hotel
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any
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go and the Missouri River.

Omaha and Qaliforn
Is the shortest ‘and best route
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CHICAGO
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Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis Line

Is the short line between

CHICAGO

for MADISON, ST. PAUL,

MINNEAPOLIS,

in NORTHERN

WISCONSIN

and

and

all

MINNESOTA,

poimtg

aml

DULUTH

and all points in the Great Northwest.

@reen Bay and Marquette Line

Is the only line between CHICAGO and JANESVILLE, WATERTOWN, FOND DU LAC, OSHKOSH,
APPLETON, GREEN BAY, ESCANABA, NEGAU
MARQUETTE, HOUGHTON, HANCOCK and the LAK
SUPERIOR COUNTRY:
a
3

Chicago and Milwaukee Line

Is the old Lake Shore Route, and is the only on(
asging between CHICAGO and EVANSTON,
LAK
OREST, WAUKEGAN, RACINE, KENOSHA and Mix

WAUKEE.

CARS
PULLMAN PALACE HOTEL
are run on all through trams of this road.
This is the ONLY LINE Junning Pulman car!
between Chicago and St. Paul, Ch
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Chicago ani
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orders to

I. D. STEWART,

The

an immense
practice at the World's Dispenand Invalids’
Hotel, having treated many thoucases of those diseases peculiar to woman, I
been enabled to perfect a most potent and posi=
remedy for these diseases.
designate this natural specific, I have named it

the dozen,
the order,

Omaha

Office,

245,

ham Street; San Francisco Office,2 NewM
ery Street; Chicago Ticket Offices: 62 Clark
under Sherman
House; 75 Canal corner
son Streets;
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WHAT WE OFFER.

For $2.20—the twenty cents being for

attended to.

© postage and incidentals that must be prepaid at this office—we offer an eight-page
paper, fifty-two times a year, each paper
containing an average of forty columns of

We do not say this to com-

plain, but only to suggest to the pastors
For there is
their privilege in the case.
no room for doubt that the putting of the
Star into every family of their parishes

subscriber

soon

would

result in renewed

activity,

only a fraction over four cents. This quickened spiritual life and greater efficiency throughout the church. The tesreading matter embraces correspondence
timony of pastors who thus have the help
from the principal countries of the world,
of the Star invariably agrees with what
contributed articles on topics of interest we have stated.
in social, national and religious life,
In urging this increased patronage of
and
Star, we are not immodestly pushing
entertainment
the
the
stories adapted to
our

profit of the family circle, the best select-

social, educational,

personal and religious information,

book

the

interests

of our

work,

Editorials

and

is most

=’

There is also the case of our Sundayschool papers, the Myrtle and the Lille
Star.
The Secretary of the Sundayschool Union stated in his report at Lyndon Center, the other day, that probably

Editorial

three thousand children’s papers,

notes ahd paragraphs on the living ques:

questioned whether she had not better remain at home ; but that she was glad she
came. - She had obtained new

outside

of our own, were taken in our Sundayschools. But he had been able to get reports from only about one-fourth of the
Sunday-schools.
Is it possible that anything like twelve thousand children in

tions of the day, and particularly a department of Denominational News that
makes the Star indispensable in every.
Freewill Baptist family.
DENOMINATIONAL

And the testimony of these

heartily in its favor,

own

benevolent work, a Sunday-school department embracing hints on the International lessons and notes on general Sundayschool

is

this

who do not take the paper, but those who

do.

- notices, a department of missions devoted
to

brethren,

Do you
your business as well as ours.
of
means
a
as
people
your
to
it
not owe
moral culture that they be urged to put
themselves under ‘the influence of some
good religious paper? And, as helping to
promote our own benevolent and Christian work, should not that paper be their
own denominational organ ?
The persons to witness to the value of
the Star as ministering to the mental and
spiritual needs of its readers are not those

ed and original poems, selections of a reJigious and literary character presenting
right views of morals as bearing on the
great questions of the day, practical
thoughts on-experimental religion, anecdotes and facts of interestin science and natural history, the progress of theArts,latest
news from all parts of the world, embracing items of political,

Dear

business.

own Sunday-school papers to patronize
others that are no better, and quite likely, for them, not as good? Parents and
superintendents ought to look into this

With the beginning of the next year
"we hope to have two hundred denomina-

matter.

tional news-gatherers in the field, East and

We
ready
work
of our

West, who will keep our readers posted
on what is transpiring in every part of
our Zion.

The importance of the Star in stimulat-

are aware that we apply to an alburdened people when we ask this
at the hands ofthe pastors. : Each
Benevolent Societies is also look-

ion, and affords profitable suggestions for

re-

and activity of his church. Several pastors who have done such a work, can bear

cation from Rev.

FEATURES.

self, with the

Among the special attractions in the

sermons, essays, discussions of ‘doctrinal

correspon-

theological - questions,

dence, the continuation and enlargement
of the Western department, and the
freshest and best matter in every part of
- the paper. Farmers and produce-dealers
will find the latest market reports in its
will

advertisers

eolumns, and

find

it a

desirable medium through which to reach

J

the public.
REDUCED

PRICE.

risk such a reduction

We could not safely
but for the belief

that our offer will be appreciated,and that
to

many new subscribers will be added

our list. ‘Will the friends of the Siar go
:
10 work for it at once?
-

_

All letters on business

dres to:

|

should

be

ad.

i879.

N. H.

1879.

for 1879 is now ready for delivery.
I'he Register
In addition to'all the matter heretofore found in
‘the Register, the Memoranda blanks aré now par-

tially filled by cronological dates of denomination.
al events. Price same as formerly.

Single copy, including postage,
-.
5%
BY the degen,
ite:
ola 3
eC.
“5. Wo we
including
postage,
Suding
postage: -

. %

imecluding postage,

A

-

-

.l1
96
1.08

=

- 8.00

Sond orders to REV, I. D, STEWART,

©
Sa

. #@~ Money will be refunded if more are ordered

a

is

very

It would
it were
love the
that we

value such words.
:
Friends, ministers and laymen, brethren and sisters, old and young, whether

professed Christians or not, if the Siar is
not helping you as you would have it do,
let us know wherein it fails.
We may
possibly be able to add some of the qual-

ities that it lacks.
0-0-0
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AN INTELLIGENT PRAYER-MEETING.
Sumetimes prayer-meetings
are
in
character nearly. or wholly intellectual,
satisfactory.

At other times,

they

are

emotional to excess, resulting in feeling,

excitement, and possibly in ecstasy of enjoyment at the time, but they do not leave
much for reflection and improvement
afterwards. A proportional combination
of these two elements seems most desir-

able.

Thought enough to give depth,and

emotion enough to produce current, else
you have a deep, stagnant pool on the
one hand, or a

shallow,

brawling

brook

on the other.

We attended a prayer-meeting not long

ago, the exercises of which were made up
somewhat of this combination, not partic-

enough to merit the title given tot at the

REGISTER.

By the hundred,

personally,
pretend that
is because we
is set to do

ularly intellectual on the one hand, nor
emotional on the other, perhaps rather
lacking in enthusiasm, but certainly characterized by thought and instruction

I. D, STEWART, Publisher,
i Doves,

on the

and so are apt to be dry, formal, and un-

As showing our desire to favor those
who are struggling with the hard times
- we have reduced the price of the Star to
the figures mentioned at the head of this
This will necessarily
ammouncement.

reduce our income.

Penney,

letter it includes,

comforting to us
be vainin us to
otherwise. But it
work that the Star

next volume will be articles from an able
corps of editorial and special contributors,

and

C. F.

first page, has come to hand.
It expresses the sentiment that we wish might
control every friend of our cause.
We
can not deny that the communication it-

witness to the truth of that statement,
SPECIAL

ca Bo sow, When the balance 1s erurned.

and

ideas,

elf

to
lp

strong,

head of this article..
This meeting had two peculiarities.
First, it was led by a layman. This was
not a necessity, for there was present at
least one ordained minister, and there are

others in the mempership of the church to
which the meeting belonged, any one of
whom might have been invited. in, if-it

had been thought necessary. But it was
not thought necessary. It was oneof the
week-day evening prayer-meetings,

and

these had been for some time conducted
by laymen. There are advantages in meet-

we

be-

eens

OURRENT TOPICS.
——THE last Congregationalist devotes
five and a half columns to the subject of
Sabbath observance in New England,
and the bearing and influence of pleasure excursions, and Sabbath

desecration

others.
;

tte

3

God, religious impressions are dissipated,
and the moral sense is deadened.
The

every good Catholic, that the
God's vicegerent on earth and

less now

Pope is
that, no

that old time reverence

for the

not be deNo more
both the
decay of
Sabbath

Richeliew's

ig contempt for their ignorance

of the

true way, or deserving punishment for
their presumption in opposing the true

faith.

The ¢¢ Church” is made

onym

of Infinite

Wisdom

the syn-

and the con-

servator of Infinite Power, and the

words

of her pope and priest are the oracles of
heaven itself. The extension of the in-

fluence and authority

of the ** Church”

——REV. REUEN THOMAS regards Plymouth Brethrenismas *‘ one of the subtlest foes of medern Evangelicanism.”
In a sketch of its origin and ' progress he
characterizes it as’ * the most sectarian
of all the sects in Christendom.”
They
denounce all churches. Every ecclesiastical organization except their own is
heretical. ** They call the Evangelical

Alliance itself a sin

against

the Holy

Ghost.” They are a crafty, jesuitical,
being paramount to all merely finite in- deceitful ‘people, empirical in their interterests, the Jesnitical sophistry easily fol- pretation ' of Scripture,
and bigoted
lows,viz: That the end justifies the means towards everybody but themselves. Even’
in all that pertains to the work of the so distant representatives of their sect as
«t most Holy Catholic Cliurch.” = It fol- Messrs. Muller and Craik, of the Bristol
lows easily that, where strong enough to orphanage, tliey denounce as ‘‘ the two
do so, the Catholics compel adhesion to blasphemers at Bristol.”
As yet this sect
the church and persecute to the death the is principally confined to England, but is
refractory, while in countries where they beginning its work in America, and itis
are only a fraction in numbers and pow- to warn Christendom against its bad iner they seek to accomplish by dissem- fluence that Dr. Thomas has written.
bling and artful intrigue what can not be
done by force.

present, that paper continues :
Their surprise grew less agreeable when
they began their preaching in the deseThe people "at once be=
crated church.
gan a series of noises—barking, stamping,

coughing and hissing,

which unmistaka-

bly marked their sentiments towards
their self-sent. teachers. After vainly ento make themselves heard,
deavoring
Mr. Wall and his coadjutor departed, and
the people of Tivoli hope ' they have seen
the last of them. The : Bishop - of - Tivoli
ordered a tridunm of reparation’to be be-

gun in his cathedral on the 13th of September, and has written

a pastoral

con-

gerning this insolent int: usion among his

ock.

That is Romanism in its
where the restraining hand
laid upon it. Twenty-five
«+ insolent intrusion” of a

are held up as the brightest lights of the

church, staid at home

more,

and

lived

their religion in the family circle ; instead

of neglecting their families in order to
keep up their reputation as the regular
attendants on many religious services.
An English clergyman of fifty years’ experience in the ministry declares that the
service of God is first and foremost a home
service. Perhaps, if a little more of this
true home service was seen on the part of
professed Christians
the unconverted
would be more willing to accept the inyitation to identify themselves with Chris-

tian congregations and churches. ‘We do
not suppose that any one will say that we

have written this to disparage the praccapitol, even tice of church-going.
of authority is
years ago this
few Christian ——IN a sermon setting forth his reasons

men, who had bought and paid fora church

for believing the second

coming

of dur

WA DD
oh
T° 5° vr oF bd 20

of

what

02

editing a new
Baptist paper— The
Tower—in
Brooklyn, N.
¥Y. Who

gathering of its past and present members and

Swing, and
other point

has reference to the atonement.
Dr.
Thomas holds substantially to the ‘‘moral
influence” theory, as set forth by Dr.
Bushnell. How far these views are at
war with good Methodist theology is not
perhaps for us to. state.
Of two things
there seems to be no doubt.
One is that
Dr. Thomas does not give especial prom-

——

——A CORRESPONDENT of the Denver, Colorado, Tribune proposes, as a solution of

friends is expected.
We hope hereafter; with more or less regu-

larity, to begin the department of ** Religious
Miscellany” with an original article,
what appears there this week. We
be confined to the Freewill Baptist
tion by any means, nor to accounts
meetings.

similar to
shall not
denominaof annual

.

The Hillsdale Herald, which has just made
its appearance on our table, is a small but lively sheet, and promises to grow,
It is approv-

ed by the Faculty of Hillsdale College, and
may be regarded asa kind of official organ
of that institution, Its literary qualities are
good, and the portion devoted te Hillsdale
city and county will make it desirable in many
homes there.
Next December Charles H. Howard

of Chicago,
weekly

will begin

the

Sunday-school

&

Co.,

:

publication of a

paper,

to

be

called

The Sunday-school News and Bible Studies. Itis intended to makeit “ a medium of
news and new ideas for Sunday-school people,
not of the West alone, but of our whole country.”
Mr. E. Payson Porter,
retary of the Inter-national

Statistical SecSunday-school

Convention,
will be the Editor,

with

compe-

tent assistants.

The exercises connected with the observance
of the twenty-fifth anniversary

of the

dedica-

tion of the Freewill Baptist church in Augusta, Me., next Sunday and Monday, according
to the progrsmme
which we printed last
week, promises.to be a highly interesting
affair. Rev. Silas Curtis, who preached the
dedication sermon twenty-five years ago, will

preach on Sunday

forenoon,

the

pastor will

preach an historical sermon in the evening,
and there will be a social reunion of former
pastors, members of the church and friends of

the Society Monday evening.

How we

would

all like to be present!

.

Denominational Hetos,
A AN

A Word for the West.

The earnest appeals made in behalf of
the young men at the East preparing for
the gospel ministry remind me that the

same class.at the

West

should not be

wholly passed by.
We all rejoice in the
movement so vigorous of late in behalf
of the beloved mission in India.
Let it
go on and increase until that grievous

burden of debt is removed, the
amply supplied and re-enforced.

Mission
It will

injure no other benevolent interest. We
can do much more than heretofore for
missions, and be all the

richer for other

the hard-times problem such‘ a distribution of laborers as would bring the erowded, starving populace of the East into the

educational

West, where

pathize heartily with those good brethren

it should

become

self-sus-

connection with the proposition is the
«« working plan” which the correspondent submits, as follows:
Let there be organized an association,
national in its character, to be called,

say, ** The National Xi pation Aid Association,” with the simple object of aiding poor but worthy men who have no
money, to come West, settle on government

selves.

land,

and

make

homes

for them-

Let the-assoeiation be semi-busi-

good works.
We rejoice also in the prosperity of our

at Bates.

cause
The

at the East,
experience

years with such at New

and
of

sym8
a
€
a

nineteen

Hampton

and

Lewiston has not been in vain.
Every
issue of the Star records, and records but
a very small part of success achieved all

over New

England by those

who have

been beneficiaries ofthe Education Society.
Let those worthy young men ‘in the Theological course at Bates be adequately

encouraged, together with the scores of
others who
privileges.

would gladly

share
:

their

So, likewise, should we encourage
those
in the Theological course at Hillslet it be under the cortrol of leading busi-

ness,

semi-benevolent

in its

character;

ness men, clergymen, State and national
officials, and philanthropists; have a
stock capital in shares of, sav ‘ten dollars
each.
The association should be under
the control of the best and purest men in
the nation, so that the entire
people
would have confidence in it and feel that
it was not u speculative affair gotten up
to enrich a few individuals.
hen appeal to the benevolent people of the whole
country to subscribe to this stock and
raise, as a beginning, a million dollars,
and appeal also to the State and National
government for appropriations to aid the
association. Then the money so raised
——1I1 has been well said that the family to be used in thisway : To pay the railway
‘Recently, through the persistent labors
is as much ordained of God as the church ; fares of the emigrant and his family from
the asof Rev. Jas. Wall and others the Baptists and that we have no right to let either the East to the place selected by
of Rome purchased from the Government absorb the atiention to the exclusion of sociation for settlement; to purchase supplies to sustain the emigrants until their
a former Catholic church at Tivoli, near the other. There is such a thing as going crops are raised ; to purchase horses and
that city, and arranged for an opening to meeting too much. There is no good all needed farming implements, to be
service. Due notice was given by hand- reason why this fuct should be ignored if rented at fair rates to the settlers as they
bills and otherwise that on the appoint- it is more or less exceptional. There are may be needed; to make such improvements, building irrigation ditches or
ed Sunday service would be held "in the multitudes who do” not attend the serv- otherwise, as may be necessary to imchurch by Mr. Wall and his assistant, a ices of the Lord's day, and it is a great prove the lands or aid the settlers in
converted priest.
problem how they shall be brought into speedily establishing comfortable homes.
The Catholic Review gleefully tells the house of worship.
It might be an All money thus advanced by the associathe story of that day. After saying that easier thing to do this if some people,who tion to the settler, to be a loan only, secured by a mortgage on all he owns. and

Mr. Wall and his friends were agreeably
surprised to find such a large number

example

heresy” does for a
'
i
W: Olmstead, formWatchman and Rewith Rev. J. D, Ful-

The Freewill Baptist church in Olneyville,
R. I., will be fifty years old Nov. 7. Its semicentennial will be observed with appropriate
services on the evening of that day. A large

vances. Parents, |
more fully the imin the day of Cardinal are you training your children to a prop- taining by developing
mense
agricultural
resources
of those ferpower, whoever is within the er observance of this holy day?
tile prairies.
The only new thing in

magic circle of the ‘* Church” is the especial favorite of heaven.
Al others are heretics, either deserv-

ap

would have thought it—of those two men?

thaa

Lord to be pre-millennial, Rev. T. W.
ed in this way, provided they edifice for the free use of such people as y
ings
Rector of St. Luke's Episcopal
Haskins,
be led in turn by brethren and sisters of chose to come, Would have beeh punished
church,
of
St. Albans, Vt., makes the
PL 8%
sufficient age aud experience to do it te by death.
©2

Prof.
The

ton in
Watch

generully, on the community.
The alinence to these questions, is not a conaccurately reported, for the reason, that most unanimous verdict of reliable per|
troversialist,
and
is a very popular
no-thought-of its-mention-was-entertained-| sons writing from all parts of New Eng. |
preacher.
The
other
is that the Conferland is, that there is a general sliding from
till some days after its occurrence,
ence want to get rid of him.
We have
the
old-time
reverence
and
regard
for
the
Now we do not claim that this meeting
little doubt that Dr. Thomas’ seuse of the
Sabbath.
Pleasure
excursions:
are
a
was in all respects a model, nor would we
fitness of things will lead him to seek a
have its form stereotyped, but it certainly principal source and cause of evil. © Mul- church home, the atmosphere of which will.
titudes
patronize
them,
and
the
result
is
answered a good purpose for one occasthat people are kept from the house of be more congenial to him.

that our publications are each week
Will
i
them and theiri people
—ligious denomination
work of the
can not | | helping
they not also tryto help themselves by
be over estimated. Will not every minisenlarging the circle of their influence?
ter interest himself to put the Star into This is a work for all of us.
Let usall
every family in his parish? The results do it as unto the Lord.
;
Since writing the above the communiwould soon be apparent in the fresh life
and

’

truth of these statements can
THE SPIRIT OF ROME.
nied. The evil is increasing.
ing to them to keep its claims before
But to whom shall | It is in the very essence of Romanism, serious misfortune could befall
their congregations.
we apply if not to our pastors? We hope bred in the very bone and marrow of State and the church than the

TO PASTORS.

_ ing an interest in the benevolent

none

lieve.

they: were inspiriting and full of encouragenient, so that she should go away better prepared for the! Christian life thaft
when she came.
This was only an ordinagy church prayer meeting, a kind of exercise not very
often reported. And this can not be very

Freewill Baptist families are leaving their

NEWS.

of all the facts,

Washington Gladden,
others, on this (point.

as

hed

good in the daily life.

Episcopalians,

¢ the open communion
man.
It is stated that Rev. J.
erly editor of the Boston
Jlector,is to be asspcinted

BN

hi

We mean that it shall continue to stimulate the growth of all that is true and

the

ot

Bap-

Freewill

BRIEF NOTES.
The Baptist papers are pointing to Rey.
Thomas J, Melish, who has lately united with

bd

mind two

have in

‘We

tist pastors who in the last two or three
weeks have procured about forty new
subscribers to the Morning Star by simply presenting its excellence as a religious family paper and its claims upon
the patronage of Freewill Baptists.
That represents ‘what might be done
rélatively by every pastorin the denomination, if the matter was only faithfully

as a family visitor and religious instruc-

re-

OA

firm conviction of its increased usefulness

SUBSCRIBERS.

would

lieve the laboring man much.

rt

PUSH FOR

affair—but we don't believe it

his future crops;

and to be repaid

to the

association uy the one-half of his crops
yearly until the debt is paid.
The loans
thus made and the sales made to the settler to bear interest at six per

cent.

until

IN

be

Dearborn

is at 1567
3

statement that all of the clergymen of his
church, with whom he has conversed on

dale, and the scores of others who yearn
to be with them.

The appeals

a

Office
3

In this country, thé balance of power is
on the other side, and changed teaching
and tactics are the result. One of the

the subject, who have investigated it, beto develop and improve the lay gift in the
‘cunning devices of the Papal church ir lieve exactly as he does concerning it.
church.
The other peculiarity of this meeting America is the employment of schools for Aside from the significance of the sermon,
was, that the exercises were largely ex- girls. In this country there are said to be which is now issued in pamplet form by
E. P. Dutton & Co., New York, in showpository. The leader read the parable of 400 of these institutions.
ing
the position of this question of the
the
of
y
particularl
The
¢ accomplishments”
and
«light
the talents, and spoke
character and extent of individual respon- studies which captivate the fancy of Advent in the Episcopal church, itis alsibility. That though *‘ unto whomsoever young girls and thoughtless parents and so valuable for its numerous citations of
much is given, of him shall be much re- guardians are made more attractive by authorities, both in the Scriptures and
quired, still he who had the one talent was the temptingly low cost of board and in- among sacred writers generally, bearing
as strictly held to the responsibility of im- struction in these schools. Not one of on the subject. Whatever opinions may
proving it, as he who had the two and the the solid, useful and thoroughly practical be held as to the soundness of the docten, showing that no excuse will be allow- studies taught in Protestant schools is trine that the sermon teaches, all will
ed on the ground of the smallness of one’s taught with any serious attempt at master- agree that it represents a pretty thorough
gift.
ing it. This is quite agreeable to the investigation of the subject.
Another spoke of the reward, that it young girls or their easy-going guardians
was not based on the amount of talent be- so long as fancy embroidery, agreeable
stowed, but on the fidelity to the trust music, some
watercolor paintings and ——A Goon deal of interest is just now
taken by the Chicago public specially
t.
The
improvemen
of
way
by
committed
a little French
are taught by affecbenediction pronounced on the servant tionate nuns, who are trained first to win and the Northwest generally in the case
of Rev. Dr. H. W. Thomas, the popular
who had doubled the two, was in the exthe hearts of the pupils and then to lead
pastor
of the Centenary Methodist church
act language of that pronounced on the them by a silken cord into the very heart
in Chicago. Dr. Thomas has preached
one who had doubled the ten talents, viz., of the Romish church.
These schools are
Well done, good and faithful servant,” simply skillful traps, well baited,designed in Chicago and vicinity for some years,
and has become widely known through
;
&e.
to catch Protestant girls; and most effechis
published as well as spoken sermons
ness
on tually have they done it. An exchange
Another spoke of the reasonable
for
his
intellectual ability and exceptionthe
for
time
giving
in
lord
this
of
the part
estimates that not less than thirty-five
al liberality of doctrine, as well as for his
‘He went into a thousand
required accumulation.
Protestant girls are
under
far country,” and returned ¢* after a long Catholic influence in these schools and genial good fellowship and irreproachable character as a man. There have been
And
time” to reckon with his servants.
that the managers admit that one out of
so, though one’s gift may be small, and every ten becomes a convent to Roman- ominous grumblings among his Methohis opportunities limited, yet, by faithful- ism. We think the estimate of attendance dist associates for some time with referness and constancy,it might become am ple altogether too high, and the statement of ence to the Doctor's orthodoxy, until at the
enough to secure the Master's approba- conversions a long way below the actual recent session of the Rock River Confertion and the Master's reward.
fact, for our own observation has shown ence, of which the Chicago District forms
Another spoke of the value of the talent. that a much larger proportion become a part, his position was made the subject
of a very protracted secret session.
Dr.
It represented a gift of God, bestowed for perveried.
a good purpose, and so could not be wastSpeaking of these schools and their. in- Thomas made a statement of his position,
the brethren grumbled at it some, passed
ed, or abused by neglect,with impunity.
fluence, the Pacific Christian Advocate
a vote of censure, said he ‘‘ must not do
Others still brought out ‘more briefly well says:
;
so any more” and then confirmed his reother points of interest in the parable, or
These schools are the merest shams.
appointment
to Centenary church for anmade it as a whole an occasion for exhor- The bistory of every
age has proven that
There seemed to be two
tation to faithfulness and activity in the Romanism is exactly the reverse of an other year.
educator. Its corner-stone is laid in ig- points in the Doctor's theology which were
And thus the exercises,
service of Christ.
norance, and the whole structure rises on questioned.
On the subject of future
duly interspersed with prayer and song, the
plea that individual education and
could not well fail of interest and profit. choice, except as it takes in Catholicism, eternal punishment, he expressed posiThis was testified to on the spot. A sis- are not to be tolerated. Better bury your tive belief in its futurity, but said he was
not settled in his views about its duration
:
ter said, that upon the arrival of the hour daughters.
—in
fact occupying much the position of
This is strong language, but, in view
of the meeting, she felt so weary, that she

30, 1878.

on business, remittances of money, &c., should
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.
gr The Western Editorial
St. Chicago.

It

acceptably.

affords variety, and at the same time tends

a= All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters

In placing the Morning Star before the
public for another year we do so with a

reading matter, that costs the
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Fullonton, Howe, Fernald and others re-

fer not to

the

East alone,

but to the

West as well: and . should not be lost
upon any section. : They are timely and
weighty to our whole denomination. The
Theological Department of Hillsdale College is advancing in numbers and interest.

But those there and those who would be

there need more aid and - encouragement
than is. now extended to them.
We
earnestly solicit the attention of all our
churches in their behalf.
Cheering words not unfrequently come
to us.

An instanee is now before us

in a

letter recently received from a good
brother in Ohio. He says: ‘* Iexpect to
pay fifty cents per quarter to this worthy

Society [Western Education’ Society] as
longas my Master gives me the means.
and life. I have been an invalid about
forty years, and being

old and

feeble,

of

course the means that I possess the Lord
has given me, and when his cause demands’ a portion of it, I am not going to
withhold it when Ihave it to spare.
I

have found that giving doth not impoverish,s0 I will economize

and. contribute

a

portion to his cause with: the satisfaction

repaid, so that the capital may never be
impaired, but be constantly turning over,

of having done'my duty in this respect.”

poor.

enrich that dear man,
His spirit and
example deserve the imitation of all. A

to in like

manner

help other deserving

That would be practically
trust organization,

with

a loan and

the security, so

far as mortgages, ete., are concerned, all

in favor of the organization. = Industrious and reliable men can now raise money freely at the West on land mortgages.
Then what new purpose could. this organization serve? Of course, a very few
people couldbe found in the East who
would follow up such free transportation

4s is here proposed by industry and economy, and the redemption of mortgages.

But the great majority would be of that

class who will never make a living any-

where, East or West. The proposed organization might be a good thing for its

managers—a kind

of Freedmen's

Bank

Noble words!

God

bless

and

greatly

little from each Quarterly Meeting and
church would furnish the needed help to
a large number.

Some of the

brethren

formerly here, now
laboring in
the
great gospel harvest, have frequently sent

in their collections,

Mhy they continue

thus to do, and all others who from their
own experience know how: to feel for

their brethren in need.

True-the churcli-

es are feeble and salaries small, but giving to a good cause does not impoverish..
Poor as we are in this-world's goodsif we
would see true religion prosper more,

we must increase our’ benevolence, and
show that we have the spirit of progtress..

Would that this spirit might be: duly

;

THE MORNING
|
aroused through Michigan, Ohio, Indiana,

Educational

interests,

the churches

and

while glory crowned

the ministry would soon be greatly enlarged, strengthened and extended to the
honor and glory of God.
Try it, dear
brethren,
and now is a good time to begin.

J.

J.

B.

(This report has been delayed, pending cor-

the

\

Central Illinois Y.

church

Aug. 80.

M. met

at Campbell

Hill,

with

Ill.,

on

Texas

The Q. Ms. were well repre-

:

Free Baptists of America shall unite and cooperate in the one grand work of the militant
church,
“ Bro. Stewart has just closed a meeting
near Douglas, with twenty-three accessions.”

DaxieL H. DUKE.

resolutions

Quarterly

to

Agreeably to

R..
ed
Y.
the

circu-

the Ill. Central R.

Meeting
brethren

Ind.

‘met at

Dearborn

Star Subscriptions,

prayer was

offered

by

Q. M.

of

fellowship was
a consecrating

Rev.

Wm.

Tucker,

Conference then proceeded to a choice of oflicers resulting as follows: Rev. J. F. Tufts,
moderator; C. C. Ruble, clerk; E. Butterfield,
treasurer. The constitution as laid down in

the ** Treatise” was accepted with the amendment to Art. 2d, that every church shall be

State Missionary

in

Wisconsin, sends us four new subseribers
and says, ** We mean to put the Morning Star
into every Freewill Baptist family in the State,

if*possible.” And he will find it a valuable
assistant in his work.
:
Rev. E. W. Ricker, of Dover, N. H., said to
himself, ** T will get twenty-five subscribers
the Morning Star,” and he has brought

names; and is-stil-at-work.—

to
in

|

YM. proceeded onee-to-muke-an—examinaat

tells us in another column, has sent twenty
names since the Aoniversaries, nor is his

work in this direction yet done.
" Others are at work, and it is a good time for
pastors and laymen to move promptly, .as

first send will

receive

the back

numbers.
Thirty-eight new subscribers were

received

last week, and thus the work goes on.

sentiments, order and- fellowship of the Q.
Meetings.
The constitution as laid down in
the * Treatise” was read and adopted with the

amendment

to article 2d, that every Q. M.

shall be allowed one delegate

for

and one for every twenty additional’ members,
This Y. M. is to be called the Indiana Y. M.
The right hand
Rev. B. F. Zell,

of fellowship was given by
Rev. E. Tibbetts, chairman

organizedinto a Y.M.

Rinisters and Churches.

Rev. D. A. Tucker.

Tur East Rochester (N. H.) church has
given Rev. W. H. Ward of Bowdoinham, Me.,
a unanimous call to become its pastor, and it is

his labors in

CHARLESTOWN, W. Va.

The Freewill Bapcharge - of

Rev. J. H. Rideout,is enjoying a prosperous
revival. ‘There have been thirteen converted
within the last three weeks, and there are as

many at the anxious seat at this time.
consideration

seems

to

have

Deep

occupied

the

minds of many, and we are hoping to sce
many deserters from the ranks of satan, en-

listed in the army of God.

1

By the way, I notice that the new

Hall

for

girls at Storer College, Harper's Ferry, is inclosed. It will be a grand structure when
completed.
I pray that God may bless “the

kind Northern friends who have aided in carrying on this good work.

L. L. PAGE.

Installation.
Rev. D. C. Wheeler, of Oneonta, N. Y., has
engaged
with the church at Mill Village,
Woelfhoro’, N. H., and was installed according
>t0 the following order of exercises, on the

evening of Oct. 19: Invocation and reading of
Scriptures,
Rev. Benjamin Dixon (Christian
Baptist) ; Sermon, Rev. A. D, Fairbanks; Installation prayer, Rev. Cummins Paris; Welcome to pastor elect and also charge t ¢ pastor
and church, Rev. Sumner
Clark (Congregationalist) ; Benediction,
Rev. D. C. Wheeler.
May God’s blessing rest upon this union in
great good to both pastor and people.

A. D. FAIRBANKS, Clerk of Council.
tll
fp

Western.
CHARLES LARIBE was licensed to preach
the gospel at the last session of the Ripley Q.
M.
:

Rev. J. C. ROBINSON and wife acknowledge
the receipt of presents at a very pleasant gath-

ering at the parsonage in Burns, Henry Co.,
Tl, on Oct. 20,it being the twentieth anni-

versary of their wedding.

:

WE regret to learn that Rev. R. Dunn, of
Hillsdale, Mich., is suffering from a dislocated
wrist and broken arm—the result of an acci-

dent.

How can such a man

straint of splints?

endure

;

the: re-

I

Tue Miami (0.) Q. M., which convened
with the Blanchester ¥. B. church, was a very
interesting and

profitable

session.

from all the churches were present,

s

IN

Delegates

Four

F.

B. and two C. Baptist ministers were in attendance.
We were favored with the labors
of Rev. E. Tibbets of Iowa, who filled the pulpit with acceptance.
The prospects seem very
favorable for Bro, T.'s employment as pastor

of the Blanchester and
churches. May the Lord

Couference chose

for

tism, and seven were received into the fellow* ship of the church. Since then five have been
received as candidates for baptism, and one by
profession of faith, We had large and attenespecially

upon

the

Sab-

bath, the house of worship Was crowded to

repairs,

in

church

excellent

provided

condition.

liberally

wants of the delegates

for

and

The

Boston

the

material

lows:

its last session with

preach-

sion to be within

the bounds of the Ripley Q.

quite

wel

attended

C. C. RUBLE, Clerk.
The

Death of Rev. I. Z. Haning.

The Star recently reported

the

sad

intelli-

gence of the death of our esteemed brother,
Rev. I. Z. Haning, of Rio Grande, Ohio.
Others will, of course, speak at length of the
character and labors of this lamented brother,

but we can not withhold a personal
his memory. We were of nearly
age, both entered the ministry in
and soon after became acquainted
ated in the Master's service. For

tribute to
the same
our youth,
and associmore than

twenty years, we were more or less intimately

associated in labors for the several interests of
the denomination in Southern Ohio, prominent among which was
commenced an institute
hope of nourishing it
school at this place was,
a success; but it soon

the educational.
We
at Albany, with the
into a ‘college.
The
all things considered,
became apparent that

Rio Grande was the place, and here our people
now have a promising young college, the
fruit not more of Father Atwood’s sixty thousand, and more, than of the influence and labors of our dear brother Haning.
He commenced his ministry, and for a considerable
time prosecuted it, under circumstances which
would have baffled the courage of many a
young man; but he had personal elements of
character and grace from God adequate to the
ests,
We do not disparage the labors of other
brethren, when we say that he was the spiritual father of the Southern Ohio Y. M.
He dies universally lamented,
Though decided in his convictions, he was, at the same

time, so charitable and fraternal in spirit that
his relations with fellow laborers were

of the most pleasant

nature.

His

life secured to him that rare, enviable

.our good men, as it

seems

to

us,

before

his

time; but not until he had wrought the fruits
.and filled the measure of a long life.
One by one the laborers are being gathered
to their rest, a warning and an encouragement
.to those who remain, to do well their work

and be ready for the Master’s call.
Many years ago, the home of brother and
sister Haning was our asylum, when death

were read, officers were elected, and g¢n
eral business transacted.
At 5, p. M., the

ladies held a public meeting in the church.
The
The-Soeiety’s—treasuryis—in—a healthy]
financial condition.
The outfit and passage of its missionary, Miss Hooper, has
been paid, and there is a good balance on
hand with which to begin

in

the

name

of

BLUE VALLEY
Q. M.—Held its last session
with the friends at Blue Creek, Kansas. There
is no ¥'. B. church in that place, but we bave
some brethren and warm friends there. We
had a refreshing season. .
.
Next session will be held with our friends at
the Ensign school-house, five miles north-east
of Irving, commencing Friday before the second Sabbath in November.
This notice would
have been seut sooner, but we have been wait-

ing for the friends

to decide

it.

where

to hold

JOS. BATES, Clerk.

WHITE Co. Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Francesville church, at Francesville, Ind.

a vill

situated on the line of 8S. N.

A, and

C. R.
W., where two years ago last January
God blessed our labors, and a few souls came
forward, and we organized a Freewill Baptist

church with the assistance of Revs. J. P.
Prickett and 8. E. Bager. ‘Since that time we

have
been laboring with the Francesville
brethren.
The good
Lord
has not for-

gotten us, but ‘has been giving us souls for
our labor: and now we number over thirty
God fearing members,

not

so

faithful.

besides

There

some

have

that

been

are

other

churehes added to the Q. M.
We must say the
White Co. Q. M. is growing in strength and
wisdom.
This session was attended with
great blessing from above.
There were about

thirty brethren and sisters from other church-

es met with us. On Saturday every heart was
filled with the love of God.
Tongue can not
tell the joy that was expressed that day. Elder K.
F. {Sg of Ohio, was with us and
labored on
Sabbath morning and evening.
His labors was heartily received by all. May

the blessingof the Father

be with

the Elder

all the way down the declivity of life. At
our first session previous to this, Rev. Z. M.
Sanderson was setapart to the ministry by
the laying on of hands, Revs. J. P. Priekett
and B. F. Ferguson officiating.
:
Next session will be held with the Baptist
Union church, five miles south-east of Rensselaer, Jasper Co., Ind., Jan. 9—12, 1879
B. F. FERGUSON, Clerk.

and

Religions Wiscellany, 2
Free Baptists

other

apportionments,

for

benevolent

done
aohe

in
ind a

busin
ousSih

interest

a missionary

way to India.

All

Post-Office

the

mow

actually
Aid

B F McKenney

Money

Societies

are

going to work with greater zeal ; and there

is no.doubt that the work will be a great

success. The officers and members of the
Society do not allow themselves to entertain a thought of failure; they expect to

The old-

Missionary Society. would do well to- take
a lesson in faith and zeal and perseverance from the sisters.
:
The Home and Foreign
Mission anniversaries were held Monday evening.
Weak churches have been helped by the
former Society, and a good number have
been won to the Saviour through its instruinentality.
Some ' six brethren : had
been employed at different times,aggregating about eighteen months of home mission
work.
One of the speakers of the Foreign
Mission meeting quoted suggestive statistics, gathered from the report of the
churches,
showing
that those
districts
which had during the past year contribut-

also

Saturday

Books

The forty-sixth General Conference of
the Free Baptists of New Brunswick began its session (in Hampstead, Queen’s
county, on Saturday, Oct. 5. On the day

previous the ministers

of the denomina-

had

Wis,

chanics,

items

of

business,

recommend

that

the

are now

on

hand,

with the

information

that this Conference purposes sending a
missionary from its own members as soon
as one can be found who will engage inthe

joyment and profit.

viso in the original agreement between
this body and the F. W. Baptists of the
States.
The session altogether is reported to
have been ‘a specially good one. 'There

10,A. M.,

number of persons took part in the meetcontinued two hours anda half.

many

had

no

rose, by request,

who

had

to

testify their love for the Saviour.
afternoon a half-hour missionary
meeting was held; in which

the

In the
prayermissiona-

ries, who were about that hour sailing
from New York for India, were especially
remembered at the threne of grace. This
was followed by the report of the

ponding
McLeod

Secretary

of

Corres-

Conference,

D.

Vince, on the state of the church-

es. From this we learn that the total
number added to the churches during the

differences

of opinion were brought to the surface,but
in the main there was a deep desire to unite
their forces in the great and urgent work

James
Mass:

of Wall

FRIEND

ENEGIANY)]

THOMAS

F. Darling

O’NEIL, So. Natick, Mass.”

writes

from

Cherry

“ Dr. Greene cured me of fits

Mrs.

:

Ashland,

Valley,

which

-

Mass.:

any

I had

“I

believe

disease

that

power can cure.”

O. G. Richardson, Stoneham, Mass. ; Mrs.

R. Olmstead, E. Franklin, Vt.; Moses Hazen, No.
Sutton, N. H., and thousands of others have been
cured of Cancer.
Mrs. S. W. Gleason, West
Brookfield, Mass.; Silas A. Cutler, Northboro’,
Mass., were cured of scrofula. IL. P. Heal, Rock5,00
3.00
2,00
1.00
12.00

ort, Me.;

Mrs.

Henry

Hancock,

ass., cured of rheumatism.

lou,

Bath,

Maine,

dyspepsia

Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell,

Seuth

Mrs.

~

Natick,

John

and

W.

Bal-

heart disease.

Waterville, Me.,

Mrs. O. Gerrish, Portland,

catarrh.

Me., erysipelas.

Samuel Marden, Salisbury, N. H., and

| Parlow, Waddington,

Mrs.

Mrs.

C.

N. Y., consumption.

J. Sutherland, St. George, N. B , salt

L.

Mrs.

rheum.

2100 5.
Treas,

Dr.

TC. Cones, ; North Havenm, Me ., dyspeRD
.
C. Ryder, Barre, Mass.; Mary Lowe,
boro’,

Burns,

Dr. Greene from all parts of the country, . and

in medicine are truly wonderful. No sufferer can
now afford to lose time an
joney in trying uncertain remedies, when by
donsulting Dr.
Greene,
a geriaia, speed y and perm:
ent ¢ure may be obtained.
CONSULTATION

FREE

at

his

office,

3¢ Temple

' Place, Boston, Mass., from 9 to 8 daily; ':also: by
let208
ter enclosing stamp. ~ Pamphlet free.”

NEED!
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of this series of Gospel
for a fresh collection of

couraged
book.”

the publishers

(The).

Anna F, Burnham.
Size of page, 10x14
beautful pictoral cover. $1,25.

reserved for this book, together with
most useful ones.
In short,

fLLUSTRATE 0 CATALOGUES FREE,SEND FOR ONE
BOSTON: 'D LOTHROP.&:CO PUBLISHERS.

even by the two preceding of the
series. Price, 35c., by mail;
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A NEW EXCITING BOOK

Bristling with WILD ADVENTURES. The
DEEDS
of the DARING EXPLORER

STANLEY 527.
and

copyrighted cheap

tion. Gives a full history of his

IS

BROWN™S
SHAKESPERIAN
AIMANAC NOW READY for 18790.
It fairly glows with quotations and Illustrations
from the ‘ Bard of Avon.” I shall print about
three million copies, and being desirous of makin,
the distribution as rapidly as possible, will pra
one
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edi-

wonderful dis-

coveries in Africa and marvelous journey down
the Song. It is fascinating as romance. Pro.
fusely illustrated, and highly endorsed by the
Clergy and press. A nts are selling 10 to 25
er day. Nearly 10,000 sold. More

en
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of the
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A GIFT
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some

Gospel Hymns No. 3, words only.
Price, 6c.; by mail; 60c. per dozen, by express.

The only authentic

any

propor-

GOSPEL HYMS NO. 3
is offered as the best collection of pure, invigorating scriptural songs ever produced, not surpassed

$57

The story of a very little girl who ** kept house,”

2

forth the third

a large

AGENT'S profits per wi

in., wi

Py
Thoughts.
By Ella Farman, from French
of P. J. Stahl. 22 full page engravings,
Pictorial board covers. 75 cents,

- GOOD

to send

It will be found to contain

B

A book to make the children’s eyes snap.
LITTLE MISS MISCHIEF and her Hap=-

ten or fifteen copies free, prepaid to

X and

Hymns, and the demand
the same character, en-

tion of new Songs never before published, including several by the inspired Bliss, which have been
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Weakness,

of his treatment.
:
‘Dr. Greene has devoted his life to the treatment
of Chronic Diseases, and his skill and discoveries
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patients cured of Lung
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Since the organization three years ago,
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England
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NEW MAPS of
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cost,
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for ten years.”
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distribute sthem in their locality.
DR. O. PHELPS BROWN, 21 Grand Street, Jersey City, New Jersey.
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An

WHAT PATIENTS SAY OF HIM“1 have been cured of cancer, which cure, under
God, I owe to Dr. Greene.
MRS. CHAS. BUTLER,
28 High St., Charlestown, Mass.
“1 was terribly afflicted with serofula, and was
entirely cured by Dr. Greene.
LEVI EASTMAN,

of pulling down the strongholds of Satan,
and in the upbuilding of the Lord’s kingdom on earth.
On the whole the outlook
of the Free Baptists of New Brunswick
for the coming year is cheering, and they
gre looking forward to ‘a year of much
faith and work and grand victories for
—
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chronic and long-standing diseases.

human
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ness Men, Farmers, MeOwners,
Tenauts, everybody,
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DR.

Married

Rheum,

article

& CO., 518 Arch St, Philadelphia, Pa.

most

In Reynolds,
Lee Co., Ill, Aprill7,by Rev. A. D.
Sandborn, at the resfdeuce of ‘the bride’s father, Mr.
Arthur V. Sandborn, of East Paw Paw, Ill. and Miss
M. Maria Peile,
of R. In East Paw Paw, Ill, Oct. A9,
at the residence of the bride’sfather, Rev. M. J. CoLDREN,of Howard City,Mich.,and M188 ALICE D.SANDBORN,ot East P, P.
In Kennebunkport,Oct.20, by Rev. F. W, Towne,
Hrd
Russell, of Kennebunk, and Miss Eliza C,
ay, of
K.
In So. Berwink, Me., Oct. 1, at the bride’s home, b
Eld. John W, Young, Mr. Albert F. Getchell, of Nort!
Berwick, and Miss Olive A. Young, of So. B,

For Salt

ALL

EE

Letters from

A

peerless

HOW TO BE GURED.

Missions,

the

Treasurer of the Foreign Mission Society
remit to the Treasurer of the F. W. Baptist
Foreign Mission Society the funds which

BY

LL
“Dr. Greene’s.

Mrs Fanny Hosmer Bruce Mich per 8 A
Currier
D W Moulton Coaticook P Q
IM Wallace White Rock Ks
Mre J G Moshier Lowviile
NY
r
od
bi
int on note
forB school
'

on Correspondence reported on

work, and till such time arrives we believe

before

LER

Rev J P Longley Madison Bridge Me.
Rev C Campbell New Sharon Me.

arguments presented.

other

constipation,

This

every buginess.
Saves many times
fast. Send for Circular and Terms.

Price 25 cents.
J.J. PIKE & CO., Chelsea, Mass.
B. F. RACKLEY, Agent for Dover.
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Among

for dyspepsia,

YOUR OWN, ite ox nar

etc.

Committee

a remedy

HOWTO

EXPRESS.

taining
dress

medical

Aperient

SOLD

morn-

MAIL.

Manchester, N. H.

the

its properties in all climates.

districts which had withheld contributions
from the Mission had been but little blessed.
The mission meetings were largely attended, all the speeches were good, and it is
hoped that the interest in mission work,
both at home and abroad, was deepened by

tion held their annual meeting which was
fully attended, and was an occasionof en.
Long

As

GW Johnson Philipsburg Mo. .
Rey M Folsom Cen Effingham NH.
G W Corttis Garainer Me.
Rev F A Stevens W Oneonta N Y.
Judson B Palmer LB 28 Racine Wis.
John Farnham Milton Mills N H.
Rev J A Sutton Blanchester O.
‘A A Woodman Moes River P Q.
OW Young So Hancock Me,

Foreign

and

ache, an unhealthy condition of the blood, low fev-

Forwarded.
BY

Press,

Seltzer

er and aliments.

I. P. BATES, Clerk,

Delavan

the

Tarrant’s

been blessed with ingatherings, while those

the facts and

People,

passing excellence of

Letters Received.

that

the

ed quite liberally to Foreign Missions

The

profession, concur in bearing testimony to the sur-

—

on

succeed, and of course they will.

®

Addresses,

Av

ing a greatly increased

they have

> HVA

IAlen—H H Acterion—E W Bordwell—J O D Bart
lett—J Baker—S A Currier—G W Colby—C Cass—dJ
Clough—Mrs J Clark—A A Coburn—C Campbell—N
SCash—W H Dixon—-C D Dudley—D H Duke—A M
Davis—E 8 Dutton—C M Emery—BFogg—F Griswold
—8 B Given—W H Gifford—E T Hurd—H A Hutchinson—G C Hartsook—G W Hassell-R L. Howard—H
Holt—W Joy—dJ W Jolnson—E B Lockwoud—J P
Longley—C E
Mason—B F
McKenney -Mason &
Hamlin—H Newton—W J Orr—J.Putnam—B W Pool—
M Phillips—J B Paimer—C F Penncy—C W Purington
—L Revves—G W Roberts—G H Simpsom—C WSmith
—F D Sniffer—J D Smith—P C Talford-C E Vary—C
Whipple—A A Woodman—Mrs D F Wright—J Westlake—J C Ward—J IX Yeoman—O W Young.

were

the impression made upon the audlexce
was decidedly good. The women are feel-

We therefore

of New Brunswick.

opportunity to speak,

causes, The death of Rev. H. Quinby, D.D.,
was reported, and the conference passed ap-

short

and

evening,

a letter received from Dr. Phillips, making

| must be closed,

Missionary aeny of the Q. M., with the understanding that he would advise with the churches and assist them in the work of raising this

speeches

several

Sec.

‘| some suggestions in reference to his salary.
The Committee says:

A deep devotional spirit pervaded the ase
sembly, and when the time eame when it

The churches were requested to raise a sum

treasurer,

was
Was

ing, which

equal to forty cents per resident member,
for
the support of our Foreign Mission; and Rev,
G. 8. Ricker, of Lowell, Mass., was appointed

Cor.

the information in this article:
The ladies seemed perfectly at home in
the conduct of the meeting.
Everything

the

holy child Jesus.
:
Dec. term with the Clinton church, Pishon’s
Ferry.
8S. BOWDEN, Clerk.

hands as readyto alleviate their burdens.
0. E. BAKER.
Waterloo, Iowa. -.

Boston church,
in Freeman Place Chapel,
Oct. 16, 17. The business, mainly routine,
was transacted with harmony and dispatch,

the year’s work.

Besides the reports of the

WATERVILLE Q. M.—Held its Sept. term
made by ladies and gentlemen, and the
with the Fairfield church, Sept. 19, 20. We
were favored with the presence and labors of . meeting is said to have been ofie’ of great
Rev. J. B. Davis, of the Exeter Q. M., Rev. J.
interest.
We quote ia regard to it from
P. Longley of the Anson Q. M., and Rev. N.
the
report
in the Religious Intelligencer,
Preble of the Bowdoin Q. M., which added
greatly to the interest of the meeting.
Their
to which paper we are also indebted for
preaching was instructive, spiritual, and we

Saturday; more than enough people to fill
the church had arrived.
A very large

the

was

going on, the Woman's Mission Society
was holding its apnual business meeting
in the school-house near by. Reports

for

Manufactured
according
to the directions of
Prof. E.N. Horsford, by the Rumford Chemical
works, Providence, R. I.
1mo4d3

Q. M. will be held with the BrownJ3, 14
A. S.HILTON, Clerk,

station on Friday

Ministers’

While the work of the Conference

had despoiled our home by the removal of the
wife and mother. May our bereaved sisterand
family find, now, hearts as sympathizing, and

Quarterly Wleetings.

a

discussion of the report on Education.

always
boon—

Bath

Baking

If your grocer has not got it send a three-cent
stamp to the manufacturers for a sample,

LANSING Q. M. will be held with the Bath church,
Nov, 8-10. Teams will meet delegates and others at

Relief Society, as the Sabbath collection
was given to such a society. The whole
of Monday afternoon was taken up with

spirit and

‘the implicit confidence of all who knew him.
He dies young, just in his prime, like many of

have

;

It is cheaper and better than ordinary
Powder or Cream Tartar and Soda.

UNION Q. M. (N.Y.) will
be held with the Italy &
Naples church, commencing Friday, Dec. 6, at 2, p.
M. Now let all the churches come up in the fullness of
the Lord,
J. D.SmiTH, Clerk.

adopted emphatically discountenancing the | i ng.
use of alcoholic wine in celebrating’
the
Lord’s Supper, and another ¢ that SabRev
bath-school temperance be made a part of
the work of this denomination.” i

J. N. LONGSTREET, Clerk.

d was done

kind.”

The New England notes, given for the INDIA BIBLE
SCHOOL, are in the hands of Rev, E. N. Fernald Lewiston, Me, who is authorized to receive interest on
same, and payment when due.
CHAS. 8. PERKINS, Cor. Sec.

taken

Lm
—

BARON LIEBIG, the greatest chemist of the
age, says: “I consider this invention as one of the
most useful gifts which science has made to man-

The annual meeting of the Free Baptist MAINE
HOME MISSIONARY SOCIETY will be held at the Main
St. Free Baptist chnreh, in Lewiston, on Wednesday,
Nov. 13,1878, at 9.30, A. M. R. LJHOWARD, Rec, Sec,

Treatise

b2t4

Light Bread, Bust, Caos and Pushy

CEDAR VALLEY Q. M. will be held with the Horton
charch, commencing Dee, 6-8,
«
H.,C.INMAN, Clerk,

in regard to temperance,a resolution being

they

W a ghington, N. J.

making

Hotices and Appointments,

PARSONSFIELD
field church, Nov.

It appears that

0

A superior and highly scientific preparation for

es supplied with preaching.
It is on Monday, we are told, that business commences

Very strong ground was

Ad-

dress, DANIEL ¥, BEATTY,

the genuine.
Manufactured only by A. B. Wii.
BOR, Chemist, Boston, Sold by all druggists,

BELKNAP Q.M. willhold its next session with the
Lower Gilmanton church, Nov. 12—14, Conference on
the 12th,at 1, Pp. MM.
J.T. WEEKS, Clerk,

of Faith.

such a hurried season.
Some of our churches
not directly represented,yet we heard from them
all as yet engaged in the Master’s cause,
Next session with the Elmore church, commencing Nov. 29. All are cordially invited to
the feast, Ministers are especially invited.

elieve

PIE OI
west prices ever given.

:

were held and all the neighborhood church-

of the

18

we

;

have printed 5,000 copies

8

Wilbor’s Cod Liver @il and Lime.—Persons wo have been taking Cod.Liver Oil will be
Rlensad to know that Dr. Wilbor has succeeded,

in right earnest.
Conference met at 9, A.
M., with Rev. T. Vanwart—moderator
for last year—in the chair. Rev. A. Kinney was elected by ballot moderator for
the present year. The duties of Wm.
Petersas treasurer, both of the Conference and of the Foreign Mission Society,
being particularly onerous,
DD. McLeod
Vince was elected assistant treasurer of
Conference, and also of the Foreign Mission Society.
Among other acts of Conference, the Secretary was instructed to

ROCKINGHAM Q. M.—Held its last session
at South Berwick, Oct. 16, 17. It was pleasant,
as usual, to assemble again;
and one thing
that first attracted attention was the improvements in the audience room of the church,
the
place for the singers having been moved to
the rear of the pulpit, instead of being in the
rear of the congregation.
Something of this
kind is the next great change in church arrangements,
There were ministers present
from other Q. Ms., Tyrie and Spooner from
the York County, Blake and Ricker from New
Durham, and
Morrill from Harper’s Ferry.
The session was a very interesting one. Rev.
H. Quinby, lately deceased, having for a time
been in this Q. M., a resolution was passed,
after very appropriate remarks, to the effect,
that, while we mourn the loss of his presence,
we rejoice in the ever Jivine influence of his
long and very useful life. The last afternoon
was devoted to Missions, mostly under the direction of the ladies,
Mrs. Waterman presid-

ituat-and

of

humility, and nerve us to renewed exertion, and to full consecration of life and
talent in the Master's service.
:
On the Sabbath,
overflow
meetings

ed ten sermons, received
$5.88. J.
L. Ray
traveled 200 miles, preached 14 sermons, witnessed one profession, received $6.35. The
Toe River Assqgiation was distellowshiped.
Next session” with Union Valley church,
Dec. 6.
J. L. Ray, Clerk.

was=pir

SG

these should lead to deep thankfulness and

Jack’s Creek church, Sept. 27, 28. The introductory sermon, delivered by Rev. 8. D. Cox,
was both instructive
and awakening.
Five
churches were represented, all in love and
union.
Extended ministerial license to J. L.
Ray, and appointed Revs. D. W. Adkins, J.
A. Ray, and J. H. Ballard as committee to examine candidates for the ministry, subject to
the call of any church in our
Q. M. -Heard
reports of ministerial labor as follows: Rev.
D. W. Adkins traveled
300 miles, preached 22
sermons, received 15 members, baptized one,
received
contributions, $1.10.
Rev. J. A.
Ray traveled 1188 miles, preached 20 sermons,
baptized two, received contributions, $3.25.

ing

total

See adver-

‘ A Friend in Need.”

Re

Beatty's ems Shout ee pA phe fore ya
fore Buying PIANO or RGAN, SDIRNGS

A CARD.

visiting friends

traveled 180 miles,

“ In time of peace prepare for war.”

tisement,

mao

ORGANS oeec wars 6 RAGING

Business Hotices,

We had then thirty-one ordained ministers, to-day we have forty; we had then
For particulars regarding Electric Belts, address
eleven licentiates, to-day we have fifteen; PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO,, New Yorks
we then numbered some six thousand N.Y.
cow20
communicants, to-day we number nearly
nine and a-half thousands; during the year
then passed, forty of our churches had
Great South American Remedy for all spe;
been supplied with pastoral labor; during cialThediseases,
discovered in the great valley of
the
the year just closed, seventy have been Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous and vital
supplied. During the eight years since forces ; its success is marvelous. The recipe will
furnished free of charge. © For circular giving
we met here, there have been added to our be
full information, send self-addressed envelope to
church by baptism, . four thousand one Rev. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D., Bipie House;
“X
vy:
hundred and thirty-two.
Blessings like | N-Y.

meriting the hearty vote of thanks extende
by the conference therefor. May the: blessing
of God be poured out upon this church,
. 8. RICKER, Clerk.

BiG Joy Q. M.—Held

'$4,015.60---making ‘a

|

$15,704.20.
This amount is exclusive of
all money paid for Home and Foreign Mism directions of several professional gentlemen,
sions and Sabbath-schools. Eight years in combining the pure Oil and Lime in such a manner that it is pleasant to the taste, and its effect
ago, the Conference was held with the in Lung Complaints are truly wonderful. Very
many persons whose cases were pronounced hopesame
church. The Secretary makes a less, and who had taken the clear Oil for a long
without marked effect, have bag entively
comparison between then and now as fol- time
cured by using this preparation. Be sure
and
get

M., time and place to be hereafter designated.

Mass. Q. M.—Held its Oct. session with

Wx closed our labors with the Greenbush
church, Oct. 14, resulting in the conversion
and reclaiming of some fifteén or twenty.
Last Sabbath four followed our Lord in bap-

its

officers, Rev. Wm. Tucker, moderator; Rev.
D. A. Tucker, clerk and treasurer.
Next ses-

Maineville ¥, B.
direet and much

good be done.

tive congregations,

duly

Consecrating prayer by

a few weeks."

tist church in this place, under the

ally

the Second church in} Oakland, Cal., has
raised no less than $4000 for church purposes.

church expenses, $2,006.31; buildings and

his wont.
His heart was cheered by the receipt of ome hundred dollars, from a sister, for
our mission work.
The churches were all
Toported by letter or delegates, and are
gener-

organization

of the council, acknowledging the Q. Ms.

expected that he will enter upon

Russell, Esq., Pres.

allowed one delegate for organization, and one
for every 15 additional members.
Conference
ed, and those who made addresses were Mrs.
appointed a council for the organizing of a. Mosher, Mrs. Hills, Mrs. Ramsey, Mrs. Smith,
new Y. M., consisting of Revs. B. F. Zell, D.
followed by Rev. A. H. Morrell in the interests of Harper's Ferry.
A. Tucker, E. Tibbetts, Wm. Tucker, Thos.
Next session at Great Falls.
Darling, Chas.
Laribe, Proctor and LinesJOSEPH FULLONTON, Clerk.
berry. - Next session with the Sparta church,
3
PY
Nov. 24, 1878. Q. Conference then adjourned
CHAIN LAKE Q. M.—Held its last session
and the council appointed to organize a new
with the Elmore Branch church.
The meet-

Rev. C. F. Penney,of Augusta, Me., as he -tion in relation to the organization, condition,

those: who

a

Ml

a few hours, and spoke to our edification as is

Rev. J. H. Ballard

.

notice, the

Indiana.
The right hand of
given
by Rev. E. Tibbetts,

gp

——e——tWenty

previous

-M.,,
to be known as the

Thanks of the meeting were tenderto the friends at Campbell Hill.- The
M. adjourned with brighter hopes for
future, by our having been together.
G. A. GORDON, Clerk.

Rev. B. F. McKenney,

Yearly

Providence church, Oct. 5, 1878, and chose a
council consisting of Revs.
Wm.
Tucker,
D. A. Tucker,
E. Tibbetts and Bro.
C.
C. Ruble
being
embraced
in
the
council.
Candidates were
then
examined
in
doctrine and practice, and finding them in
harmony with the faith of Freewill Baptists,
and having
a zeal to labor for the Redeemer’s
kingdom, proceeded to organize them into a Q.

late our denominational literature and
papers among the people.
Next meeting to be with Fairview
church near Ashley,on

and

desiring to form
a new Q. M. in

The following resolution was passed :
Resolved,
That
we heartily recommend to our brethren to tuke the Morning
influence

Meeting

Organized,

G. A. Gordon was elected in his place.

Star, and to use our

by

and other exercises of the session. Rev. E. N.
Fernald, our Financial Secretary, was with us

Items.

preachers, but gospel preachers.
Many things
here are not as they should be. The light, life
and liberty of the son of God are most needed.
We hope the time will soon come when the

adopted.
:
Bro. Gilliland handed in his resignation as clerk of the Yearly Meeting, and
Fa

er to the Church;” A, C.

Free Baptist Christian missionaries! There is
not a more needy or inviting field on the face
of the earth, We need help now, in a few
years we will be able to send help to others.
Indeed, we are able now, but we are not organized,
:
‘ The people of Texas don’t need political

The Q. Ms. were very well represented and quite a lively interest manifested.
The statistics show an increase in the
last year of 272 to our membership.
Bro. J. C. Gilliland was appointed by a
unanimous vote as evangelist to labor
and organize within the bounds of the
Yearly Meeting. An Advisory Committee
of three was also selected te eonfer with
him in the work. A number of business
and

followed

of the topic: “ The Sunday-school as a Feed-

“ We are fewin numbers here in Texas but
we are gaining ground.
And what a field for

it has ever been my pleasure to witness.
Various subjects were discussed, the min#
isters warmed up and each one went

matters were discussed,

Thus

as, under date of Oct. 16, says:

of the most interesting

away stronger than before.

seat.”

was

interesting Hn

John Barbour, Esq., Supt. of the Winter St.
F. B. 8. 8., Haverhill, opened the discussion

A correspondent writing from Clayton, Tex-

sented, and there was enjoyed one of
those old-fashioned good meetings. The
ministers’
Conference which lasted two

days was one

mercy

which

spirited and Intensely

of Y. M, C, A.,Lowell,spoke very earnestly of
work of ‘ Church
Extension,” and
Mrs.
desire to he near and like Christ. These ad-. the
@. 8. Ricker, of Lowell, read a paper on our
ditions bring much strength and influence to “ Mission Work at Harper's Ferry,” All of
the church. Although not large I consider these topics elicited hearty and enthusiastic
the Greénbush church under the efficient la- discussion, the interest growing deeper and
bors of their pastor, Rev. J. Westlake, ac- deeper until the close. Sermons were preached by Rev. A. J. Gordon, D.D.,of Boston, and
cording to numbers one of our best churches. Rev. J. Malvern, of Haverhill. We were faI go from here to our church in the city of yored with the presence of a large number of
brethren
from abroad, whose words and
Fond du Lac.
B. F, MCKENNEY.
prayers aided us not a little in the discussions

© --b
han an ln 4

The

the

Prayer-meeting,”

30, 1878.

year is 888—310 by baptism, and 78 by letter; the decrease for the year, 130 ; leaving
a net increase of 258. The churches nummembership of 9,389.
ber 148, with a
Seventy of these churches have had regu.
lar pastoral care. The amount paid for
ministers’ salaries was $9,682.29; current

were deeply interesting and profitable. Rev.
@. 8. Ricker read a
paper on * The Model

has closed one of those sweet sedsons, that
cheer the hearts of the people of God, giving
them courage for future work, and a stronger

Central Illinois Y. M.
respondence.—ED.)

.
\
Dlopriate resolutions. Each session was opened with meetings for prayer and praise that

overflowing. In the ‘dpening after baptism,
we celebrated the Lord’s Supper, and the new
disciples sat for the first time with the church,
around the table of the Lord. It seemed as if
‘ Heaven came down our souls to greet,

Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, and all the
Let the churches generally do as
West.
a few have done, and all our mission and
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Poetry.
WHEN THE WOODS TURN BROWN.
How will it be when the roses fade

Out of the garden and out of the glade?

‘When the fresh pink bloom of the sweet-brier
wild,
That leans from the dell

a

of

cheek

the

like

:
child,
* Is changed for dry hips on a thorny bush?—

THE PRINCESS OF SWED

~

terrible purpose, and, hurrying down,
said to his mother:
« T have seen the king's troops going
up ; there is none to give warning but

From her youth the Princess Eugenie
of Sweden has’ been very delicate ; she
had early to go through sorrows and anx-

me.”

iety.

Twenty minutes later, Jean was riding
alone through the dim forest, intently
conning the net-work of paths so famil-

youth, and her father, King Osear I.,
‘“ the Good,” as his people called him,

iar to him, and trying to choose one by

his prime.

which he

Her favorite brother died

suffered froma long

the

outstrip

and

elude

could

face, she told this.

illness

as

Karl XV., succeeded

to

the

SREY

in
but

Glimmer no more from the frasted sod,
And the hill-side nooks are empty and cold *—
Then the forest-tops will be gay with gold.

hazardous path, even for a skillful climb-

davghter, whose life in one way is a soli-

How will it be when the woods turn brown,

er.

aban-

atry one, since her two sisters-in-law, the

don his horse and trust his own speed and

Queen Sophia, and the widowed Duchess
Therese of Dalarne, are both so delicate

and

will

groves

the

carmine,

:

flush.

Tow will it be when the autumn flowers
Wither away from their leafless bowers ;
sgar-flower and golden‘When sun-flower and

I

ow

Their: gotd- and

all dropped

crimson

their

agility. Finally deciding on the smoother road, he was turning toward it when

down,

And crumbled to dust?—
" Qur ear to Earth's lips, we shall hear her say,
In the dark I am seeking new
crown ’—

will dream of green
woods turn brown.

for

my

when

the

gems

leaves

around a spur of the forest. Quick-witted Jean rode at once to meet the ad:
vancing soldiers.
«Whither go you?” asked the captain.

:
— St. Nicholas.

O-0-0-0-0
+40

«« To the upper hills to seek my father,”

NOTHING GOOD IS LOST.
BY

‘Where are the dainty flowers of May?
(For bright and beautiful were they ;)
Upon the virgin brow of Spring,
They blossom into life and love,
With smiles and whispers from above,
A weal of joy and gladness bring.

the officer.
“1 have

confidence

returned

none,”

fear

who do no ill need
the child, calmly.

Those

in God.

“ You shall come with me,” continued
the captain, suspiciously ; ** so fine a boy
must not grow up a rebel. Ishall dedicate you to the service of the king and
the church.”

A few sweet moments, they are here,
A few sweet mornings, full of cheer,
They blossom richly round our way ;
‘We see their beauty, fresh and new,
As fairy land, they charm our view,

But fade before the close of day.
Can glory die? can beauty fade?
Can death these forms of love invade,
And take them from our fond embrace?
1s there a song of sweetness rare,
Lost ever on the echoing air,
Beyond the realm of time and space?

in Sweden.
When she got money of her
own, a lovely place in the island of Gotti-

quick

every summer there
to recruit her
strength. It was called Fridhem (Home
of Peace), and it deserves the name. The
situation is lovely, and everything shows
the refinement and simplicity, the Chris-

in expedients,

contrived
the

to

dismount-

ed troops, painfully climbing, were

half-

way up a steep ascent, Jean was among
the hindmost.
A brook wound round the
base of thehill, and Jean knew that near
the stream was one of those caverns,

Their vesture,—still it seemeth strange
To spirits who can never see,

Beyond the outward and the dim,
A beauty stirring deep within,
‘What e’er the form may chance to be.

common in a country of

Nay, life and beauty never die,

ed by thick, clustering bushes. Seizing
an opportune moment, the active boy
turned his pony, dashed down into the

volcanic

tion, the entrance to which

Though long beneath the wintry sky,
So calm and still their forms may rest,

>Twould seem the reign of life were o'er,

brook, leaped from his

And joy or pain could nevermore
Awake the silent, pulseless breast.

into the cavern.
before the more

One whisper, one inspiring word,
‘Which mortal ear hath never heard,—
A little space of time between,

was

Near the town of Wisby

visible.

ran

come from

and only the brook’s gurgle

was

vain

@rrcle.

and, tossing back

his

abundant

bent to kiss the

tresses

mother’s

hand ; then descending a steep, winding
path, over which

picked
a slow,

his

intelligent

animal

sure footing, the young

rider disappeared
in the dark
pine forest.
.& =

aisles

of a

Jean Cavalier was ten years old; his

cradle
had been rocked to the howl of
mountain storms ; he was accustomed

to

scale hights with fearless agility, being
sure-footed on paths that only the mountain-born could safely tread, and he now

dauntlessly faced a hazardous ride and
the peril of imprisonment, to save the
lives of five hundred Christian men and
women. It was nearly noon ; all the huts,
sheep-cotes, and cottages in the lower
adjoining valleys were deserted by their

inhabitants, who had started at dawn

for

the secluded mountain of Bourges, there
to seek consolation and strength in the
worship of God.
This was the period of that so-called
<¢ religious” war in France, which lasted
twenty years, and in which the king,
Louis XIV., employed sixty thousand
soldiers to exterminate three thousand
Protestants, - because they persisted: in

worshiping théir Maker

in. their own

fashion. Through the upper valleys, for
some weeks previous to the time of this
story, there had-been found, in rock cavi-

call to

arms.

audible

forest,

and
stone,

rock,

pe

whose

the

:

He consoles—he
not,

suppliat

the

stood

the

me

in

time

strengthof need,

reverential stillness, to which peril added

forward,

two by

two, bareheaded. A cry startled them.
«Fly! the enemy comes!” rang in
childish treble

from .above

the

kneeling multitude, and looking up they

saw, on the rocky summit hefore the pastor, a little figure, whose white goat-skin

coat and locks of gold gleamed in the
mellow sunset, as the rocks and caverns
re-echoed his vibrating cry,

“ties and hollow trees, bits of wood carved
¢“ Fly! the enemy comes!”
with the words, ¢ Manna in the desert,”
The startled throng, gazing ‘up, knew
~ and with certain symbolic marks where- not the son of their neighbor and friend,
by all the faithful knew that the great Roland €avalier. © The solemnity of the
pastor, Brousson, emerging from his seplace, and the danger always hear their
cret cavern dwelling, would meet and
ministerto his persecuted

flock

in the

afternoon of the first day of the year
1703,at the Bourges Mountain.
Notwith-

worship, had infused their exalted minds
with a sense of the immediate presence

of the supernatural, and the simple-hearted peasants thought the child,

Jean,

a

veritable messenger of heaven.
- Captain Daiguirrier,

m, Was

coming

with

mp from

“They quickly dispersed through pass
and defile, and when the troops arrived,
the early stars shone down on the deserted rocks and lonely forest.

Jean joined a party of fugitives, and
lived to be a valiant and famous defend-

erof the Protestant faith.
‘While the
commander cursed him as a treacherous
at, spied the

or

with

flower-

was
Then

after-

On entering the pleasant Home, all collect in the largest room ; the children are

placed with Bibles and hymn-books round
a large table; the minister and the Princess sit at the head of it, and the Sunday-

school begins.

The children answer very

brightly ; one
tomed to hear
pounded.

can see they are accusthe Bible read and ex-

Thus the Sunday at Fridhem is passed.
| Every year brings the Princess to the
lovely island; she is yet middle-aged,
born in 1830. May she long be spared to
her country, and to the work she has so
‘nobly begun and carried on amongst the
orphans and the sick. In order to help,
she has even sold her jewels; but she
looks forward.to the everlasting treasures
laid up in heaven. In waiting for such
ap inheritance, she can do ‘without much
of the vanities and pomps of earth. In

founding her Invalid Home

she had

no

money to give, and did not want to turn
to others; at last she resolved, with her
family’s consent, to sell her jewels. They
brought the necessary sum, and the Inva-

lid Home was established. Amongst the
inmates there was one old woman who
did not seem to care for the spiritual advantages she could enjoy, but continued
careless and indifferent. Much prayer
was offered up for her. At last, before
leaving

Fridhem,

the

matron

told

the

Princess that a change had come over the
woman. = With deep sorrow she acknowledged

her many

and

heavy

against God's holy law.

trespasses

The Princess

comforted
and cheered her, At last she

little rascal, most of the. congregation

could receive the assurance of her forgive-

gel to save them.—S¢, Nicholas.

of contrition

always maintained that God ‘sent an an- ness through Christ Jesus. With big tears
and joy rolling down

her

{The original document is a diary

pie 241,

One of the most interesting books of its class,

that has come to our table fora long time, is
this account of Amy and Marion’s voyage
around the world. It is written from experience. The author, who is a daughter of a

Boston clergyman, and a friend of hers were

the Amy and Marion of the story. They sailed
in an East India merchantman, the captain of

on

Walter
lost

Scott,
his

an opportunity

to visit Canlon,

they returned home by the Cape of Good Hope,

The story is told

in the form

of journal let-

ters from the girls to a school-mate at home,
and so vividly are the strange sights and ex-

periences described that one feels that next to
the pleasure of taking such a voyage is the
privilege of réading so interesting an account
of it. Every page is enjoyable, and one may
get from the book a fine understanding of life

wish to teach to all children who are sickly and suffering, or who may become
sickly and suffering: Do not think that
you are without an object—do not think
you can not be useful, do

accompanying it, which are engraved from
photographs bought on the spot and brought
home by the author.

“ That Boy

not

think

of Newkirk’s”

and temperance

story.”

is a fine moral

Gordon

Ferril,

who

lived with Mr. Newkirk and helped him in his
grocery store, was one of those young men,
the chronicle of whose determinations and suc.
cesses we )ike to read.
He was a staunch temperance boy. At home he had a Christian
mother who encouraged and prayed for him.
There were two little sisters dependent upon
him, whom a dead father had left in his care,
Not only was he firm in his own determination to do right, but be had a true missionary
spirit in working to help others.
His icflu-

the

over-

ence aided to save from intemperance severa
of his associates, and interested a kind lady in
behalf of the poor so that a great change came
over the village.
We hope the reading of this
book will interest other boys to imitate his
Christian course of honor and rectitude.
A. Williams
& Co. (Boston) publish in
pamphlet form a work by Rev. James P. Simmons, of Norcross,
Ga., entitled Peace on
Earth.
1t is a sequelto * War in Heaven,” by
the same author, and in it the writer means to
present the brief and plain system of religion
which is revealed in the Bible, when con-

that

strued as applied

to

pre-existent spirits,

or

fallen angels, to which latter class he believes
all earth-mortals belong.
He also undertakes
to show the personal and distinct entity of the
Father and the Son, and the impersonality, of
the Holy Ghost, claiming that this view set-

everything has gone against you. No. tles all questions which . relate to the nature
It is well with you; you can be most use- | and extent of the atonement, election, free
ful—you can be the useful child; and will, perseverance, future rewards and punwhen you grow up you can be the useful ishments, ete., and opens a way toa practical
man or woman in the home. You ean union and co-operation of all who accept Jesus
arrange plans of amusement for the others as the Christ, The author has written clearly
and forcibly, and ‘used Scripture texts freely
who are too busy to arrange them for and aptly to sustain his theories. His desire to
themselves. = You can show by your con- promote a practical unity among Christians of
stant cheerfulness that happiness does not all denominations is a worthy one, and many
depend on the good things which you eat, will be interested to investigate his theories as

or on the active games

Chaudiere, and later with his regiment to
Saratoga, when the New England troops rallied to meet Burgoyne,

The
York)

National Temperance
Society (New
has recently published
Rev. Canon

Farrar’s Ten Sermons

Singapore

Amoy, Shanghai and Macao. Then they sailed
for the Philippine Islands, and after stopping
at the lovely city of Manila a couple of weeks,

cheerfulness.

him, and even when he was at last

of Serge

Ephraim Squier; the grandsire of our io
known archeologist, kept upon his
march with
the expedition of Arnold up the Kennebec and

and Talks

on

temper-

ance. They are filled with sound, convincing
which was the brother of one of the young la arguments against the lawfulness, morality and
dies. Leaving Boston, they first landed at necessity of the liquor traffic, as well as stir.
San Francisco where they heartily enjoyed a ring appeals to ull Christian men and women
stay of several weeks. Thence they proceeded to take a firm, decided, outspoken stand in
to Honolulu, and from there to the Chinese favor of total abstinence from all intoxicating
coast where a stay of six months gave them liquors.—Paper, 25 cts.

which you play,

but on a contented, joyful heart. You
can make them feel that there is a better
world above, where you have hope to be.

related to that end.

Excellence in the typographical art is shown

to advantage in Christmas Chimesu pamphlet
containing several New Year and Christmas
poems, pnblished by The Rowley & Chew

MAGAZINES,

The

November

practical and

Atlantic

important

discusses

such

subjects as ¢ The Na.

Vers

tionals, their Origin and their Aims,” “ Presi.
denrial Elections” and “ Oppressive Taxation
of the Poor.” The first named is by the writer whose article on ¢ Dangerous Tendencies of
American Life,” in the October number of this
monthly, attracted so much attention,
Mr,
Howells begins a new story, “* The Lady of the

Aroostook,” in which the charm and graceful
ness of his style of writing appear at their best,
‘‘ The Star in the Valley,” an excellent short
story, completes the fiction of the mumber,
The second paper on the “ Home Life of the
Brook Farm Association” rivals the first in
interest.
Charles Eliot Norton
contributes
“ Florence, and St. Mary of the Flower,” a
study of the art and history of the city during
two centuries. There is an unsigned paper,
‘“ An Impressionist st the Paris Exposition”
Mr.
Richard
Grant White's fifth paper on
‘“ Americanisms” is given, and the criticil
article ofthe number is devoted to * Some Recent Books of Travel”
As usual, the magi
zine is strong in its poetical department.
Mr,

W. W. Story adds to his “ Roba

di

Roma” a

balcony scene full of humor, between a Romeo
and Juliet of to-day.
Mr. Edgar Fawecett’s “A
White Camellia,” Mrs.
Spofford’s “ An Old
Song,” “ There
Came
Three Queens from
Heaven” by W. W. Young, * Indirection” by
Richard Reolf,and a ‘* Song,” by E. E. Brown,

complete the list of the month’s

poems.

The

Contributors’ Club is rich and varied in contents, and, amongst other topics, treats
of
* English and American Acting,” of “ The
Poetasters of our Time ,”§* Mormon Poetry,”
“ A New Pronoun Wanted,” and “ A Girl
Student at Cambridge, Engiand.”
Recent Literature ably reviews several new publications,
American and English, French and German.—

Boston : Houghton, Osgood & Co.

Sunday

Afternoon

with “ Women

for November

in Prison,”

““ A Prison for Women,”

by

the

bots
pers

opens

author

of

in the August num-

A

ber, Mrs. C. T. Leonard, who has given the
subject much study.
* How
to Use the Bi-

Jit
rela
cen

ble,” by Rev. Washington Gladden, treats

the
con-

practically and

theme comprehensively,

Heisely.—Jteatled-outmuch-comment
at-a—eon-—
vention where it was recently read.
H.K.
Carroll gives an account of an unfamiliar sect,
the ** Dunkards,”
With them the Lord’s Sup-

per is a full meal.

Their clergymen receive

neither pay nor education.
W. E, Griffis, the
well-known writer on Japanese matters, farnixhes ‘The Japanese Story of Creation,”

translated from the Japanese Scriptures. “One
November Sunday Afternoon” tells of that interesting character,
Jeremiah
Horrox, the
youthful preacher and astronomer.
“ Fencing

the Law” is quite to the point on carrying

re-

strictions to an extreme.
Rebecca Harding
Davis bas a strong story, “ Two Lives;” there

- the
T
Van
Win

bus
the
the |

cour
gout
and
of
cout
whe

I fo

is one by Rese Terry Cooke; also * The White
And you children who are strong and
’
WE
eR swry.
Tp
OUT &
healthy, remember that to you this little | The illustrations represent St. Nicholas in
Northwestern Log” concludes its considération
sick sister is a blessing that God has those various roles that are always amusing to ofthe Indian question with a practical installgiven you. It is well for you to have the children, but their connection with the ment, decidedly timely, in view of the troubles

them.

They may not be able to share in

your games; you will often be obliged to
be quiet in their sick-room, or when they

come among you. But that is good for
you, because it makes you see very early
the joy, the happiness, the usefulness, of
having some one weaker than yourselves
when you are put out—some one in pain
or.suffering to whom you can minister

like a ministering angel. Do not be hasty
or angry with a deaf brother or, I may
say & deaf mother or aunt, because they
can not hear you; or a blind sister or I
may say, a blind father or uncle, because
they can not see you ; or with a lame or

deformed brother or cousin or companion,
all the | because they can not take an active part
circumstances concerning every
child,
in your amusements. No.
They can
plans their future, and considers
well
not do this; but they can do much better
their various gifts and capacities.
:
than this for you, because they make you

ed to a natural stone slab, serving as a
sacramental altar, and the assembly, in

shrill,

a

+

time on week days; she knows

cause his angel to go before us?”
Concluding thus, the preacher advanc-

a solemn awe, came

on

wards the benediction pronounced, and
another hymn sung. The Princess then
retired, having thanked the minister in a
sweet and pleasant way.
The Children’s Home is close by ; there
the = Princess * spends “much
of
her

will he not again work miracles? Has
not his Holy Spirit comforted his afflicthe

gits

came atiother hymn, and the preacher, a
young gifted minister, Karl Palmberg,

send the ravens to feed his prophet,
and

Will

who

well as the collect for the day.

“ What fear you? Did fiot God nourish

ed children?

those

‘When the service began, a hymn

his people in the wilderness? Did he not

ens us.

all

taken up, followed by the confession of
sins, the faith, the epistle and ‘gospel, as

minister, who, while little Jean
sped
toward them, was thus addressing, the

congregation:

but

and the church of Christ were read,

On a flat, smooth

of a precipitous

near,

through

companying their psalmody

deepest

This, then, is the lesson which I would

ing shrubs and trees of various kinds.
While the people were arriving, the songs
of Sankey and Ahnfelt were sing most
beautifully.

wind moaned in melancholy cadence, ac-

base

and

and there, and then planted

sudden

enormous trunks and leafless boughs
cation.

she has ser-

spoke on Acts 26: 18.
The prayers for the king, the kingdom,

for a

Around

was a chestnut

royal

the worshipers

Mauskets stood near, ready

and angry with

and the

gloom.

versatile genins whose ridicule later greatly

contributed to the overthrow ofthe monar
chy,

what was the differthis lame foot on
Byron who was a -on shipboard and in Chinese waters. The text
was made by his is made more interesting by the illustrations

His lame foot made him turn to the reading of good old books, and to the enjoyment of the beautiful sights and sounds
about him, and he, too, grew to be a
great poet and writer of stories which
will live in every age and in every country. But in him the lameness, which he
had borne patiently and cheerfully in childhood, never interfered with his kindness
and his good humor to those about him.
He was a delight to all who came across

a feeble, aged lady, or an invalid. Close
by the preacher’s chair and table is a harmonium,. The people stand or sit all
around as they like, and the crowd is often very dense round the Princess.
On account of the healing quality of the
pine trees, the park of the villa is an almost unbroken pine ‘wood, cleared here

ed by his capture; but his childhood’s
steadfast faith never dreamed of failure ;
prayer and act were one, as lightly leapA BOY'S SERVICE.
ing from bowlder to bowlder, by intricate
Speed boldly, Jean; the safety of windings about pinnacle and crest,—here,
God’s.elect depends on thy fleetness and following the bed of a mountain stream,
courage,” said a French peasant woman, there, swinging himselby gnarled roots
as, standing at the door of a hut perched over deep chasms,—the intrepid boy hastover a gorge in the Cevennes mountains, ed breathlesly on.
she bade farewell to her young son.
He,
Not far away, some hundreds of resomounted on a small white pony, looked lute men and women were assembled on
fearlessly out of his bright blue eyes, a rocky platform amid the desolate hills.
of fair hair,

Lord

hatred, malice, uncharit®leness,
other hand, never

went

it is an old peasant woman or a child,

in the stillness, Jean ventured from his
retreat, aware that the distance had been
increased, and the time for rescue lessen-

From earth to heaven, from shore to shore.

Both

everyone about him. It wentlike iron into
his soul. It poisoned his heart. It set him
against all mankind, and it injured his
whole character. He had a splendid
genius, but amid many fine qualities it
was a genius blackened and discolored by

bench close by, where she invites those
nearest to her to sit down,too—sometimes

Little Jean, tremblingly crouch-

When the last echoes had died away,

Of music full of melody,

far

chair near .the ‘Princess,

search ; but soon, eager for a larger prey,
the pursuers returned to join the restof
the band..

Send forth their sweetness evermore,

misfortune.

club-foot discontented

who are invited are godly and well-known
men. The temple is often, in fine weather, the vault of heaven; the pulpit, a

stream,

ed in his covert during their brief,

The song that stirs the human soul
To life and love, whose charms control
. The sinking heart,—can never die;
The rustof years, upon the strings
May gather, but the living springs,

of

very like it. But now
ent effect produced by
the two boys? Lord
perverse, selfish boy,

establishment from attending the service
of the Lutheran church. The preachers

the rocks, and no trace of his rider was

In fairer robes of living green.

kind

Byron and Walter Scott, from their earliest years, were lame.
Each of them had
what is called a club foot, or something

manyof the visitors at the Therapeutic

_| the pony was scrambling homeward over

Seems cold and lifeless, shall arise

Princess

Byron's

vices every Sunday at her place, Fridhem ; taken by heavier misfortunes he never
the distance of five miles does not prevent Jost his loving, generous disposition.

Some minutes elapsed
clumsy soldiers could
the

same

mistress.

forma-

and

the

tian self-denial and humility, of the

conceal-

steed,

descend ; when they reached

And what to dim and tearful eyes ~~

Famaly

land was bought, and

fall

(Lord

mother was a Scotch heiress, but he was
born in London), the other was Sir Walter Scott.
Well, both these boys had the

ever, is to do good to her fellow-creatures, and to promote the kingdom of God

Jean made no answer, riding on with
apparently in submissive
his captors,
composure ; but the vigilant little fellow,
back gradually, till, when

The flowers die not,—they only change

One was Lord Byron

Princess Eugenie found solace and
comfort in the exercise of her many gifts ;
she paints, composes,sings,and plays most
artistically. Of late years she has begun
to sculpture and make casts, and though
she is not able to give up her time
to long studies, she has sent very valuable
contributions to art exhibitions at home
and abroad.
The chief occupation of -her life, how-

said

alone,”

in

travel

to

sters like you

a

both became famous in after life, and
many of you have heard of their names.

joy.

;
replied Jean.
«This is not a safe country for young-

J. W. BARKER.

it becomes

introduction from the pen of George Clinto
n
Genet, and by a fine steel-plate portrait
of the

16mo. pp. 890. ($1.25).
L. Bates.

‘THAT BOY OF NEWKIRK'S:
By
Same
publishers,
ete.
160

source of instruction and comfort to all.
There were two boys of Scotland, and

that they have to spend much of their
time abroad.
:
The King, her brother, Oscar II.,” and
her four young nephews, are now the
only occupants of the large Palace of
Stockholm, formerly the happy home of
so many dear ones gone home before, to
a heme of eternal peace and unbroken

and,
he heard the sound of a conch-shell,
on the instant, a flash.of scarlet streamed

Oh, then, as we lay

We

If he took the latter, he must

vexation in the household,

Rebeto,

AMY AND MARION’S VOYAGE AROUND THE
WORLD. By Surah B: Adams. Boston: D.
Lothrop & Co.

CAE CALNE

SICK CHILDREN.

Issuing, at length, from the lost in a few years his only son and his
assassins.
much-loved queen, Louise of Holland. A
woods, he paused, hesitating between
two routes,—one smoother, though long- year later he too was gone, to the sorrow
Prince August, the younger,—byw which, trusting to his nimble of his people.
pony, he might speedily arrive, unless est brother, died shortly after; and last
overtaken by the troops; the other led. year, her mother, the gifted and veneratthrough ravines and over rocks into the ed Queen Dowager, Josephine of Leuchvery heart of the mountains, and was a tenberg, was taken from her sorrowing

Then, searlet

SE

Sickness and illness may make a child
fretful and selfish, and the people about
a sick child may spoil "it by giving up
everything to it, and encouraging it to
ask for everything. But it may also teach
a child to be patient and considerate, and
grateful for all the care it gets; and then,
instead of being a source of sorrow and

King

throne,

- Witeravy

then,” the

the fact, ‘I. remy jewels back

again,”— Religious Herald.

a

and died

Her talented brother,

¢ And

Princess said in telling
ceived more than all

4-H

—
:

feel for deafness and blindness and lameness, everywhere.
When you have seen
it in those you love, you will be reminded
of it in those you do not love.
Learn to be tender to your suffering
brothers or sisters. You who are sick or
weakly, always keep up that fellow-feeling. It will make your weakness or illness a blessing and not a curse. You

who are well'and have sick friends, you,
also, try to keep up that fellow-feeling.—
From a Sermon to Children, by Dean
Stanley.
=

HANG ON LIKE A BEAVER.
When our Tom was 8ix years old, he
went into the forest one afternoon to meet
the hired man who was coming home with
a load of wood. The man placed Master
Tommy on the top of the load, and drove

homeward.

Just

before

reaching . the

farm, the team went pretty briskly down
a steep hill. ‘When Tommy entered the
house, his mother said :—

“Tommy,

my

dear, were

you

;

not |

frightened when the horses went trotting
80 swiftly down Crow Hill ?”

“Yes, mother, a little,” replied Tom,
honestly ; ‘I asked the Lord to help
and hung on like a beaver.”
|. Sensible Tom!
‘Why sensible?
cause he joined working to praying.
his words teach the life-lesson; in

me,
BeLet
all

troubles, pray and hang on like a beaver;
by which I mean, that while you ask God

to help you, you must help yourself with
all your might.— Young Pilgrim.
Y

to

>

We may not possess a castle in" Spain,
but we have a Cochin’ China.— Stamford
Advocate.

textis hardly apparent.

But, as we said,

pamphlet illustrates the printer's and
er’s art admirably.
D. Lothrop

&

Co.

(Boston)

the

engrav-

anticipate

the

holiday demand for bright and pleasant

things

by issuing an

rather,

English

translation, or,

adaptation,of P. J. Stahl's Little Miss Mischief and Her Happy Thoughts.
The text
relates the almost infinite variety of mischief
into which this little Miss was constantly
plunging herself, while the illustrations, which
are finely engraved
by Pannemaker from
drawings by Detaille, are fullof spirit and effect. The book is
and finished style,

manufactured
and the price

in pleasing
(75 cents)

brings it within reach of xlmost every one,
The Rag Fair and Little Stay at Home are
the titles of two

new

books,

for

season of the present year, by

the holiday

L. Clarkson,

whose “Gathering of the Lilies”of last year,and
“ Violet” of the year before, were so popular.
The Rag Fair is a superbly illustrated work,
the designs having been made by the author,
and engraved on wocd. For genuine literary
power and original artistic design, it far surpasses

any

previous

effort

of this

saccessful

author, and may safely be considered the most
remarkable book that has appeared for years.
The Little Stay at Home is a collection of deélicate and charming writings for the little ones,
very handsomely
illustrated,
and in every
way made attractive for childrén.
Both books
will be published by ¥. W. Robinson & Co.,

Philadelphia.
The leader in the Magazine

History for November,

of

American

(A. 8. ! Barnes & Co.,

New York and Chicago) is an

article

of

rare

interest, by Henry Cabot Lodge,

one

rising authors of New

and entitled

the

England,

¢ Last of the Puritans.”

The

of the

text upon

which this admirable’ portraiturs of the near
descendants of the old-fashioned Puritans—who
were driven from Englandby persecution, and

founded the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
—hangs, is the diary of Chief Justice Sewall,
who died in 1718, and whose life, as daily recited by himself, was an excellent type of that
of his class. Many have been the glimpses of
this famous document, which is now first giv-

en to the world, after much weighty = deliberatioh and careful consideration, by -the Massachusetts Historical Society. The biography is
a sketch of the first American Baronet, Sir

in Kansas, and shows what the Episeopalisns
have accomplished among {he Indians.
Edward Everett Hale's serial, and * Fishers of
Men” make good progress.
Susan Coolidge,
Fannie R. Robinson, and Frances L. Macc

have poems.

In the Editor's

Table there is

further discussion of the subject treated in
“ The Workingman’s Story,” by Rev. J. B.
Harrisen in the October number which has
elicited much comment.

*‘Shoals in the Atlan-

tic” criticises unfavorable statements as to the
present condition of our Evangelical churches
made in sn article in the last Atlantic Monthly. The editor also discusses *“ The Hotel as a
Mission Field? and *‘ Materialism in the
Popular Faith,’ and touches in the ¢ Notes"
on current religious topics and secular topics

in their
ature”

religious
there

are

bearings.
the

books. — Sunday
Mass.

usual

Under

“ Liter-

reviews

Afternoon,

of

new

Springfield,

ens,

The

present variety, literary quality,

humor

and general
readableness
of Scribner's
Monthly have never before been equaled even
by itself, and are surpassed by none of its contemporaries,

The

contents

of the November

number are varied and interesting,

Mrs. Bur-

nett, the English
author who wrote
Lass o’ Lowrie’s,”
begins
another

That
novel,

“ Haworth’s,” which promises to be full of
life and power. Mr, Longtellow’s is the first
of the portraits of four eminent
American
poets that will appear in this magazine during

the year, “ A Night with Edison” is a full
account of the life of this interesting man.
¢ Johnny Reb at Play’’ is. the first of several
papers by an ex-Confederate soldier, Mr. A. C.

Redwood, upon interesting phases of life in
the Southern army,
‘ The Spelling-Bee at
Angel’s,” by Bret
Harte, is reported by
“ Truthful James” in the style of the author's
early metrical successes.
There is also a paper on the ‘ Picturesque
Aspects of Farm

Life in' New, York,” by John Burroughs. “A
Wind-Storm in’ the Forests of the Yuba” is
by John Muir, who took his notes from the
top of a spruce-tree

during

the

terrific gale.

The illustrated material is completed bye a papér on ¢ Chambly

Fort, on the Richelieu Riv-

winter Scribner.

“ A Modern Playwright,”

er,” by Henry Sandham, the Canadian artist
who drew the “ Moose Figlit” in the last mid-

by J. D. Osborne,is a sketch of the oddities

and experiences of Eugene Scribe, and reflécts

William Pepperell, the hero of Louisburg, ‘much of interest concerning the French stage
which he wrested from the French with an and its best playwrights and actors, including
army of Provincials in 1744, aided by the fleet anecdotes of the dramatic methods of Rachel
of Admiral Peter Warren. Pepperell also was and Ristori. * Our Patent System and What
a typical Puritan, but of a later generation. We Owe to It,” by James Richardson, is an
Born in the days of Sewall, he would have effort to answer every objection yet urged to
scouted the idea of Baronial honots as a reward this system, which the author thinks willbe
for his duty to his God in the capture of the put in jeopardy during the coming session of
stronghold of the hated Catholic king. This Congress, '“ The Apparition of Jo Murch,’
sketch is by the editor, and is accompanied by by Noah Brooks, is an original and laughable
Mr. Boyesens
a view of the old Baronial mansion at Kittery addition to tramp literature.
Point, on the coast of Maine.
The most curi- + Faleonberg” reaches a fourth installment.
ous paperin the number is the French letter The poetry ofthe number includes a sonnet on
songs by
from Beaumarchais’ to Louis X'VI., proposing dt dv by Celia Thaxter, foursisters,
ant
Goodale
of the two young
an ingenious plat, by which the Americans one
The
Gilder.
W.
R..
« The Poet's Fame,” by
might be assisted, without compromise of his departments are usually full and interesting.—
apparent neutrality ; this is accompanied by an New York: Scribner & Co.

neig
and
in tl
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There are men who no more grasp the truth
they seem to hold than a sparrow
grasps the
message passing through the electric wire on

which it perches.— Norman Macleod.

Judgment is not a swift-growing plant; it requires time and culture to mature it, while

fancy often springs up and blossoms in a single

Some persons substitute reading
ing, and imagine themselves wise

they Tend, Tend, read, and quote, quote, quote,
—N.
mes.

con-

Girl
L Lit-

ions,
An, —

makes a

Friend-

Jers.

pens
or of
nun-

ST

eu

a 3

de

HER

PIONEER DAYS.
A correspondentof the Cincinatti Enjutrer, writing from Bloomfield, Ind.,
relates the following interesting reminis-

it iny the
neing
g rerding
there
Vhite

county,

35 miles away, was

a Post-oflice,

where the monthly mail came irregularly.
I found Mrs. Wines in good health and
verfect possession of all her physical and
intellectual faculties. She is 94,a nd reads
without the aid of spectacles.

1

asked

her to give me a few incidents - of her
early experience here.
* Oh! it is so far away that it seems
like a dream, contrasted with now,” she
said. “We left Schenectady on the
3d of
October, 1818,and were six wéeksto a Say
on the road. We came by Louisville
Washington. When we reached Wash-

a

ation
stall
ubles
inns
Ed-

ington, 30 miles below

here,

we

laid in

a supply of flour at the mill, for we did
not know when we could get more.
From there to this place we traveled by
the compass, for there was not even a
wagon-trail that we could follow. = The
woods were then Sompuratively free from

the undergrowth which

has since sprung

up.
When we reached
i here, we found that
been made of ¢ sick-wheat'
fit for use. We had some

our campingour flour had
and was uncorn, and my

husband felled a tree, and after burning

a hole in the lop of a stump,pounded corn
to meal to make bread.
We
procured
our meatin the woods.
My
hushand
had

purchased

1,000 acres of land at the

first sale at Vincennes, and upon it we
were to start our home.
In two weeks
we had our cabin built on the east side
of White River, and our first and only
neighbor had his built on the

} conmber
, BurThat
novel,
all of
first
erica
uring
a full
man.

and about a mile from us,

had completed

thor’s
a paFarm
A

is

m the
gale.
a pa1 Riv-

ment.

et on

concluded

get another

supply of flour and meal.
was run by horse-power,

8 the mill
the chances

were that they might

to

have

wait

for

several days, therefore they pounded corn
on the stump until they thought they had

ab

stage
nding
achel
What
is an
ed to
ill be
jon of
reh,”
hablc
sen’s

He had lived

house, they

to return to Washington and

by

fiécts

side,

and was accustomed to backwoods life.
After my husband and Mr. Van Verst

Ail.
ife in

midight,”
dities

west

in the West two or three years before us,

yyeral

artist

to

guns,

hunt-

the men

staid a week,

and

ing, and women quilting and helping each
other at their domestic a.

I was

was ab700

of

them; who were on a hunting expedition,
camped on our land and remained a
couple of weeks.
I had an eight-day
clock, and they used to come in crowds
to look ‘at it.
The great nasty brutes
knew I was

afraid of them,

and they

en-

then went back to the

not molest me again.
‘‘How did I make

and did

butter?

Oh,

enough. 1 put the milk in a gallon jug
and shook it until it was churned.
The
trouble sometimes was in getting the butter out of the jug.
‘‘ Finally this country
was organized
and the country seat laid-out at Burling-

ton, three miles

from

here.

After

cabins had been built it was called a
town.
I remember that Mr. Carleton
went one day to see one of the men who
lived there, and his wife said that

he had

gone to the country on business.
Considering that five steps from the door
would have taken him into the woods
made this reply rather laughable.”
“I have frequently gone to mill alone,
when I had to swim the horses across the
river, the boat not being large enough to
carry them.

I have often

seen

the wom-

Obituaries.

Now, friend, take

this

have any one else be.

advice,

Again:

if you

BRIEF and

Not only

more and more with the temptation not
to do at all.
So suffer this counsel, that

when you

have a disagreeable

do, do it at once
Golden Rule.

and

———————

do

it

for the

public.

For

the

excess

retary.
Fall Term commences Monday, Sept. 2, 1878.
Northwood Ridge, N.H., Aug. 1, 1878,

over

YNDON

thing to

yourself.—

et

IMMORALITY AMONG OLERGYMEN.,
“The popular judgment,”or that which
the populace is pleased to call its judg-

:

been well trained

in

a

Christian

home;

was aboutto start out to find employment in a neighboring villuge. A quaint
old uncle of his, one of those shrewd men
of the world—men of sound sense and
few words—who are peculiar to his re-

ally accepts without questioning an accus-

sical.

entertain

for

a

moment

against a lawyer or a physician.
tion scems to be that things go
traries, and that which is least

if

made

The noby con-

probable

gion of country, said he wanted to give
the boy some parting advice, and would of Connecticut, lately arraigned for murlike him to come over and spend the day der and other grave crimes, had not been
at his house to get it.
The boy went. a minister, itis not likely that anybody
This is
After dinner, the uncle took him out for would have believed him guilty.
a walk into the woods. © When they were rather hard on the ministers, and they are
fairly by themselves, there in the woods, entitled, we think, to ask of the public a
the old man turned suddenly and looking little fairer judgment. Rascals there are
the boy full in the face, said impressive- among them,and these must not be shieldly: ¢* Andrew, always do as you have a ed; but it is neither just nor reasonable to
mind to. That's my parting advice to load them all with the presumption of rasTable, Sunday Afternoon
you.”
And at once he turned back cality.—Editor's
November.
toward the house, with no word of ex- Jor
planation, or further counsel.
Those
“IT IS GOOD.”
words rang in that boy’s ears; and as he
thought them over, their meaning
grew
«¢ Out of the mouth of babes” someon him. He realized that his uncle saw times come words that bring to nought,
that his great danger away from home the best plans of wisdom which otherwise
would be from bad examples; and that it might remain undetected for an indefinite
was his duty to do what was right—to do period. In Washington, some time ago,
what he knew it was best to do—in spite a little. girl stopped at a confectioner’s to
of others doing differently. The counsel buy five cents’ worth of candy.
The
to him was to

have a mind, and

stick

to

it; to act independently, in the line of the
promptings of his own well-trained judgment and conscience. And it was very
good advice to him.
:
Most young people do not do as they
have a mind to; in fact they have no
mind to do anything: they do as others
do without any intelligent purpose—or
mind—about it.
There is the trouble
with the little boys who want to wear
stand-up

collars, and swing

little

canes,

and make believe smoke cigarettes, like
the other littleboys. There is the trouble with the young. men who want to
dress beyond their means, and really
smoke pipes or cigars, and drink an occasion

lass of wine or of beer, as ‘‘all

clerk

leoked

at

the

nickel,

and

York.

The second night after

my husband left I heard

some

allooing

down in the bottoms, and I felt certain

she had just finished a hearty breakfast.

Breakfast!

exclaimed the

other,

what in

the world are you eating breakfast at one

ham Davis, and Joined

church in Great

teredto a monkey, and the operation was
alto gether successful.
</

Terms moderate.

S. H. BARRETT.

-

This

tist church in
Dover, N. H. Although her
mind was greatly shadowed and for many years
she

had

been a real

sufferer, yet when the

Master called he found his weary

child ready

and waiting to go.
She passed away enjoying
the blessed hope of ‘a glorious resurrection.

She leaves

two

sons and two

mourn her departure.

:

daughters

CoM.

to

ORGANS

STYLES
Cash

BRONZE

$135.

for

Superiority,

at reduced

prices,

from $54 upDOUBLE

OCTAVE,

FIVE

Prices;

Reed, $100; NINE STOPS, $108; in ELEGANT UPpRIGHT CASE, NEw STYLE, $126; in JET AND GOLD
Sold also for installments or rent-

ed until rent pags. A small Organ of best quality
may be obtained by payment of $7.20 per quarter,
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES and
for ten quarters.
LIST, free,

PRICE

MASON

&

HAMLIN

154 Tremant St.,

ORGAN

25 Union

BOSTON.

co.,

8q., - 250 Wabash Ave.,

NEW

YORK.

CHICAGO.

10PER CENT. NET.

Kansas, Missouri and Iowa Improved Farm
First Mortgage Coupor Bonds guaranteed, We
u arantee, as an assurance, that we loan not to
exceed one third of the actual value.
In over

six years’ business never lost a dollar; never
delayed a day on interest or principal. No investor throngh

us ever did or ever

of land under foreclosure.
and references.
J.B. WATKINS

Or Henry

will get an acre

Send

for

particulars
:

& CO , Lawrence,

Dickinson,

York.

Manager,

Kan.

243 Bloldway,
5

yAS

Many of our best citizens inform us that Dr. H,

A. LAMB, No.
Me,, never fails
of Erysipelas,
scrofula, and all

337 Congress St., Portland,
in the cure of the severest forms
Rheumatism,
and
all forms of
diseases of the Skin.
1y38
BUCKEYE BELL FOUKDRY.
Bells of Pure Copper and
Tin
for Churches, Schools, Fire
Alarms,

5

in which

instruction

etc.

FuLrny

Best Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 13c.,

or 25 no 2 alike 10c. Outfit 10c. Dowd & Co.

Bristol, Ct.

.

52t52

\ J

Salary. Salesmen wanted tosell our

Staple Goods to dealers. No peddling.
Expenses paid. Permanent employmeut. address S., A. GRANT & CO,
2,4,6& 8 Home St., Cincinnad, 0.
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IDGEVILLE COLLEGE.—The Spring
Term
will open March 12, 1878, and
close May 30.
Annual meeting of Trustees May 28. Commencement Thursday, May 30. For cal
ue address
the Secretary,
\
M. REED,

:

EBANON ACADEMY —Pupils fitted for business, scientific schools or the best SR eges.
Fall Term begins August 20, 1878. J. W.
HINS, A. /B., Principal. For further
ulars,
address
the principal, or ELIHU
HAYES,
Sec. Trustees
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Board, (including room rent) from $2 to $2,50°

Ridgeville, indiana.

Farms,

WARRANTED.
Satalofne
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati,
52649

seat Free.

Institution

ye week. ‘For further information a;
. Z. HANING, Pres. of Trustees, Rio
lia Co., Ohio.
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CHICAGO,

BURLINGTON & QUINCY R. R.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
|

“FOR

SINGING

SCHOOLS

L. O. EMERSON’S

AND
!

CHOIRS.

a new book

for

Sin ing Schools, fully equal to any ever issued, is
re
for use. 66 pages of instructions, 60 pages
of Glees, and 60 pages of Sacred Music.

Is the only Route running PULMAN DINING CARS
West from Chicago.
As proprietors of all FIRST CLASS HOTELS make
their DINING SALON the great feature of their
houses so the Management of “Great Burlington
Route,” having the COMFORT, PLEASURE and LUX.
URY of their patrons solely in view, do not use
their ' CELEBRATED DINING CARS for Pas age
Traffic, or Sleeping purposes (as is the case of
the
so-called Hotel oid
ence, they are always kept
sweet, neat and clean. The moderate charge of
75 cents only, is made for each meal, and the Menu
is ample to satisfy the gpicurean taste of the most
fastidious.

EMERSON’S
Church Cfirig a new book for
Choirs, contains a large an
mirable collection
of Anthems, which fit perectly

Service, but are of the

best

to

the

Xpiscopal

lyew3

‘

TAKE

and provides about one new one for every Sab.
bath in the year.
oards $2.00; Cloth $2,25.
CoBB’S
Festival Chorus
a fine selection of choruses.

Book

(#1,25)

KANSAS,

CALIFORNIA,

DINING" AND_ RESTAURANT CAR
OVER

TRAINS

LAND
Furnishing

the

"A. M. SMITH,

«

G. P. Agt.

Send for catalogues

tf
bh

J. E. Ditson

:
205"

to

day

at home.

Samples

worth

Me.

1yd

A Day to Agents canvassing

fer the Fire.

side Visitor.
Terms and
Outfit Free.
Address P. O. VICKERY, Auguse, Me)
:
y

ELEGANT New Style Chromo Cards, with
|
name, 10¢. post-paid. GEO. I. REED & CoO.
Nassau, N.Y.
1y40
$

OQ

aweek in your own town,

outfit free.

rtland,

Address

Terms

I. HALLETT

Maine,

BP~AGENTS WANTED

UNIVERSAL

and a $6
&

CO.

1y5
FOR THE ILLUSTRATED

HISTORY.

A Clear and Concise His

of all Nations

Commencing with the Earliest Periods, and ending with the most recent
Important Events, includ«
ing The Turco-Russian
Wer, the Administration of
President Hayes, &c. 8 books in one. Low price,
fick sales, extra terms.

tl2

st.

Ticket Office, 67

Address,

J.C. McCurdy & Co., Philada., Pa.

Route.

Clark-st.,,

Grand

Pacific

Hotel, and at Palmer House.

Chicago Trains.

Leave,

| Arrive.

Mail(via Main and AiF Line)|*7.00a. m.|* 6.55p-m.
Day
XPress... es sennan eee ]¥9.00
Kalamazoo Accommodation.|*4.00
Atlantic Express (daily)....|§
5.15
Night EXpress..eicecessss «++{} 9.00
* Sunday excepted. {Datarday and
+ Monday

#5 free. Address STINSON & Co.

ortland,

$7

& Co.,

922 Chestnut St., Phila.

Gen’l Sup’t

Depot, foot of Lake-st., and feot of Twenty-second

containing the deseriptions

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston:

A. KIMBALL.

Michigan Central Railroad.
The Great Central

of many other excellent books for Choirs and
Singing Classes.
All Books sent post free for Retail Price.

;

Best of Meals for 75 cents.

has

W. O. PERKINS’
REQUIEK
is anew and convenient collection of hymns and tunes for Funeral
occasions. Price 50 cents.

.

For all points in

COLORADO,

EMERSON’S
Shared Quartettes, a new book for
uartette Choirs, has
a most musical collec.
tion of new pieces by the most popular authors,

THE

Chicago,Rock Island & PacificR. R.

quality for any service,

Also a large number of fine Chants$1,25; or $12 per dozen.

died in Laconia

N. H., Oct. 7, aged 72 years.
The subject of
this notice embraced religion in early life, and
became a worthy member of the Freewil Bap -

NEW
wards.

arted.
e courses of study are the Normal,
ommercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz. : Classical and Scientific.

JAMES HEWEY died in Sabatino, Sept. 26,
aged 78 years and 8 months. “He leaves a wife
and 6 children to mourn their loss.
CoM.

ErizaBETH H. EDGERLY

THE

Demonstrated

COLLEGE.—Flemington,

76 cents; $7,50 per dozen.

“SIDNEY HUMPHREY died in Rutland, Ohio,
Oct, 10, aged 62 years. Several
years ago he
made a public profession of religion, and joined the 2d F'. Baptist church in_ this township.
He was a worthy member, and maintained the
Christian profession with" steadfastness.
His
health for sonse time had been poor.

CABINET

IO GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each,
)
R17]
¢
Institution is already acquiring a reputation for

Baptist

Mgrs. CYNTHIA
JELLERSON,
widow
of
Farnsworth Jellerson, died in Shapleigh, Me.,
July 7, aged 35 years. Sister J. experienced a
change of heart at the age of fifteen years and
united with the church at Ross-corner, but
changed her Christian home from there to
Dover, N. H., in both of which she was a devoted Christian. = Her last days were comforted
with the hope of the Christian, to which she
clung as to an anchor,’
JOHN F. LORD.

£39

MASON & HAMLIN

es. For particular information, send for a circur to Rey. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

continued

Mrs. Lois, widow of David Buzzell, died
in Barringten, 9th -inst., at the residence of
Solomon
Buzzell, aged 78 years. Deceased
was for many years a member of the Canaan
church in B., and, it seems, was accounted
faithful. The testimony of all was, ‘She was a
good woman,
Her flesh rests in hope.
C. C, FOSTER.

Ti

HONORS

TO

offers to students important and peculiar advanta-

manner

iviy

Paris, 1867; Vienna, 1873;
1875; Philadelphia, 1876;
HAVE AWARDED THEIR

HIGHEST

For full catalogue

Taylor Co., West Virginia,

upon the

SOLOMON DWINELL died in Glover, Vt.,
Oct. 15, aged 86 years. Bro. Dwinell made a
profession of religion some - sixty years ago,
and united with the Baptist church at Greensboro’.
About ten years later he united with
the F. B. church in Glover, his place of residence, of which church he remained a faithful
and devoted member until death. His disease
was cancer which caused him much suffering,
all of which he bore with Christian fortitude
und patience. His death was
peaceful and
triumphant.
Text Psalm 116: 15.
CoM.

elevator,

first time chloroform
- was ever adminis-

the Freewill

Hs, of which she

Santiago,

at reasonable rates. Two
full courses,
and Classical.
For further information
the Principal, Rey. S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
Strafford, July 31, 1877.

the thorough

+

WORLIS EXEIBITIONS
of RECENT YZARS;

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private

19

OM.

young man, never falter. Press forward
with living courage burning in your
heart; there's room at: the top.”
No.
the

entered

aged

bore her long and painful
illness with patience and resignation, and near the close of
life, expressed,a strong desire 'to depart and
hg with Christ. She
leaves a husband and
mother to mourn her departure, but they
mourn not as those who have no hope. 6

ROOMAT THE TOP.

beyond

Bhe

Me.,

:

IRVING B. SMITH

!

VIRGINIA

25

Matchless
— Unequaled,—~FRANZ LISZT.

condi-

J. S. GANDINER, Prineipal,
Whitestowh, Oneida
Co., N. Y.

J, was

an highly esteemed member until summoned
to her mansion in heaven, She lived a beautiful life and died a triumpbant death. She

A lecturer, in his address to earnest
young men, Eocenily said, ¢ Never fear,

stories

Berwick,

better

Christian life in early youth, #id was baptized
when about twelve years old by Rev. J. Burn-

said:

the other fellows do.” There is the trou- right under the tin roof, thermometer
enough meal, and then went into the ble with the young girls who want to 129 degrees in a cool place, no fire-eswoods and killed about 100 squirrels, watch the fashion plates and conform to cape, no bell, no water in the pitcher,
them ; and will make a display not justi- only one towel and no soap, and the only
which we salted down.
There is window insghe room opening into a dar
“ Having made all necessary prepara- fied by their parents’ means.
tions, my, husband left me, to be ab- the cause of most of the card-playing, hall. Yes,.young man, there's always
dancing, and theater-going, und room at the top, and the dustier you are,
sent a week.
We had no window to. and
our house and the door was made Sabbath-breaking, and quitting of Sun- and the more weary and travel-worn you
of a blanket which was bung over the day-school, and neglect of worship, by look, the more absolutely certain is the
.
doorway. We had a large fire-place those who have been trained to do differ- clerk to send you there.
made of sticks, in which a fire was ently, but who now find that those about
If these
PARAGRAPHS.
always kept btirning. My babe was then them say this is the way to do.
3 months old.
You see we could not young folks, little and larger, only had a
Many persons given to hitting the nail
step over to aneighbor’s and borrow then, mind, and would «do as they had a mind
on the head find on investigation that the
because we had no neighbors, and as to; they would pursue au better course, nail in question is the finger nail.—Bufwinter had come I could not leave my and be a great deal more manly and Jalo Express.
:
babe. All we had to keep house with more womanly in their spheres.—S. 8.
«1 am afraid, dear wife, that while I
Times.
was a small provision chest, a bell-metal
am gone, absence will conquer love.”
tea-kettle, - sugar-bowl, pewter plates,
«¢ Oh, never fear, dear husband ; the lonand some cups and saucers,
When we A WATOHFUL NEIGHBOR'S ANXIETY.
ger you stay away the better I shall like
A few days since a lady residing in | you.”
moved into our cabin we had no beds,
and as my son, then four years old, had Bucksport, who is an early riser, got up
An Irishman accosted a gentleman on
had the whooping cough, I felt that it and looked at her clock, which she found
the street, late at night, with a request
would be dangerous to place them o
had stopped, but as it was quite light for
the time.
The gentleman suspectthe puncheon fleor, so I had my husban
she concluded that it was time to get
Make a hammock by suspending
a quilt breakfast, and. soon had her morning ing that Pat wished to snatch his watch,
from the rafters by abed-cord.
We made meal on the table, After she had eaten gave him a stinging rap on she nose, with
atable out of a walnut slab, and then breakfast, and while engaged in clearing the remark, ‘It has just. struck one!”
three stools, and our. housekeeping outfit away the dishes, there came a knock at + Be jabbers,” retorted Pat, ¢ I'm glad I
:
.
‘Was completed. ‘Well, as Itold you, my the door which she opened, and one of didn’t ax yez an hour ago!”
Chloroform was ' recently administere
hysband started to mill, and expected to the neighbors rushed in, and inquired if
be absent a week. I had a brother liv- she was sick. Greatly surprised at this to a big baboon at the Alexandra Palace,
Ing at Vincennes who had sent us word question, she informed her visitor that and two teeth and apiece of a diseased
that he would pay us a visit, and I was she never felt better in her’ life, and that jaw were taken out. It is said to be the

expecting him.

years and 6 months,

© --b

five

Send for Catalogue.

EST

a splendid

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
73 Randolph Street, Chicago.

No primary instruction.
With three carearranged courses of study.
The Classical,

the largest and best in the State.

MATILDA C., wife of Charles M. Tarr, and
daughter of Elijah and Martha ‘Johnson, died
in

in

Cé., New

HITESTOWN- SEMINARY.
— Fall term begins Aug. 26, 1878. This Institution-is-one-of

faith sees the ‘“ home over there,” and is anxiously waiting and listening for the boatman
to take him over the river, where he may join
her on the other shore, and be with Jesus evermore. May he and the two: surviving sons
have the prayers and sympathies of God’s
children.
‘
consumption

Wyoming

This schovl was never

1milies
English
a
doa
Center

Ts

BICGLOW& MAIN,

Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.

Seminary and English Course.
address the Principal.

hears * the still small voice” and by the eye 8f

of

firmly bound in boards.

Song Book for any School. Send
Cents for a Specimen copy,

tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction.
fully

for

Address,

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,

converted when quite young, and was baptized Sept. 24, 1824, and united
with the second
Freewill Baptist church in Strafford, of which
she remained a worthy member until called up
higher.
She leaves behind an
husband
both deaf and blind, yet with the inner esr he

¢ Sissy, I'm afraid this money is not
good.” ¢“ Oh, but it is good,” quickly replied the innocent; ¢¢ it is good because
apa made it himself.
Papa makes lots
ike that.” With this hint to work on the
detectives had an easy task in unearthing
that unlicensed nickel-manufactory. —
Boston Advertiser.
‘

2839,

Sister

S.

ILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE.—Wilton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.
Special arrangements for the coming year.
Spring term begins
March 26, 1878. For particulars address the Principal, CLARENCE E, BROCKWAY,or A. O. MUDGE,
Secretary.
Wilton Junction, Iowa.

HANNAH, wife of Samuel Johnson, formerly
of Strafford, died in Great Falls, Aug. 13,

aged 76 years and 6 months.

Send for Catalogue.

published

It contains 166 Songs,

ERYSIPELAS.

INSTITUTE.—J.

I. W. SANBORN,

Often has she
welcomed Christ’s servants to herhome.
And
when Jesus invited her to come yp higher she
was ready to depart and be with him and
many loved ones waling for
her on the
heavenly shore.
One daughter and two grandchildren are left to inherit the Jegney of her

ation against a clergyman, which it would
not

LITERARY

use.

New

‘4 BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent assistants.
Fall term begins August 27, 1878.
A
first-class school. Three complete courses of study,
—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English and Clas-

MRS. PoLLY B., wife of D. K. Littlefield,
died in Horton, Towa, Aug. 31, 1878, aged 62
years and 1 month.
She was born in Piscataquis Co., Me., in 1816. She was converted under the labors of Rev. Abner Coombs when
about eighteen years old. Soon after her nyarriage, when abont twenty-two years old, she
and her husband were baptized by Rev. Mr.
Coombs, and united with the Foxeroft F. B.
church in Maine.
In 1855, she and her. family
removed to Kenosha Co., Wis., and united
with the Wheatland F. B. church.
In the
year 1863 they removed to Bremer Co., Towa,
and united with the Horton F. B. chureh, of
which she was a member until death. Sister
L. has always lived a very consistent Christian, und though for more than four years she
has been kept from the house of God, many
live Yo’ bear testimony of her faithfulness to

do it yourself, but do it promptly: don't
put it off. In the delay you will be beset

a

“Ome

ba”

dared

never

a fire-brand in my
I carried
o unle
ss
and. Many a time I've seen the flashing eyes of a panther, but they never
attack me on account of the fire.
dared
‘“ When the neighbors went visitin
in those days they took their teams ps.

en walk five miles on a visit, and carry a
babe. They would set the child stradle ment, rests upon this as one of its fundaof
one of their hips, and putting the arm mental canons—that the thing which is
cences of an old lady, as to early life on
around it, could carry a large child with most improbable is most likely to be true.
- the western frontier :
ease.
The men inthose
days wore bueck~|It is a perfectly.
“thie cause ofChrist, through all her suffering.
A husband and son togethér with many friends
To-night
I met an antiquarian at the skin trousers and: went barefooted in ministers of the gospel are more free
than any mourn their loss.
A. PALMER.
Van S!yke House in the person of Mrs. sammer, while the children seldom had from ordinary immoralities
other class of professional men.
This is
:
Wines, who came to this State with her shoes at all.
Mgrs. BETSEY SMITH, wife of the late Pel*¢ My youngest child—that is, my baby not saying much, perhaps; but this is tiah Smith, died in Auburn, Me., Oct. 8, aged
busband and children in 1818, reaching
I dont like to go certainly true, and everybody knows it. 72 years. She was the last surviving daughter
the spot where this town now stands on ~—is now fifty-three.
Rev, Nathaniel Sturgis, was early brought
the 15th of October in that year.
Green away and leave him alone, or I would Charges of immorality made against a toof Christ,
and was baptized by Rev. James
minister are, therefore, less likely to be
meeting to=night.”
county was nota county then, but the have gone to the O--OLibby
united with
West "Danville Free
0-0
true than similar charges made against Baptist and
gountry was a wilderness.
Louisville
church. «She continued a worthy memother
professional
men.
Yet,
following
ber until death.
Her life was that of a true
and Vincennes being the nearest towns DOING AS YOU HAVE A MIND TO.
Christian. The light Jesus brought to her
of any size.
Washington, in Daves
A bright New England boy, who had its own perverse maxim,the public gener- heart
never ceased to shine.

ion,”

“

went over at night, but

house. * Finally they went away

i Te

d

J

‘ The next spring we, made troughs,
and with a three-quarter auger, tapped
the sugar-trees, and before the season
was over I had made enough sugar and
molasses to last us a year. I had to bake
my bread at a neighbor's, and usually

teem for and confidence in each other,

which

Nothing more surely marks a gentleman than
bis public manners.
It is, for instance, impossible not to feel that a man who arrives ata
hotel late at night, and goes noisily, talking and
laughing,
along the corridor to his room, flinging his boots down heavily, and slamming the
door, though an upright and excellent person,
vet lucks the finer qualities of the gentleman.
The essence of courtesy is moral. It is a sympathetic regard for the feelings of others which
spures them unnecessary
annoyance.
When
it is instinctive, itis called tact.
But it is, at
bottom, humanity.—ZEasy Chair in Nov. Har

sof
The
try,”

ee

band.

Jjoyed themselves by pointing their guns
at me and then laughing.
I took my
children and hid in the corn until the

quality

liness may be exercised toward a hundred or
a thousand alike.
Friendsuip is in its very
nature exceptional; therefore, as Lord Bacon
says, *“ There is little friendship in the world.”
—8. 8. Times.

own,
The

MT

advised me not to venture outafter dark,

and then rode away. I can't tell you how
long that night was, or the nights which
followed until the return of my hus-

est in his fellows, ‘Friendship is a
peculiar atey
tachment between two persons of. congenial
minds, who have hearty respect and
es- children cried, and

by

two

convincing me that he was not a panther,

man promptto feel and to show a kindly inter

Friendliness is that

1aguMr,
1a” a
men
8 4A
Old
from
”

for thinka process

of mere absorption, They are fond of saying
that they lead a purely intellectual life—that is,

2 Re-

have a disagreeable thing to do.
In the ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for thosé sent by perfirst place, don’t do'it by proxy; but do sons who do not patronize the Morning Star,
it
it . yourself.
Face the responsibility; is but just that cAsH
should accompany the copy
face the possible disagreeableness of the at the
rate of FOUR CENTS
PER LINE of eight
experience; meet the necessity boldly;
!
be as brave for yourself as you would words. VERSES are inadmissible.

Carleton, who had followed the Yeast
rode up, and when he had succeeded in

‘ I remember how frightened
hour. The fragrance of the first, however, is
lasting, while that of the latter is as transient | about the Indians.
My husband
as its stem is fragileé.— Hosea Ballou.
sent at Vincennes when about

ra
ring
per,
on;"”
Tr On
tical

Mr.

Assembly, is now

general]

are} 0s[e {8poy ary JusSery

When thou seest thine enemy in trouble curl

notthy whiskers in contempt; for in every
bowie there is murrow, and within every jackct there is a man.—Saadi,

In a little while

by Lowry,

fpr the Great Chautauqua Sunday

‘soB[d pro 43 9

Give a man such a heart as the Son of God
<lescribes in the beatitudes,and a whole universe of sorrow cun not rob him of his blessedness.—~8purgeon.

oy. I gave a scream and picked up the
candle and dashed into the house and

piled
School

‘s8uryepy ¢ SYI0TD quny) ‘sqjor)

It is always safe to learn, even from our enemies ; seldom safe to venture to instruct even
its
our fr lends.— Colton.

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION —New Hamp:
D:
Rev, A, B. Meservey, Ph.
ton, N. H,
principal, with eight nssociate teachers. Regular
courses of study
for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commereinl college in
New England.
Jelozraphy a specialty. = Best
teacher of Penmanship in” the State.
UXpenses
less than inany other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each. Winter Tern begins Nov. 18,
1878. Spring Term
ins, Feb, 8, 1879. 8
)
Term beans Apr. 21,
Summer Term closes
June
4
26. Send for Catalogue to
bg
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
1

Sarah Smithers, the loved wife of Thomas

CAROLS,

MIAN ‘L

Make but few explanations; the character
that can not defend itself is not worth vindicating~F. W. Robertson.

had

CHAUTAUQUA

Doane, & Sherwin, the Song Book com=

HIOX

The greatest difficulties are always found
where we are not looking for them.—Goethe.

ing the yell between me and the house,
and onlooking around I discovered
a large
anther pass between the light and my

lowered the quilt.

she

Eoueational,

in the |

pexosd-

praise

that

taken her morning meal by moonlight,
with the aid of a small lamp, she was
greatly disgasted.— Bangor (Me.) Whig.

is a neat thing

s

pur

An ingenious mind feels in unmerited
the bitterest reproof.—Bossueét.

sane, but when she. found

The following

way they
did. business-like advertisements half a century ago. It is ‘an’ epitaph in a London ‘church: ¢ Here lies

VF

Or the need so great as to-day. = |
—Adelaide Anne Proctor.

at first thought that her friend was in-

easy

approaching person
td'come to the light.
You can not imagine my fright at hear-

But your arm will never be stronger,

o'clock in the morning for ? The old lady

Smithers, marble cutter.
This monu0-0-4
‘ment was erected by her husband as a
* +o
tribute to her memory and a specimen of
COMPULSORY EDUCATION.
his
Monuments of the same style
The New York Zimes in considering | £26 art.
each.”
the question of illiterate voting, does not
The house wherein George Eliot lives
see any consistent or practicable method and writes stands in one of the most ' seof putting. an educational test for suf cluded nooks of London,
It is a plain,
frage into the Constitution, but sees in comfortable building, surrounded by a HELspaLE QOLLEGE.—Michigan, Collegiate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Pre.
enerous measure of soft turf and gracecompulsory education a remedy:
Music and Art
Departments. Elective
1 trees. Awnings shade the windows, paratory,
studies.
Admits both sexes. est of religious in.
Compulsory education, systematically and a high
wall about the lawn’ contrib- fluences. Thorough and cheap. Finest college
and vigorously enforced, wouldjn the utes to the almost
buildings in the Northwest,
Tuition, incidental
course of a generation almost wholly most distinguished raral retirement of the and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
of
living
women.
$2.25
a
week.
Room,
40
to
75
cents
a week. Scholeliminate this particular source of evil.
arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.
The element of Aieracy in adult immi- | . Two expeditions to Africa are to be Music $12 and Painting $12 a term,
Fall Term commences Sept, 4.
grants, which would still remain, ‘would started shortly, one German and the othhe former, under Herr G. | For CatalogueD. address,
probablybe a diminishing quantity, and er English.
W. C. DURGIN, President,
:
Hillsdale, Mich.
might not be beyond the reach of restric- | Rohlf, is to study the fauna of Tripoli,
trace the rivers Shari and Berme to their
tive provisions in the naturalization 1
ICHOLS LATIN S8CHOOL.—The special work
sources and explore the region between
It is an especial merit of this remedy
that
of the school is to prepare the students for colit is fully in keeping with the highest t them and the Congo. ' The latter, under lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thor.
Keith
Johnson,
ough
a manner as possible. Expenses are moder:
is
organized’
by the Afriprinciples and the most hopeful aims of
can Committee of the Royal Geographical ate. Send for a Catalogue.
our free . institutions.
To restrict the Society, and
A. M. JONES, See.,
will begin its labors in the
Lewiston, Me,
*
power of the people, and make distincvicinity
of
Zanzibar
and
penetrate
thence
tions and inequalities before the law,
BA
COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.
into the interior to Lakes Nyanza and
—For further information address the Preswould be a step backward which in theident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL:
ory it is undesirable to take, and in prac- Tanganyika.
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
‘“ Is there a letter here for me 2” asked
tice could only be justified by stern neJ. A. HOWE, Sec.
Selah. It would involve a qualified ac- an ancient female of a post-office emAPHAM
INSTITUTE.—North
Scituate, R. I.
ployee
yesterday.
Inquiring
her name,
knowledgment of failurein our political
This Institution enters upon its fiftieth year
theories. Illiterate voting is an evil and the obliging clerk answered, ‘ Yes. Sept. 2, 1878. For further particulars iy
J. W. STOCKBRIDGE.
The voting can not be re- maam ; nine cents postage due on it,too.” theNoPrincipal.
a danger.
Seituate, R. I.
stricted, and wisdom dictates a restriction ‘Yes, sir. Would you be so good as to
read it for me?” The obliging clerk openof the illiteracy.
AINE CENTRAL
INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
ed the billet, which proved to be eleven AVA Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi4-0-6
|
pages of foolscap, and after patiently cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Winter
DISAGREEABLE THINGS.
wading through it, the old lady drew a term
begins Monday Nov. 4, 1878. Spring term
Itis a great pity that we can’t get long breath, and remarking, ‘All right, begins Monday, Jan. 27, 1879, Summer term beMonday, Apr. 14, 1879. Fall term begins
along in the world without running
oung man, I don’t believe I will take Kinsonday,
Aug. 18, 1879. Send to the Secretary for
against disagreeable
it,” walked out leaving the astonished a Catalogue.
things, or rather,
have disagreeable things run against us. clerk with the voluminous document and
REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.—Walerbury
Strange that, we can't live our little short a niné-cent postage bill on his lily-white
Center,
Vi.
Fall Term begins
September
10, 1878.
Lizzie
COLLEY,
Principal;
life without being called upon to do hands.— Cincinnati Breakfast Tabie.
ADELLE
L.
BALDWIN,
Associate.
With
competent
things from which we shrink. But howassistants.
Expenses-are moderate.
For further
ever great the pity, and however strange
piruculars address the Principal, at Hill, N. H., or
‘Rev. A. M. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt.
it may be, every now and then a most
disagreeable thing will challenge our
ORTHWOOD SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.
J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal, with a
ution, and we must either dodge it or
complete
board of assistants. For further particPARTICUL
o it.
AR
NOTICE. Obituarres should
be ulars address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Sec-

| advanced toward the Jrood, calling to the

Of gaining some hard-fought field,
Of storming some airy fortress,
Or bidding some giant yield;
Your future has deeds of glorv,
Of honor (God grant it may)!

utes

re-

I'set a candle on a stump in the yard,and,
leaving my little boy sitting in the door,

Rise from your dreams of the future

Naresition
vrit8 of
this
Mr,
[ the
efulbest,
hort
ber,
the
it in

Iimmediately an-

sponded to, and continued to approach.

THINGS TO REMEMBER.

uch

way in the darkness.

swered the cry, and it was promptly

_
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Pennsylvania

Queen Victoria is five feet one inch high.

established in

was

The first printing press
New York city in 1693.

gt the coal
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Dr. Lyman Abbott has been visiting

i

;

pas

has gone to Spain, He proposes | to this fruit than in years

ives his impres- | Gen. Grant
oe
immense size and excellent qualities of
Yegions 0 I Doumsyiyanie a gle that * one | to pass the winter in Paris.
Jooks in Vain i the Wyoming Valley for any | Boston Sorbets, whe shot John Wilkes Booth, | some of the newer kinds prove so temptsigns of ‘crushing poverty ;” that as a class “the | Ppa 2 Jinge Dickens, the Rev. B. ing, that many persons who have hitherto

inndeced

|

Saepott "lio
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s/ of || Chinese.
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Matthew
that Vanity Fair;” that the
estimated at
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quent murders

fairer field elsewhere, it would appear even

chants, have failed with liabilities

in

|

Massachusetts, than in the Wyoming Valley ; | £1,230,000.

aL itiousl veports. of layissmess in Rew

that however small the wages the miners do

5 505,000,000,

half work and the despotism of capital.
Abbott says that * the question whether
laborers of America in general and of
mining fields -in particular are getting
compensation for their work is one that

Five hundred thousand California salmon
eggs were sent to Europe on Saturday week, to
to
be distributed: 200,00) ‘to France, 200,000
Germany, and 100,000 to Eng.
A monument to the memory of the late Vice-

Dr.
the
the
fair
re-

quires for; its correct answer a consideration
.
of many facts not presented to te ey Ji :
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the gro
ton.
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newer
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in the wild berry. | one

yifhts more—and very properly most

and Bajsimore.

who

at once

lately : ich)

growing | and our civilization happily offers

are

| more

productive-
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larly desirable for market purposes.
This
quality ‘of firmness is a very important
item, as it often happens that the best

land, under any other social or industrial
conditions. And we doubt whether there
was ever a time when industry and egon-

market

omy—using

is two or three hundred miles away,

the

term in its true

.

Decatur and

either gues
ter to anSWer oreven to egusider
impressions made
tion, but siinply to state the
upon him by what he saw.

Several persons are
Indians was consumed.
Ss.
y
d i
is
av
ai
said to have perished in the flames
hibit the circulation of 33

non-periodical

So-

cialist papers, including two published in
cago and the Berlin ¢¢ Free Press.”

.Chi-

be

but litle terror for

.

The storm of Wednesday was very severe in
Philadelphia and vicinity. In the city proper
384 dwellings and stores were unroofed and
otherwise injured;
31 churches, 23 schoolhouses, 35 factories and warehouses, and over
-30-ether-buildings, were8
The loss of property will aggregate ‘inthe
vicinity of $2,000,000.
Six persons were killed
and thirteen seriously imjured." The damage
to shipping is also very heavy.
The havoc in
other parts of Pennsylvamia, though less severe
than in
Philadelphia, was very destructive.
At Harrisburg, Readiag, Pottstown, Chester
and adjoining towns the devastation was appalling. In New York city, Brooklyn and on
Coney Island, also in other sections of the
State and in New Jersey, the damage to property was very great: Intelligence is received
of the founding in Chesapeake bay, on Tuesday
afternoen, of the steamer Express, from Balti
more for Washington, with a loss of twenty
lives, and ‘also of the wreck,on Wednesday
for Norfolk,

1 1-4 to 3 inches around,

‘though, at times, it has seemed that failure
must come, yet “it bas lived through all discouraging influences, and seems now about to
~The
enter a period of greater presperity.
school has for some time been burdemed with
a heavy debt, a debt, too, which has been

:

steadily increasing, rather tham diminishing.
Friends of the institution saw that something

readers especially

a cold, a cough and

their winter. flannels earlier in the season than

any people are accustomed to put ‘them on.
Then, if
would gradually accustom

16 have more outsidle"air in their

sleeping rooms, having sufficient light woolen
coverings to keep them warm, they would net

be as apt to take, cold, during, the day., One

A convention
must be immediately done.
was accordingly called to meet at Wilton, Oct.
1. Not a large number responded to the call,
but those who came, evidently meant business.

The condition of

school was thoroughly

the

facts

discussed, and, from the

plans were

agreed

can be lessened,
school insured.

thus: obtained,

upaqn, by which the debt
and

‘the prosperity

and

their beautiful redigolor and good quality,
also prove very efficient allies in enabling
this variety to retain its name Queen of
the Market.
It is thought that the plants
will continue to prove ‘ hardy,” as thus
far they have withstood severe changes in
the weather very nicely.

kind, is wonderfully tenacious of life; and, al-

consumption perpaps,if they would put em

. themselves

berries, from

passing through trials, and fears for its success
referring
from ents
may have kept correspond
to it. But this institution, like others of its

. PE An Exhortation.

would saye: themselves

berry.

Henrietta. This is a variety that proudly
boasts of having yielded the raspberries
that has perhaps ever been grown.
One
specimen last summer (not grown by myself) is said on good authority to have
measured 1 1-2 inches in cross-diameter,
and 4 1-2 inches around.
Nor does the

of the

is, seem

look

out of the

upon

canes,

the

which

way, when

giant

proportions

measure

as—it

we come

to

of the

at times from 6 to

fact,

of

a matter

as

3 1-4

inches

around. The berries are of a fine red color
and of a very good quality. The canes
may be considered hardy, as I do not give
them winter protection.
Gregg is anew black raspberry that is
creating quite a furore among fruit growers, and is attracting more attention than
has

any variety of its class for some years

past.

It is particularly

noticeable -for its

e
THE

than elsewhere

a

temperature was

higher

room, and

hence,

in

the

Any devapor of great explosive power.
fect in the top of a lamp which allowed the

for

standing.

transporta-

tion to distant markets. It is not necessary

to give the canes winter

protection

after

the plants .once i: get started. Florence
with her rich crimson berries, Caroline
with her beautiral golden or orange color-

ed fruit,” Pride ‘of ‘the Hudson with its
superb red

berries and

Cuthbert

“vapor to come in contact

with

the flame

would, under these circumstances, produce
an explosion;or it might come about by
driving the flame
down into the lamp
through ‘the common though bazardous
practice of blowing out a light from
the top of the glass chimney. ‘When kero-

iNew Rochelle with their enticing: fruits
are all worthy
of mention, but like some

gene oil is sold at from 10 to 15 cents per
gallon, those who purchase it should ex-

fifteen or twenty other varieties upon

ercise the

grounds, they must await their turn

my
until

time and space shall allow for a further

utmost

caution

in

—

Commission

CO.,

dried

No

Cellar

&c.

apples,

Quincy Market, Boston.
FLOUR.
The receipts of Flour for the

have

week

For

been

Diseases

such

of

ND

Britis
s to other
200 to Halifax, and 462
Provinces. Tne market for Flour remains in isthea
same quiet state previously noticed. ‘There
a fair business doing in a few favorite anded well
for
known brands, some of whith are contract
to arrive, but trade generally is dall and a sales
to
unsatisf
and
low
at
difficult to make except
rices. The market is now well supplied with all
finds, spring wheats, both straight and Patents,
having been arriving more freely for some weeks
past. It is also a noticeable fact that the spring
to last
wheat Patents are fully ojual in guality
year’s, and that there wilt be an abundant to supply
make
wheat
more
takes
of this description, -1t
quality
them, but the trade are satisfied that theIncluded
season.
is as goodas in any previous
in the receipts of the week are 7 900 bbls hy the
Grand Junction Railroad for distribution in neigh-Paring wheat
bering markets. The sales of
nesota, have
teats, including Wisconsin and
latter includes
the
and
been at $650 4 $8 ¥ bbl,
MEAL ~The demand is steady, with sales

FLOUR. —The

RYE

a
@

quality.
BUCKWHEAT FLOW R.—The market is ‘dull and
the tendency of prices has besn to lower rates.
Wequote at $2 12); @ $226 ¥ 100 lbs.
CORN.
The receipts of Corn for the week have ‘been
239,110 bu, and the exports {or the same time 167.-

OATS.
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for No. 2 mixed for export’ free on board.
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Lungs,

fering and even life is saved by this timely
tion.
PREPARED BY

sales have been in small lots

at $3 25 @ $3 50¥ bbl.
AT MEAL.—There is
ic at $450
Nes) oh

and

Whooping

Asthma,

dence in its virtues,never
cqualled by any other
mo
.
medicine. It still makes the most effectual cures
of Coughs, Colds, Consumption, that can be made
by medical skill, ‘Indeed, the CHERRY PECTORAL
has really robbed these dangerous diseases of
their terrors to a great extent, and given a feeling
from their fatal effects, that is well
of immunity
founded if the remedy be taken in season. Every
family should have it in their closet for the ready

ns,
the choicest brands arriving wjth few exceptio still
ave

CORN

Throat

Colds,

Bronchitis,

so long as AYERS CHERRY PECTORAL.
It has
been known to the public
about forty years, by a

as some favorite and well known brands
at $235 @ $2 15 ¥ bul.

the

as Coughs,

Cough,

£]

when two-thirds of the oil in the lamp was

Cluster,” for its
its fine qualities

firmer.

Sweets are a little

| With sales of Norfolk at $1 75 ¥ bbl.

Verds, 202 t) Barba.
bbis to Husl, 400 to Cape deMiquelon
25 to Cayenne, |

perature was alone needed tomakeit evolve
‘Where kerosene lamp
explosive vapor.
explosions take place it is often found that
over

and other kinds at 75 a

88¢;

likely to be still Yorer,

EGG

AND

1876. The exports for the same time have 12,549
bbls, of which 5,725 bbls were 10 Liverpool, 400

used up, its place was filled by an invisible

and for

beans,

eggs,

between

a mantle-piece,

bu, and

Merchants and dealers in butter; cheese and 3

80 deg. and 95 deg. Fahrenheit, proving
that a slight increase in the ordinary tem-
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bu. The market Eloses dull. With large
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than the extinguishment of the light, but
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great size, exceeding even the ‘* Mammoth
productiveness;
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ed match into a barrel filled to the brim
with naphtha with no other consequence

where

11041350!
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GREEN APPLES
AND PEARS.
The market continues to be well supplied with

Northern Rose command 86 & 90¢, as to quality.
Northern and Eastern Jacksons are selling at 0

Joes, 975 to St. Pierre,

the lamp was

with

| 5}; js (he outside price for choice Houlion's.

products of petroleum is the vapor that is
evolved, — Thus; aman may plunge night=
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Central Rose have been gelling at 90¢

if tested, flash considerably under 110 deg. |

would,
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PEAS,

As long as alamp is full of oil
of heat.
this unsafe liquid can be burned with impunity. The dangerous element is all the

from
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There has been a steady demand
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full a severe explosion would be inevitable.
Now, most of the oil in use in this city,
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holiday | $175 5 ¥ bbl.
have made beautiful
Many
CRANBERRIES.
presents from the patterns of fancy-work
The market is steady at $6 @ $7 for Cape and £5
in * ANDREWS Bazar.”
Itis in this way
that it has acquired the reputation it bears. 4 @ 36 ¥ bbl for country.
POTATOES.
It supplies fully a long felt need. Published
There has been a liberal supply of Potatoes and
prices are somewhat lower than last week. Maine
by W. R. Andrews, Cincinnati.

great part of the oil sold and burned, would,

10 feet in hight. This immense berry is
of course an exception, though quite a
number of other specimens have measured
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one. “Almost all of the Northern States
have passed laws forbidding the sale of
kerosene oil which flashes at a lower temperature than 110 deg. Fahrenheit, and
though the observance of these statutes
insures only a comparative degree of safety
for the flash grade should have been set at
140

quiet, and selling in small lots at $2 @ $225¥

50,000.

owns and manages a farm

But
tion was, therefore, very opportune.
during the past two or three. years a competition in price has had the effect to les-

experience has

al $170 @ €1 75 ¥ bu for best lots. Yellow Eyes
have been selling at $2 ¥ bu.
Red Kidneys are

Gilmanton has a lady farmer, Mrs. J. I. | Apples, and 75¢ @ $1 ¥ bbl covers the bulk of the
sales: % npey Variosios Tauge a live un Bea 0
Piper,who, though over sixty years of age,
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Orange” ”» and some others,which | of the manufacturers by adding naphtha to
Brinkle’s
can with difficulty be kept for eventwentyit, but the refiners themselves have put in
four hours.
Then the large size of the the market oils far below the grade which’

It must be admitted tht the school has been

Itis motiexactly in the line of news, but
many of our New England

market

‘

Wilton Collegiate Institute.

Va.

BO

profitable

:

Renders of the Star may be curious to know
what has become. of Wilton Collegiate Institate. In the past, it has had its place among
our educational interests; and frequent communications have appeared in relation to it;
but of late, little has been written, and there
may be anxiety about the welfare of the insti:
tution of learning west of the Mississippi.
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in a salable condition for several days afier | sen the usefulness of kerosene ofl by, mak-

Educational.

six miles south of Cape Henry signal station.
Only one of her crew of nineteen men was
loss.
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BEANS.
There has been a fair demand for Pea, with
sales in lots as they arrive at $1853 819 & bu,
and hand picked at $2. Mediums move off fairly
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At Cornell University an ‘estimate has
recently been made of the annual crop of

failure of the whale fisheries was imposing
a restricted use on all artificial lights in

Perhaps the most prominent of these is
the merit that the berries have of keeping
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large berry ‘gives promise of becoming a
very general favorite, combining as it does
the many qualities that are usually thought

;
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tion and surrender the keys-of the vault. Securities to the amount of $2,757,700 and $11,000 in cash were secured by the thieves.
The Southern scourge is abating daily.
In
Memphis, Sunday, there were only two deaths
from the disease, and at New Orleans but twenty-two. In the latter city the Peabody, Howard and Ladies’ Associations have relinquished their work among the suffering, and the
regular local charitable associations will now
continue the labor of providing for the dis‘tressed. Krom all sections of the infected districts the prospects of an early frost are very
flattering.——The President will soon issue a
proclamation fixing Thursday, Nov. 28, as a
day of thanksgiving.
A Nashville dispatch
says the 900 illicit distillers who had been before the United States Circuit Court, last week,
have heen hopelessly demoralized in conse“quence of the heavy
penalties imposed, Sixty
|
fined {rom
tenced to imprisonment froin one to six months
in jail.
rrr

mishap, but ¢ drunkards and vagrants also are
violently agitated and shocked at along one.”
In her words, “ To sum up the whole matter,
we must combine strict legal restraint and
subjection to a long corrective and disciplinary imprisonment, with a kind, faithful Christian sympathy with individuals.”
In 1874,
there were more than 800 women constantly
imprisoned ia Massachusetts alone, and since
that time the number has
increased much
more rapidly than the population.
Storm.
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distance than from Washington to New
could | York.
The Louisiana orange crop bids falr to be
generous

The use of kerosene oil for illuminating
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The United States last year exported
107,364,666 pounds of cheese to England.
If this were loaded on drays, each carrying

sense, of

ers,and from those who are simply growing
fruit for their own recreation or private

Pursuant to the provisions of the anti-Socialist bill, the Berlin police have dissolved four’
clubs in that city. The police authorities pro-

in prison.

The writer says that women convicts are usually sentenced for one of three classes of offences,—drunkenness, unchastity, and larceny ; the
order in which they are placed indicating their
relative prevalence.
Short sentences to the
i
4
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counties,

Edwards

Valley, Kansas, recently raided by Cheyenne
Indians, have been devastated by prairie fires,
and nearly everything not destroyed by ‘the
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Thoreau built him a shanty | 7 44, !

| comfortable.

| in Walden woods and lived a year in it ata
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absolute necessities of men—the minimum | Capt, Kennedy, a resident of Nueces Co.,
cost of living—a very small portion of a | Texas, owns a tract of land containing
man's yearly wages will keep him alive and 550 SQUATS Milles, or Which are pastured

on the common wild varieties,
miners are peaceable, law-abiding, sober and | Dickens, is a Methodist ministerat Freeport, | depended
are now supplying their tables with the
.
industrious: that it is as unjust to hold the | IIL
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CHEESE,
in Belgium 92 1.2, and in England 160
he receipts for the week have been 5,
pounds.
against 5,384 boxes for the same week Vast p—
Notwithstanding the injury tothe grain Exports for the week 983 boxcs. The market has
been slow and weak, and selling
prices are 5c
crop in Minnesota and Iowa, it is believed { lower
than a week ago. Some mild Hid lots
that the total wheat crop of the country
are held above our quotations, but9c 18 the highwill reach 400,000,000 bushels.
pay for best offerare willing to
est that the trade factory.

ten days’ work an East India Islander, according to ‘Wallace, can manufacture or
earn sago cakes enough fo Jast him a year;
and less labor will keep him supplied with
POPULAR NEW RASPBERRIES.
the limited clothing he needs.
A man
HARDY AND PROFITABLE VARIETIES.
needs
more
clothing
here,
and
a
greater
Much greater prominence is now given
t. The | voriety of food; yet when it comes to the

Towa is buildng six new railroads.
National debt of Japan, $363,000,000.
Mr. Edison has taken out 150 patents.

Miners.
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The receipts of Oats for the week have bee 76,
have been well susthere is little probability of its being a safe 700 bu. Prices are flim andbette
grades. The sales
tained, particularly for the
and reliable article, In all this there is have been at 36 @
for No 1 ‘and extra White;
813 @ 320 for No 2 white. Mixed Oats have heen
need of reform,
and this should take the
selling at 29% @ 32)5¢¥ bu, as to quality. There2
shape of an enforcement of existing laws.
is a fair demand at these prices, anu 5 cars No
White sold at 315¢e, delivered last November.
—N. Y. Times.
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OASH GROOERS WANTED.
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schism has occured in the Liberal League,

F. E. Abbott being displaced from the presiddency for his opposition to the circulation of
obscene literature through the mails. Elizur
Wright of Boston has been chosen his suc«cessor, and the geceders have formed a new

league, with Mr. Abbott for President.
Absconding clerks and treasurers are not
wholly
an American
peculiarity.
William
Ohmanp Stafford, a clerk of the Liverpool
braneh of the Bank of England, recently abseonded with £14,000 of the funds of the bank.

JA reward of £500 has been offered
‘prehension.

for his ap-

——————

The Boston Post; « The boy wo goes
whistlargeat
with thred
tol pocket,
to cheer
8 Ee
pantaloons
fing inYo each
ples

but with the renewed eflorts: of all interested,
It is esits patronage may be soon regained.
pecially urged that brethren of the State and
Since
adjoining States patronize the school.
the property is now owned and controlled by
the State Educational Society thebrethren must

not feel that success or failure will effect Wilton alone. Let all realize that we are occupying ground that must be held,and that our honFurthermore, as
or as & people is at stake.
this is our oily educational interest west of
Hillsdale, we ean not, we must net, allow it to
fail, or its influence to diminish.
Send your money, your children and your
prayers. The sehool needs these more than all
else. With these it will become a power for
religion and truth. ‘Without these, it may as
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WAGES
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AND THE OOST oF LIVING.

that obtained

higher,

when

it willbe seen

fairly held their own.

that

wages

were

wages

have

And if men

will

make the same comparison with regard to
|men’s earnings and purchases, twent,

fifty, a wera

years 3go, they will =
and

a loser unless he charged a very consid-

erable profit on all he sold,
excepting
always a few standard articles, in which
there is cluse competition.
It is quite fair
that the community which adopts this
system

€omparing the present market price of
all the articles of necessity and luxury that
go to make up the cost of living, with the

prices

be

tore

rapid

of

payment

should

pay

what it

costs, but it is rather hard that a person
who is willing to pay for what*he gets
when he gets it should suffer by it.—
Montreal Witness.
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Franklin County, Vermont, 20 @ 23¢ can siill be
obtained, but to command the outside price every

tub must be perfect.
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stable

government, ® personal

the care of a master capable of imparting a
knowledge of the first principles of horticud-

liberty and protectien,gratuitous education

ture.—The bust of Milton,which was presented to Colby "University by members of the

pure water, lighted streets, and other untaxed advantages
which .his ancestors
never dreamed ofor hoped for. His wages
are higher, and his money will buy more,

alumni, has lately been pluced upon

a pedestal

of polished Aberdeen. granite from the Hallo
well Works.——Metbodist preachers have sub| seribed nearly $24,000t0

professorship in Drew
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Seminary,——A ' com-

for his

children,

free

medical

attendance,

dollar for dollar, than his father’s would. :
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tomatoes this fall.
One acre of land will produce 1,000 bushels of sugar beets, which made
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sugar

will yield 4,800 pounds of sugar; or in vin-.
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The wool clip of Oregon this year is
about 6,500,000 geunds, being about 1,500,000 more than last year.
Bi
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are over 1,000,000 sheepin Colora- |
and over 5,000,000 head of cattle.
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both adults and children, are published monthly. Payment for these papers should be
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Cotton has been grown in Iowa.

and Myrtle, are published alternate weeks, and
Lesson Papers of the International Series, for

strared Magarin of Chotes Z48-
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e finest flour in Germany is
luxfood,
of to-day | to be made with glass millstones.
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A new guano island has been discovered
his father,

has infinite advantagés over
grandfather, or great-grandfather.
And
he enjoys a multitude of privileges
and

want and
1b. With

12¢ per

Two Sabbath:gchool papers, The Little Star

at

colder weather this medium stock may ds a little
better, but at present there are not enough gales
to give a basis for reliable quotations. Choice
dairypacked Western is still scarce wanted at full
prices. .~ Most
of
the - Western = receipts
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18 @ 19¢, and choice New York at 17 @ 18¢, but the

run poor, and more off slowly 9 @
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Vermont

been

bulk of the davies are not what buyers
it is difficult to make sales at 13 @ 160%

pees

India is now producing over
pounds of good tea annually.

choice

make, have

Munich and vicinity.——The papers
pae say that | means of

589,082. Of this number the Republicans cast | sent to the Baptists of that State.——Through274,120; the Democrats, 270,966 ; the Nationals,
out France gardening is practically taught in
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